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This  report  was prepared  in  partial  fulfillment of the requirements  of Contract  No. YA-
553-CT1-89  issued by the U.S. Department  of the Interior, Bureau of Land  Management,  to
the  Department of Agricultural  Economics of North Dakota State University in July, 1981.
The  purpose  of this  research  contract  was  to  enable the  Bureau  of  Land  Management
(BLM)  to estimate quickly and accurately the economic, demographic, and fiscal effects of
various coal development alternatives. To achieve this objective, two computerized socio-
economic  assessment  models  were  developed  - one  for the energy  resource  areas of
western  North Dakota and the other for the energy regions of  Montana.
This report describes the logic, structure, data bases, and operational procedures of the
North  Dakota  model.  A companion  document  (Ag.  Econ.  Miscellaneous  Report  No.  61)
describes  the  data  sources  and  procedures  employed  in  adapting  this  modeling
framework  for use in Montana.
The authors wish to express their appreciation to several  individuals who made signifi-
cant contributions  to the successful completion  of the study.  Mr. Loren  Cabe,  Economist
in the Montana State Office of BLM  and Contractors'  Authorized  Representative for this
project, was an unfailing source of encouragement and guidance throughout the course of
the effort.  Ms.  Carol  Ferguson,  Montana  Department of Community  Affairs,  made  an  in-
valuable contribution  to the study, particularly through her astute advice concerning data
sources  for the  Montana  portion of the  analysis. Within  the Department  of Agricultural
Economics of North Dakota State University, we gratefully acknowledge the contributions
of Ms. Cindy Danielson  and Ms.  Lori  Cullen for their skillful and expeditious typing of the
reports,  Ms.  Carol  VavRosky  for  preparing  the  model  flow  charts  and  other  graphic
materials,  and  Ms.  Karen  Maki  for editing  the reports  and  making  numerous other con-
tributions to the effort.  Finally, we express our appreciation  to the state and  local govern-
ment officials and energy industry representatives  who  provided  information essential to
the analysis.Table  of  Contents
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Introduction
North Dakota is  likely  to experience  numerous industrial  developments
in  the coming years.  These developments will  include a  variety of
energy-related projects,  such  as coal-fired electric  generating and synthetic
natural  gas  facilities, as well  as  nonenergy development, such  as  various
agricultural  processing and manufacturing facilities.  On  the other hand,  the
state also  could experience  a  decline  or termination of  certain  kinds of  basic
economic  activity.
These developments will  have profound effects  on  North Dakota and its
residents.  Among  the most significant of  these effects will  be  those on  the
state's economy  and on  its  population.  Major development projects  will  create
new employment that will  necessitate the  in-migration of new residents.  The
extent of the  impacts  of such events  will  be determined by  the level  of
economic and  demographic change brought about by  the developments.  Thus,
knowledge of  the economic and  demographic effects  of development is  a
necessary prerequisite  for effective planning  and  policy making.
Research  to  evaluate the  implications of  economic development in  North
Dakota  began in the 1960s.  The first major work  in this area was  the develop-





Figure 1. Chronology of Research  Concerning Economic,  Demographic, and  Fiscal
Impacts  of  Economic  Development in  North  Dakota
1.
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developed by  Sand 1 and Bartch2 and  was subsequently  tested for  validity by
Senechal. 3  This model  has been  utilized in  analyses  of the economic effects
of a  number of  proposed resource development projects.
With the advent of numerous proposals for large-scale coal  development
projects during  the early  1970s,  the need  for detailed analysis  of  the local
economic, demographic,  and  fiscal  effects  of  such  projects became apparent.
Effects  of  rapid population growth  on the  revenues  and costs of  local
governments were a  topic  of particular concern.  In  response, a  fiscal  impact
model  was developed to  evaluate such  effects.4 The fiscal  impact model  used
estimates of  project-related changes  in  gross business volume and personal
income  from the  input-output model  together with a  set of  revenue and cost
estimating functions  to evaluate the magnitude, timing,  and  inter-
jurisdictional  distribution of  project-related costs  and revenues.
Initial  analyses of the  demographic effects  of economic development
alternatives  used  simple  population/employment  ratios  based  on  historic
1Sand,  Larry D.,  "Analysis  of  Effects  of  Income  Changes  on
Intersectoral  and  Intercommunity Economic  Structure,"  Unpublished M.S. Thesis,
North Dakota State University,  Fargo,  1966.
2Bartch,  Bruce  L.,  "Analysis of  Intersectoral  and  Intercommunity
Structure in  Southwestern North Dakota,"  Unpublished M.S. Thesis, North  Dakota
State University, Fargo,  1967.
3Senechal,  Donald M.,  "Analysis of Validity of North Dakota Input-
Output Models,"  Unpublished M.S. Thesis, North Dakota State University, Fargo,
1971.
4Prestgard, Per G.,  "Effects of Coal  Development  on Public Costs
and Revenues in North  Dakota,"  Unpublished M.S. Thesis,  North Dakota State
University, Fargo, 1974.  Leholm, Arlen  G.,  F. L. Leistritz, and T. A.
Hertsgaard,  "Fiscal  Impact  of  a  New  Industry  in  a  Rural  Area:  A Coal
Gasification Plant in Western North Dakota,"  Regional  Science Perspectives,
Vol. 6, 1976, pp.  40-56.  Toman, Norman  E.,  A.  G.  Eeholmi,  N.L.  Daisted, and
F. L. Leistritz,  "A Fiscal  Impact Model  for Rural  Industrialization,"  Western
Journal  of Agricultural  Economics, Vol.  1, 1977,  pp.  242-247.-4-
relationships  to develop population  projections.5  However, this  approach  did
not  include  a  method  for  estimating  changes  in  specific  subcategories  of
population,  such  as  school  children  or  the  elderly.  An  improvement  in  this
approach  was  employed  in  the  fiscal  impact  model;  this  method  used  specific
information  concerning  demographic  characteristics  of  in-migrating  workers  and
their families, derived  from extensive  surveys of  such workers. 6
In  response to a  perceived  need  for an  improved  scenario of  future
related  population  dynamics,  a  population  projection  model  was  developed  which
employed  a  cohort  survival  technique.  This  model  used  projected fertility
and mortality  rates to estimate  "surviving"  age-specific cohorts  from 1975 to
the year 2000.7  Concurrently, an established net in-  or out-migration
pattern  of residents in  each  county in  North  Dakota based on  historical  trends
was incorporated  into  the model  and combined with the  appropriate aae-specific
"surviving cohorts" to  form the  projected population.  Initial  applications
of  the model,  however, indicated that major resource development projects
produced very erratic migration  patterns within various counties in  North
Dakota,  rendering the  population projections by  this method somewhat dubious
since no  stable migration pattern could be established.  Although  this technique
5For example, see Leistritz,  F.  L.,  N.  L.  Dalsted, and T.  A.
Hertsgaard, "The Economic  Impact of  Coal-Based Energy Development in  Western
North Dakota,"  North  Dakota Farm  Research, Vol.  31,  No.  6,  1974,  pp.  12-16.
6For example,  see Leholm, Arlen  G.,  F.  L.  Leistritz, and J.  S.  Wieland,
Profile of North Dakota's  Coal  Mine and Electric Power Plant Operating Work
Force, Ag.  Econ.  Rpt.  No.  100,  North Dakota Agricultural  Experiment Station,
Fargo, 1975.  Leholm, Arlen  G.,  F. L. Leistritz, and J. S. Wieland, Profile
of North  Dakota's Electric Power Plant Construction Work  Force, Ag.  Econ.
Stat.  Series No.  22, North  Dakota Agricultural  Experiment Station, Fargo,
1976.
7See Murdock, S. H.,  and T. K. Ostenson, Population Projections  by Age
and Sex,  1975-2000:  State  of  North  Dakota,  Ag.  Econ.  Stat.  Series  No.  31.
North Dakota A~TExp. Station,  Fargo, 1976.- 5-
is  widely accepted by many  demographic analysts  for projecting  future
populations, it  was quite evident that such major departures from  past stable
migration trends  required an alternative approach  to make more accurate
population projections.8
Since large  energy projects were the major causal  factor associated
with the  erratic  net migration rates, it  appeared desirable to  link the
demographic model  with the  input-output economic model,  thus using  estimates
of future changes in  employment opportunities  as  the basis  for estimating  net
migration.  In-migrants could then be  classified by the  householder's  type of
employment with other assumed characteristics  based on  the results  of surveys
of  energy-related workers.
In  1975,  the state  of North Dakota established a  new research  and
information program--the North Dakota Regional  Environmental  Assessment
Program  (ND-REAP).  In  turn, ND-REAP determined that implementation  of  a
computerized economic-demographic  assessment model  was a  high  priority  item on
its  research and  development agenda  and  initiated contracts  for this work. 9
The model,  which became known  as  the REAP Economic-Demographic  Model-1 or
RED-1,  was made  available for general  use  by decision makers  early in  1977.
8For a  detailed discussion of alternative population  projection
techniques,  see Leistritz, F.  Larry, and Steve H.  Murdock,  Socioeconomic
Impact of Resource Development:  Methods  for Assessment, Westview Press,
Boulder, Colorado,  1981.
9Model  development  (i.e.,  development of  essential  concepts  and data
base) was contracted  to a team  of  social  scientists with Dr.  Thor Hertsgaard,
Department of Agricultural  Economics,  North Dakota State University,  serving
as principal  investigator.  Development and  installation of computer software
was contracted to  Arthur D. Little,  Inc.,  with Mr. Donald Senechal  serving as
principal  investigator.  For a detailed discussion of the model's development,
see Leistritz, F.  L.,  T. A. Hertsgaard, D. M. Senechal,  S. H. Murdock, N. E.
Toman, K. Wiig, and G. Schaible, The REAP Economic-Demographic  Model:  Back-
ground, Structure, and Applications, North Dakota Regional  Environmental
Assessment Program, Bismarck, i978.-6-
It  provided projections  of the economic, demographic,  and  fiscal  effects of
energy development at  the regional,  county, and municipal  levels for a
15-county  area in  western  North Dakota where energy impacts were expected to
be most significant.10  During the period January 1  to October 31,  1977, 45
different entities used  the model  for various aspects  of planning and  policy
development.  User groups included state  legislative committees,  state
agencies,  local  governments,  federal  agencies, and private development
firms.11  Because of the  demonstrated demand for  the types of  information the
model  could provide, REAP  initiated contracts in  late 1977  for development of
an  expanded version of  the model  which would include  the entire state  and
nonenergy-  as well  as energy-related developments.  The expanded model,  called
RED-2,  was  completed late in  1978 but was never fully  implemented by  REAP.  In
May  of 1979,  the RED-1  and RED-2  models were transferred by  REAP to  the
Department of Agricultural  Economics,  North Dakota State Unversity.
The extensive use of  the RED-1 model  as a  planning  and  policy analysis
tool  stimulated  interest in  adapting the  system for  use in  other states.  In
1978, the Center For Energy and Mineral  Resources of Texas A&M University
requested copies of the RED-1  and RED-2 models.  The RED-2 model  was  used
as the  basic framework  for a  socioeconomic  impact assessment system for the
lignite development area  of east Texas.  The Texas model,  known  as  the Texas
10For detailed  descriptions of the model's  structure, capabilities,  and
data base, see Hertsgaard, T.  A.,  S. H. Murdock,  N. E. Toman, M. Henry,  and R.
Ludtke,  REAP Economic-Demographic Model:  Technical  Description,  North  Dakota
Regional  Environmental  Assessment Program, Bismarck,  1978.
11For a list of  these user groups,  see Leistritz, et al.,  1978,  op.  cit.
For a review and  evaluation of  the model's  application to a  number of pTannTng
and policy analysis problems,  see Leistritz, F.  L.,  T. A. Hertsgaard, S. H.
Murdock,  and D. M. Senechal,  Policy Making for Resource  Development:  The Case
of Coal  in  North  Dakota, AE81008, Department of Agricultural  Economics, North
'Dakota State  University,  Fargo, 1981.-7-
Assessment Modeling System or TAMS, was completed in  1979 and  has  since been
used extensively as a  planning  tool.1 2  In  1979,  Research and  Planning
Consultants,  Inc.  (RPC),  a  consulting  firm based in  Austin, Texas, requested a
copy of  the RED-2 model.  Since that time,  RPC has  successfully adapted the
model  for use in  assessing the  socioeconomic impacts of mining  development
in  northern  Wisconsin  and  in  evaluating  the  fiscal  effects  of  offshore  oil  and
gas  development in  Louisiana.13
During the  period 1979-1981,  the RED-2 model  was thoroughly evaluated
by  researchers  in  the  Department  of  Agricultural  Economics  of  North  Dakota
State University  (NDSU).  The evaluation included  extensive tests of  the
model's  ability  to accurately  simulate economic and demographic changes which
had occurred  during the  period 1960-1979.14  As a  result of  this evaluation,
a  number  of  refinements were incorporated  into the model's structure.  The
experiences of  researchers involved in  the Texas, Wisconsin, and Louisiana
adaptations of  the model  were shared with  the NDSU team, and  this  information
suggested  further  areas  for  model  enhancement.  The  result  of  this  testing  and
refinement  process  was  the  development  of  the  North  Dakota  Economic-
Demographic Assessment Model  (NEDAM).
12For a  description of  the TAMS model,  see Murdock, S.  H.,  F.  L.
Leistritz,  L.  L.  Jones, D.  Andrews,  B.  Wilson, D.  Fannin,  and J.  deMontel,  The
Texas Assessment Modeling System:  Technical  Description, Tech.  Rpt. No.  79-3,
Department of  Rural  Sociology,  Texas  Agricultural  Experiment Station, College
Station, 1979.
13RPC,  Inc.  Economic Effects Assessment Methodology,  Socioeconomic
Assessment, Exxon Crandon Project, prepared for Exxon Minerals Company, U.S.A.
RPC,  Inc.,  Austin, Texas,  1980.  Luke,  Ronald T.,  "Computer Growth-Management
Applications Analyzed,"  The Western Planner, Vol.  2, No.  7, 1981,  pp.  7-8.
14For a summary of  the  procedures employed and  initial  results for  one
region,  see  Martinez  Salazar,  Angel  S.,  "A  Methodology  for the  Evaluation of
Economic-Demographic Simulation Models,"  Unpublished M.S. Thesis, Department
of  Agricultural  Economics,  North Dakota State University, Fargo,  1981.-8-
The purpose of  this  report is  to  describe the NEDAM model's structure,
capabilities, data base, and  user procedures.  The remainder of  the report is
divided into  four major sections.  First, the model  structure is  described,
and  the nature and sources of  its data bases are explained.  Second, the
computational  procedures through which baseline and impact projections are
calculated are described.  Third, the  results of  various tests of  the model's
validity  are  summarized.  Finally,  the  user  features  of  the  model  are
explained,  including  the  scenario  specification  and  reporting  options
available  to  model  users.
Model  Structure
The  North  Dakota  Economic-Demographic  Assessment Model  (NEDAM) provides
baseline  and  single  or  multiple-project  impact  projections  for  all  eight  state
planning  regions  in  North  Dakota  (Figure  2).  The  planning  regions  correspond
to  the  trade  areas  (or  functional  economic  areas)  of  the  state's  major  urban
centers  and  include  all  of  the  state's  53  counties.  The  model  can  take
account  of  nonenergy-and  energy-related  development proiects  and allows  for
evaluation  of  expansion  (as  well  as  decline) in  a  region's  economic base.
The  user  is  allowed  to  select either a  state  planning region or a  group
of  counties  (up  to  15  counties may  be specified) as  the basis  for model
output.  Outputs  are  then  available  as  selected  by  the  individual  user  at  the
regional,  county, and municipal  levels  and include  such  variables as  type of
employment, population, population by  age and  gender,15 school  enrollments by
age,  housing requirements by  type, public  sector costs and revenues by  type,
1 5 1n  conducting population analyses,  it is important to  recognize that
policy or planning  decisions are often implicitly linked  to the  expected roles
individuals  may  play.  Sensitive  to  this  concern,  we  utilize  the  term  "gender"
in  this report  because  it encompasses  social  expectations  based  on  sex,  the
biological  distinction between males  and females.Figure 2. North Dakota  State Planning  Regions.
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and  net  fiscal  balance.  Requirements  for  medical  and  criminal  justice
services  are  available  at  the  county  level,  and  estimates  of  business  activity
and  personal  income  are  available  at  the  regional  level.  The  model  provides
annual  projections  of  these  indicators  over  a 25-year  planning  horizon
(1981-2005).
The model  provides both  baseline and project-initiated  impact
projections  to  the year 2005.  The baseline projections  produced by the model
indicate the expected  response of economic and  demographic factors in  a
designated area if  the economic and demographic  trends of  the 1960s  and  1970s
were  to  continue to  2005.  Because the  historical  trends in  these  regions  have
involved declining farm numbers  and  rural  population,  baseline  projections
represent limited economic development and, for most areas in  the  regions,
limited growth alternatives.  However,  they give  the necessary  background
against which  the  impacts of  industrial  developments and their effects must be
assessed.
The impact projections allow for the assessment of  the effects of  single
or multiple developments at  alternative sites  anywhere in  the  state.  These
projections  are predicated on  the levels  of  direct expenditures  and employment
expected  to  result from various development  projects.  (This information is
provided primarily  by  project developers.)  In  developing  impact projections,
the model's  baseline projections which  reflect  the economic  and population
trends of  the 1960s  and  1970s are  taken as  starting  points.  Project effects
are assumed to  be additive to these baseline conditions in  most respects.
The model  is user interactive;  the  user has  the option of altering  a
number of the model's assumptions and parameters  and of choosing the  output
reporting options desired.  Key  parameters in  all  components  can be  altered,
and options allow the  user to  select certain types  of output reports  and to- 11  -
choose the  specific areas  for these reports.  The model  consists of  six  basic
components:  1)  An  Economic  Input-Output Module; 2)  A  Cohort-Survival
Demographic Module;  3)  An Economic-Demographic Interface  Module; 4)  A
Residential  Allocation Module;  5)  A  Service Requirements Module;  and 6)  A
Fiscal  Impact  Module.  The  economic  module  estimates  the  gross  business  volume
by  economic  sector  associated  with  a  specified  level  of  final  demands  for  an
area's products.  Employment requirements  by sector and development phase are
then derived from the estimates of  gross business volume.  The demographic
module projects population by age  and gender, and estimates  the available
labor force.  The interface component links  the projections of  required
employment from  the economic module with  the projections of  available labor
force from the  demographic module, to  determine the  level  of employment needs
that can  be met by the  indigenous population and  those that must be met by the
in-migration of  new workers.  The residential  allocation module estimates the
settlement patterns of  new workers and  their families,  and  the service
requirements module  projects  the needs  for selected  services  and facilities
associated with project-related  population growth.  The  fiscal  impact module
then  projects  changes in  public sector costs and  revenues  resulting from
project-related  economic and  demographic change.  These factors operate
differentially at  the regional,  county,  and municipal  levels.  A  generalized
flow diagram of  the model  is  shown in  Figure 3.
A description  of  the  structure  and  data  base  of  each  model  component  is
presented  in  the  sections  which  follow.  It  should  be  noted,  however,  that the
order  in  which  the  various  modules  are presented  in  Figure 3  and  discussed  in
the  following  sections  reflects  the  conceptual  sequence  for  evaluating  the
various  impact  dimensions  rather  than  the  precise  computational  sequence
followed  by  the model.  The model's  computational  procedures are  described in
greater detail  in a later section.- 12  -
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Figure 3.  Data and  Output Flows of NEDAM Model.- 13  -
The Economic Module
Development of the NEDAM model  required choosing a  technique for
estimating  the  indirect and  induced effects of a  new project on  economic
activity, employment, and  income.  The alternatives considered  included the
economic  base approach, econometric estimation  based on  time-series or cross-
sectional  data, and  input-output analysis.  Input-output (I-0)  analysis was
selected as  the economic  impact assessment framework  for the NEDAM model.  The
primary  reasons for  this choice were that, compared  to  the economic base
approach,  I-0 provides considerably more detailed  impact estimates  (i.e.,
business  volume and employment by  sector) and that I-0  allows  the analyst to
take explicit account of  differences in  wage rates and local  input purchasing
patterns in  evaluating the  impacts of  various development proposals.16
Econometric techniques were thought to  be  inappropriate for this  application
because  historic data at  the county and subcounty  level  were  insufficient for
such analyses.17
Input-output analysis is  a  technique for tabulating and  describing the
linkages or interdependencies  between various  industrial  groups within an
economy.  The economy considered may be the national  economy  or  (as in  the
present example) an economy as  small  as  that of a  multi-county  area  (region)
served  by one of  the  state's major retail  trade centers.  Input-output
analysis, as used  in  this model,  assumes that economic activity in  a  region is
16For additional  discussion of the  comparative capabilities of  the
input-output and economic base  approaches, see Lewis,  W.  C.,  "Export Base
Theory and Multiplier Estimation:  A Critique,"  The Annals of Regional
Science, Vol.  10,  No.  2, 1976,  pp.  68-70.  RichaTdson, H.  W.,  Input-Output
and Regional  Economics,  Halstead Press,  New York,  1972.
17For a detailed discussion of  the application of econometric
techniques to  regional  analysis, see Glickman, N.J.,  Econometric Analysis
of  Regional  Systems:  Exploration of Model-Building and Policy Analysis,
Academic  Press,  New York,  1977.- 14  -
dependent upon the  basic  industries that exist in  that region,  often referred
to  as  its economic base.  This  economic base is  largely  the region's  export
base,  i.e.,  those industries  (or basic sectors) that earn  income  from outside
the area. The  remaining economic activities are  the trade  and service  sectors,
which exist to  furnish  the inputs  required by other sectors in  the  area.18
The role  of the input-output model  within  the NEDAM framework is  to
estimate  the gross  business volume  by economic  sector for a  specified level  of
final  demands  for the  area's products.  Employment requirements by  sector  and
development phase are  then derived  from the estimates of  gross business
volume.
Description of the Input-Output Model
The input-output model  employed in  this analysis  has three features
which merit special  comment.  First, the model  is  closed with respect to
households.  In  other words,  households are  included in  the model  as a
producing and a  consuming  sector.  Second, the  total  gross business volume of
trade  sectors is  used  (both for expenditures and  receipts in  the  transactions
table)  rather than value  added  by  those sectors.  This procedure results in
larger activity levels  for  those  sectors than would  be  obtained by
conventional  techniques, but this is  offset by correspondingly larger levels
of  expenditures outside the  region  by those  sectors  for goods  purchased for
resale.  The advantage of  this  procedure is  that the  results  of the analysis
18 For a thorough discussion of  input-output analysis, see Leontief, W.
W.,  Input-Output Economics, Oxford University Press, New York,  1966.  Less
technical  discussions  are provided by Miernyk, W. H.,  Elements  of Input-
Output Economics, Random House, New York,  1965.  Harmstrom, F.  K.,  and R. E.
Lund, Application of an  Input-Output Framework to a Community Economic System,
University of  Misse  rT  PTress,  Columbia, 1967.  For a discussion of  the
applications  of  input-output models  to  regional  analysis, see Richardson,
1972,  op. cit.- 15  -
are expressed in  terms  of gross  business volumes of the  respective sectors,
(usually more meaningful  than value  added to  most users).  Third, all  elements
in  the column  of  interdependence coefficients  for the local  government sector
are assigned  values of  zero, except for a  one  (1.00) in  the main diagonal.
This  was  intended  to  reflect  the  fact  that  expenditures  of  local  units  of
government  are  determined  by  the  budgeting  process  of  those  units,  rather  than
endogenously  within  the  economic  system.
The  input-output  model  includes  13 economic  sectors  (Table  1).  Initial
data for construction  of the model  were obtained in  1965 from a  survey of
expenditure  patterns of a  sample of  firms,  households, and  local  units of
government in  a  seven-county area  in  southwestern North Dakota.19  Data for
four additional  sectors  (coal  mining,  thermal  electric  power  generation,
petroleum and  natural  gas exploration and  extraction, and petroleum  refining)
were collected in  1977.20  Technical  coefficients  for the  13  sector model  are
presented in  Table 2,  and  the  interdependence coefficients derived  from them
are presented in  Table 3.
The  economic base in  the eight  state planning regions  (SR) consists of
livestock  production, crop production, mining, manufacturing,  federal
government outlays,  and  tourism.  Thus,  the  final  demand vector for an
economic area consists  of receipts  by  Sector 1  for exports of  livestock,
receipts  by  Sector 2  for exports  of crops, receipts by Sector 3  for exports of
mines  (SRI, SR7,  and SR8),  receipts by Sector 5  for exports of electricity
(SR7),  receipts by  Sector 6 for  exports of  unrefined petroleum and  natural  gas
(SR1,  SR2,  and SR8),  receipts by Sector 7 for manufactured products,  receipts
19See  Sand,  1966,  op.  cit.,  and  Bartch,  1968,  op  cit.
20Hertsgaard, T. A.,  R. C. Coon,  F. L. Leistritz, and N. L.  Dalsted,
Developing Economic  Impact Projection Models for the Fort Union Coal  Region,
Department  of  Agricultural  Economics,  North  Dakota  State  University,  Fargo,
1977,  op  cit.- 16
TABLE 1.  ECONOMIC  SECTORS OF  INPUT-OUTPUT










6. Petroleum and Natural
Gas Exploration/
Extraction
7  Ag. Processing  and
Miscellaneous
Manufacturing
8. Retail  Trade
9. Petroleum Refining
10.  Business and  Personal
Services
11.  Others  (Sand and Gravel
Mining;  Transportation;
Communication and Utili-
ties;  Finance,  Insurance,
and Real  Estate;  Profes-
sional  and Social  Services)
12.  Households
13.  Government
MODEL AND  CORRESPONDING SIC  CODE
SIC  Codea
Group 013 - Livestock
All  of Major Group 01 - Agricultural
Production, Except Group 013 - Livestock
Major Groups  12 - Bituminous  Coal  and Lignite
Mining
Division C - Contract Construction  (Major
Groups  15,  16,  and 17)
Industry Number 4911 - Electric Companies
and Systems
Major Group 13 - Crude Petroleum and  Natural
Gas
Major Group 50 - Wholesale Trade and Major
Group 20  - Food and Kindred Products
Manufacturing
All  of Division F  - Wholesale and Retail
Trade,  Except Major Group 50 - Wholesale
Trade
Major Group  29 - Petroleum  Refining and
Related Industries
All  of Division H  - Services, Except Major
Groups 80, 81,  82, 86,  and 89
[Major Group 14 - Mining and Quarrying of Non-
metallic Metals,  Except Fuels;  All  of Division E
- Transportation,  Communications,  Electric,
Gas,  and  Sanitary Services, Except major
Groups 48  and 49;  Major Group 48 -
Communication and Major Group 49 - Electric,
Gas, and Sanitary  Services (Except Industry
No.  4911)  Division G  - Finance,  Insurance,
and Real  Estate; Major Group 80 - Medical  and
Other Health Services, Major Group 81  - Legal
Services, Major Group 82 - Educational
Services, Major Group 86 - Nonprofit Member-
ship Organizations,  Major Group 89 -
Miscellaneous  Services]
Not Applicable
Division  I  - Government
aExecutive Office of  the President/Bureau  of  the Budget, Standard Industrial
Classification  Manual,  1967,  U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C.,  1967.
_  ___TABLE 2.  INPUT-OUTPUT TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS, NORTH  DAKOTA ECONOMY
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)
Ag,  Ag,  Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag.  Proc. &
Lvstk  Crops  Mining  Constr.  Gen.  Exp./Ext.  Misc. Mfg.  Retail
(  1)  Ag,  Lvstk.  0.0937  0.0019  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.000  0.0742  0.0575
(  2)  Ag,  Crops  0.1535  0.0210  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.3476  0.0013
(  3)  Coal  Mining  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.1582  0.0003  0.0000  0.000C
(4)  Contract Construction  0.0014  0.0175  0.0108  0.0129  0.0059  0.0857  0.0010  0.0093
(5)  Elec. Generating  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.OO00
(6)  Pet. Exp./Ext.  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0893  0.0000  0.OO00
(7) Ag.  Proc. & Misc. Mfg.  0.2737  0.0693  0.0241  0.0000  0.0339  0.0000  0.3671  0.0002
(8)  Retail  0.0601  0.2920  0.0642  0.1016  0.0078  0.0125  0.0090  0.0582
(9) Pet. Refining  0.0000  0.0000  0.0168  0.0000  0.0075  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000
(10)  Bus. & Pers. Service  0.0028  0.0253  0.0018  0.0036  0.0018  0.0004  0.0010  0.0019
(11a) Other (Sand &  Gravel  Mining)  0.0024  0.0020  0.0002  0.0265  0.0000  0.0005  0.0006  0.0003
(11b)  Other (Transporation)  0.0042  0.0018  0.0031  0.0051  0.0009  0.0137  0.0024  0.0067
(11c)  Other (Comm. & Public Util.)  0.0068  0.0035  0.0215  0.0118  0.0024  0.0230  0.0059  0.0207
(11d)  Other (Fin.,  Ins.,  R.E.)  0.0115  0.0525  0.0017  0.0147  0.0512  0.0009  0.0044  0.0097
(11e)  Other (Prof. & Soc.  Serv.)  0.0026  0.0019  0.0066  0.0012  0.0033  0.0004  0.0005  0.0015
(12) Households  0.3416  0.4316  0.3738  0.3239  0.1207  0.1309  0.0430  0.1779






)  ·TABLE 2.  INPUT-OUTPUT TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS, NORTH DAKOTA ECONOMY  (CONTINUED)
i9)  (10)  (11a)  (11b)  (11l)  (11d)  (11e)  (12)
Other  Other  Other  Other
Pet.  Bus. &  Pers.  (Sand &  Other  (Comm.  (Fin.,  Ins.,  (Prof. &  House
Refining  Service  Gravel)  (Trans.)  &  P.U.)  &  R.E.)  Soc.  Serv.)  hold
(  1)  Ag, Lvstk.  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.000  0.0000  0.0005  0.009
(  2)  Ag, Crops  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0011  0.0000  0.000
(  3)  Coal  Mining  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.00  0.0.0000  0.000
(4) Contract Construction  0.0035  0.0103  0.0000  0.0013  0.0174  0.0016  0.0147  0.049
(5) Elec. Generating  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.000
(  6)  Pet. Exp./Ext.  0.0869  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.000
(7) Ag. Proc. &  Misc. Mfg.  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0201  0.0010  0.001
(8) Retail  0.0021  0.0911  0.0965  0.1506  0.0384  0.0808  0.1420  0.412
(9) Pet. Refining  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000 0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.000
(10) Bus. &  Pers.  Service  0.0000  0.0209  0.0079  0.0134  0.0050  0.0278  0.0030  0.032
(11a)  Other (Sand &  Gravel  Mining)  0.0000  0.0011  0.0348  0.0059  0.0007  0.0002  0.0005  0.001
(11b)  Other  (Transporation)  0.0033  0.0059  0.0208  0.0014  0.0077  0.0033  0.0019  0.000
(11c)  Other (Comm. &  Public Util.)  0.0021  0.0536  0.0864  0.0224  0.0414  0.0434  0.0394  0.044
(lid)  Other (Fin.,  Ins.,  R.E.)  0.0005  0.0267  0.0170  0.0314  0.0240  0.0077  0.0223  0.096
(lie)  Other (Prof. &  Soc.  Serv.)  0.0002  0.0037  0.0019  0.0014  0.0019  0.0049  0.0347  0.059
(12) Households  0.0302  0.3697  0.4258  0.4209  0.4477  0.6956  0.5654  0.068
(13) Government  0.0023  0.0216  0.0159  0.1992  0.0398  0.0184  0.0104  0.057
(13)
s  Gov't
















9  0.0000TABLE 3.  INTERDEPENDENCE COEFFICIENTS OF  INPUT-OUTPUT MODEL, NORTH DAKOTA
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)
Ag,  Ag,  Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag. Proc. &
Sector  Lvst.  Crops  Mining  Constr.  Gen.  Exp./Ext.  Misc.  Mfg.a  Retail  Re
1.  Ag, Livestock  1.2072  0.0774  0.0375  0.0343  0.0250  0.0159  0.1911  0.0889  C
2.  Ag,  Crops  0.3938  1.0921  0.0284  0.0134  0.0321  0.0062  0.6488  0.0317  (
3.  Coal Mining  0.0000  0.0000  1.0000  0.0000  0.1582  0.0003  0.0000  0.0000  C
4.  Contract Constr,  0.0722  0.0794  0.0514  1.0501  0.0320  0.1148  0.0618  0.0347  (
5.  Elec. Generating  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  1.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  C
6.  Pet. Exp./Ext.  0.0000  0.0000  0.0016  0.0000  0.0010  1.0981  0.0000  0.0000  0
7.  Ag. Proc. &  Misc. Mfg.  0.5730  0.1612  0.0617  0.0207  0.0781  0.0097  1.7401  0.0452  0
8. Retail  0.7071  0.8130  0.3975  0.4100  0.2254  0.1838  0.6113  1.2734  C
9.  Pet. Refining  0.0000  0.0000  0.0168  0.0000  0.0102  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  1
10. Bus. &  Pers.  Service  0.0562  0.0684  0  0287  0.0287  0.0200  0.0139  0.0514  0.0194  C
11.  OtherC  0.3391  0.3337  0.2078  0.2250  0.1714  0.1333  0.2809  0.1510  0
12. Households  1.0458  0.9642  0.6630  0.6089  0.3951  0.3205  0.7859  0.4034  0

















-CONTINUED-TABLE 3.  INTERDEPENDENCE COEFFICIENTS OF  INPUT-OUTPUT MODEL, NORTH DAKOTA (CONTINUED)
(10)  (11a)  (11b)  (11c)  (11d)  (11e)  (12)
Bus. & Pers.  Other  (Sand  Other  Other  Other  Other (Prof. &  House-
Sector  Service  and Gravel  (Trans.)  (Util.)  (F.I.R.E.)  Soc.  Serv.)  holds
1.  Ag,  Livestock  0.0384  0.0445  0.0455  0.0379  0.0617  0.0571  0.0674
2.  Ag,  Crops  0.0152  0.0176  0.0180  0.0152  0.3720  0.0231  0.0266
3.  Coal  Mining0.00  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000 0.0000  0.0000  <0.0000  0.0000
4.  Contract Constr.  0.0546  0.0512  0.0488  0.0645  0.0728  0.0776  0.0902
5.  Elec. Generating  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000
6.  Pet. Exp./Ext.  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000
7.  Ag. Proc. & Misc. Mfg.  0.0237  0.0276  0.0281  0.0242  0.0714  0.0368  0.0417
8.  Retail  0.4525  0.5229  0.5472  0.4313  0.6761  0.6665  0.7447
9.  Pet.  Refining  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000
10.  Bus. &  Pers.  Service  1.0509  0.0430  0.0461  0.0374  0.0766  0.0455  0.0605
11.  Otherc  0.2846  1.3932  1.2733  1.2837  1.3729  1.3767  0.3868
12.  Households  0.7160  0.8419  0.7872  0.7946  1.2013  1.0432  1.5524
13. Government  0.0774  0.0852  0.2583  0.0999  0.1071  0.0881  0.1080
aWholesale trade, although  relatively insignificant, is  included  in  Sector 7.
bDirect  and  indirect requirements  of  the local  government sector are assumed  to be  exogenous  to  the model.
cOther  includes the Sand &  Gravel  Mining;  Transportation; Communication &  Public Utilities;  Finance, Insurance, Real















1.0000- 21  -
by  Sector 4  for federal  government outlays  for construction, receipts by
Sector 9  for exports of refined petroleum products  (SR1 and  SR7),  receipts by
Sector 12  for federal  payrolls,  and  receipts by  Sectors 8  and 10  for tourist
expenditures in  the  region.
Final  demand  vectors  for the years  1960-1979 are  presented in  Table 4
and Appendix  Tables 1-7 for  the eight state  regions.21 Application  of  the
interdependence coefficients matrix  to  the  final  demand vectors  for each
year provides estimates of  the gross  business volumes of the  respective
sectors  for each year.
Employment in  the  respective sectors  for each  SR for  the years
1960-1979 was  tabulated from data  published by  the North  Dakota Employment
Security  Bureau  (Table 5  and Appendix  Tables 8-14).  Employment for Sectors
1  and 2  (agriculture) was not reported  separately, and employment data were
not applicable  for Sector 12  (households).
Estimates were made of  the gross business volume per worker by  economic
sector for each  region for each  of the years 1960-1979.  This was  done by
dividing historic  gross  business  volumes (estimated  by the  input-output model)
for  each North  Dakota state  region  (Table 6  and Appendix Tables 15-21)  by
employment in  each  respective sector for each  state region  (Table 5  and
Appendix Tables 8-14) in  corresponding years.  The resulting  estimates of
gross  business  volume per worker for  the respective sectors  and years  are
presented in  Table 7  and Appendix Tables 22-28.  These outputs  per worker were
used  to  project gross business volumes  per worker  in the respective sectors  to
the year 2005.  These projections  are the basis  for  translating projected
gross  business volume  in each  sector to  employment.
21For a description of data  sources  and procedures employed in
estimating the  final  demand vectors,  see Hertsgaard, T. A.,  R. C. Coon,  F. L.
Leistritz, and N. L. Dalsted,  1977,  op.  cit.TABLE 4.  FINAL  DEMAND VECTORS FOR BASIC ECONOMIC SECTORS, STATE REGION 1,  NORTH DAKOTA, 1960-1979 (THOUSANDS OF CONSTANT 1980
DOLLARS)
Sector
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (-2)
Ag,  Ag,  Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag.  Proc. &  Pet.  Bus. & Pers.



















































































































































































































































-TABLE 5.  STATE REGION 1  EMPLOYMENT BY.  SECTORa
Sector
(1)  & (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (11)  (112)  -(13)
Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag. Proc. &  Pet.  Bus. & Pers.  House-








































































































































































































































































aBased  on data provided by  the Employment Security  Bureau, Bismarck, North Dakota, disaggregated to compare to the 13-sector
input-output model.TABLE 6.  GROSS BUSINESS VOLUMES OF ECONOMIC SECTORS
1960-1979  (THOUSANDS OF CONSTANT 1980  DOLLARS)
ESTIMATED BY THE  INPUT-OUTPUT MODEL, STATE REGION 1,  NORTH DAKOTA, BY YEAR,
Sector
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (11)  (12)
Ag,  Ag,  Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag. Proc. &  Pet.  Bus. & Pers.  House-




























































































































































































































































































r- iTABLE 7.  GROSS BUSINESS VOLUME TO EMPLOYMENT RATIOS (PRODUCTIVITY RATIOS),  BY
(IN  CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
SECTOR, STATE REGION 1,  NORTH DAKOTA, 1960-1979
Sector
(1)  & (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (11)  (12)  (13)
Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag.  Proc. &  Pet.  Bus. & Pers.  House-







































































































































































































































































--- 26  -
Economic  Baseline  Projection  Procedures
The  input-output  model  is  used  to  estimate  the  economic  activity  that
will  be  associated  with  the  existing  economic  base  in  an  area  and  to  develop
projections  to  the  year  2005 (in  1980 dollars).  These  estimates  constitute
the baseline  projections upon which  the changes in  economic activity associated
with  alternative  scenarios  of  coal  resource  or  other  types  of  development  are
superimposed.  The  procedure  for  computing  baseline  projections  involves
projecting  final  demand  vectors  to  the year 2005, applying  interdependence
coefficients  to  these  vectors  to  obtain estimates of  gross business volume  in
each  sector for the  respective years,  and  dividing those  estimates by  projected
gross business volume per worker in  each year to  obtain estimated annual
regional  employment.  Finally, each city's projected  share of regional
employment (described later in  this  section) is  applied  to  total  regional
employment to  obtain  estimated number  of workers  in  each city in  each year.
Projections of  future levels  of baseline economic activity in  a  region
are based on  time  series  projections of final  demand vectors  that existed in
the period 1960-1979  (Table 4  and Appendix Tables  1-7).  Robust regression
analysis with intercept adjustment techniques were employed  for each  region  for
each sector  (except  Sector  6,  petroleum exploration  and  extraction)  for  the
years  1960-1979.22  The intercept adjustment consisted of averaging  the last
three years observations  and  projecting  forward  one  year.  Slopes  determined  by
22Robust regression methods have  been created to  modify  least squares
estimation  schemes  so  that the  outliers have  less  influence on  the final
parameter estimates.  The robust regression procedure  used in this  study
utilized Tukey's biweight  function with the MAD  (Median absolute deviation)
estimator of  scale.  Ordinary least squares estimators were used  as  initial
estimates of  the parameters.  For more detailed discussions of robust
regression methods,  see Huber, Peter J.,  Robust Statistics, John Wiley  and
Sons,  New York,  1981.  Andrews, D.,  "A Robust Method  for Multiple  Regression."
Technometrics,  16:523-31.- 27  -
robust regression combined with the  adjusted intercepts  gave the  equations for
prpjecting  final  demand vectors  (Table 8).
Final  demand vector projections for each  sector  (except Section 6)  were
obtained  by linear extrapolations of  the regression equations to  the year 2005
for the  respective sectors.  Because of the major changes in  real  prices of
petroleum products which  have occurred  since 1973, econometric projections of
Sector 6  (petroleum exploration and  extraction) sales  to  final  demand were
deemed inappropriate.  Projections for this  sector were based on  interviews
with  industry experts  and reflect annual  growth rates of 5  percent for the
period 1981-85, 2  percent for  1985-90, 1  percent for 1990-95,  and no  growth (in
real  terms)  after 1995  (Table 9  and Appendix Tables 29-35).  These projections
do  not attempt to  predict short-term deviations  from historical  trends.
Rather, they  represent the likely average  final  demand values that determine
the  levels of  employment and population.
Projections of  gross business volume per worker were obtained in  a
manner similar to  that used  to project final  demand vectors.  Linear time
series regression equations were estimated using  the robust regression analysis
with an  intercept adjustment  procedure for each  region  for each  sector  (Table
10  and derived  from the values in  Table 7  and Appendix Tables 22-28).  These
equations were used  to  obtain extrapolations  to  the year 2005.  The resulting
estimates are presented in  Table  11  and Appendix Tables 36-42.
As  has been described previously, the input-output model  is  used to
compute total  gross business volume in  each  sector (for each  state region)
associated with baseline final  demand projections  for each year to 2005.
Projections of  gross business volume  per worker are  used to  translate gross
business volumes  to employment estimates  for each year.  This employment is
allocated  to  the cities in each  region.- 28  -
TABLE 8. REGRESSION EQUATIONS USED  FOR PROJECTION OF  FINAL  DEMAND VECTORS FOR
13-SECTOR I-0 MODEL FOR STATE REGIONS  1-8  (THOUSANDS OF CONSTANT 1980  DOLLARS)a















































-1323398  + 686.872X





-1460724  +  747.414X
-913846.9 +  466.993X
-191792.1 +  104.068X
-313155.7 +  159.968X
-2852806  +  1464.26X
Region 3
631959.7 - 303.219X
-8518488  + 4414.95X
0
111426  - 54.2597X
0
0
-1627716  +  832.905X





214004.7  - 73.2904X
-24259330 +  12466.3X
0




-3005965  +  1536.29X
0
-1013001  +  517.678X
1755965  - 778.168X
Region 7
-6713711  + 3483.37X
-1979203  +  1068.75X
-738923.8 +  381.854X
-336275.4 +  181.492X
-6859636  +  3507.7X
0
-7113606  +  3639.56X
-2796674  +  1429.21X
-1423133  +  780.869X
-927038.3 + 473.74X













-1945581  +  1019.81X
-5817444  +  3040.63X
0
-547506.1 +  285.448X
0
0
-6537995  + 3344.21X
-2490352  +  1272.76X
0
-849303.2 + 434.044X
-15209170 +  7821.55X
Region 4
444678.7 - 213.296X





-8745011  + 4471.31X
-2248414  +  1149.13X
0
-774258.1 +  395.607X
-10714040 +  5539.11X
Region 6






-3880413  +  1985.78X
-2351399  +  1201.73X
0
-782325.4 +  399.805X
-8496617  +  4356.9X
Region 8
-4381518  +  2264X
-3043355  +  1584.91X




-2925109  +  1495.81X
-1188165  + 607.243X
0
-401776.4 +  205.328X
-4058504  +  2079.76X
aWhere X  is  the desired year.  The final  demand vectors  for a  given year are
assumed to  be  as of  December 31  of  that year, and reported January 1  the
following year. The observations of Y  = 0  occur when a  sector does not contribute
to  final  demand of  a  region.  The government and other  sectors do  not have  final


































































12- 29  -
TABLE 9.  PROJECTED FINAL  DEMAND VECTORS FOR BASIC ECONOMIC  SECTORS, NORTH
DAKOTA, STATE REGION 1 (THOUSANDS OF CONSTANT 1980  DOLLARS)
Year
Sector  1985  1990  1995  2000  2005
( 1)  Ag.,
Livestock
(2) Ag.,  Crops
(3)  Coal  Mining







(  7)  Ag.  Proc.

























































The basis  for allocating baseline employment to each  city is  that
city's  projected share of  total  regional  employment.  Projected shares  for
each  city were extrapolations  of  that city's share of  regional  baseline
employment between  1960 and 1980.  Because employment data are  not regularly- 30  -
TABLE  10.  REGRESSION EQUATIONS USED  FOR PROJECTION OF  GROSS BUSINESS VOLUME TO
EMPLOYMENT (PRODUCTIVITY) RATIOS FOR  STATE REGIONS  1-8  (IN  CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
Sector  Equation  Sector  Equation
Region 1
-4195862  +  2148.03X
-1422084  +  729.417X
-1917169  +  988.102X
99999999
81661.98 +  1.99X
-1711019  +  893.793X
-2881773  +  1492.8X
-496985.7 +  488.103X
-598917.5 +  309.016X
-1960077  +  1007.69X
99999999

















































































































-846311.9 +  443.829X
-363137.5 +  208.277X
99999999
-140835.4 +  75.844X
-105563.4 +  63.1612X
99999999
























































































-4116398  +  2109.86X
-13621.37 +  7.04215X
-2416442  +  1239.18X
99999999
-20494380 +  10500.9X
-2541460  +  1318.86X
-2198906  +  1145.94X
99999999
-530895  +  276.097X
-1269881  +  658.375X
9999999






















-5325969  +  2727.19X
99999999
-563828.5 +  301.965X
99999999
99999999
61415.4  +  0.426X
-3637584  +  1885.43X
99999999
-554644.9 +  289.594X
-720014.1 +  384.548X
99999999
























aWhere  x  is  the  desired  year.  The  productivity  ratios  for  a given  year  are
assumed  to  be  as  of  December  31  of  that year  and  reported  January  1 the
following  year.
bFor  sector  12  in  all  regions  and  for  selected  sectors  in various  regions,
employment  levels  are  estimated  to  be  zero.  Arbitrary,  very  large  values  are













































Y- 31  -
TABLE  11.  PROJECTED GROSS BUSINESS VOLUME PER WORKER  (PRODUCTIVITY RATIOS),
NORTH DAKOTA, STATE REGION 1 (IN  CONSTANT  1980 DOLLARS)
Year
Sector  1985  1990  1995  2000  2005
(1) (  2) Agriculture  65,830  76,570  87,310  98,050  108,790
(  3)  Coal  Mining  25,079  28,726  32,373  36,021  39,668
(  4) Contract Construction  43,225  48,166  53,106  58,047  62,987
(5)  Electric Generation  0  0  0  0  0
(6)  Petroleum Exploration  85,610  85,620  85,630  85,640  85,650
(7)  Ag.  Proc. & Misc.  Mfg.  62,266  66,735  71,204  75,673  80,142
(  8) Retail  79,942  87,406  94,870  102,334  109,798
(9)  Petroleum  Refining  471,411  473,851  476,292  478,732  481,177
(10) Business  and Personal
Services  14,170  15,715  17,260  18,805  20,351
(11)  Others  39,180  44,218  49,257  54,295  59,334
(13)  Government  13,815  14,699  15,583  16,467  17,351
reported  below the county  level,  population
estimating  city employment  shares.23
was  used  as a  proxy  variable in
Most of  the small  towns had  a  decreasing  share of regional  nonfarm
population  in  the  period 1960-1980.  Assuming this  trend is  likely  to  continue,
extrapolation of  constant percentage decreases in  share of  the region's
nonfarm population  for  these towns would result  in  their share eventually
approaching zero.
Use of  the same  procedures for cities whose share of  regional  nonfarm
population  increased during the period 1960-1980 would result in  extrapola-
tions in  which  their share would eventually exceed 100 percent of  regional
nonfarm population.  Therefore,  their growth in  shares was constrained on  the
basis of  the following  procedure.  Annual  rates  of change in  each city's  share
23The  use of  population of cities as an estimator of  employment may
introduce some degree of bias in  the  allocation of  baseline employment among
cities in  the region.  It  is  likely that a  smaller fraction  of the  population
of  small  towns is  in  the work force than is  true in  larger cities.- 32  -
of total  nonfarm population  in  the  period  1960-1980 were  computed.  These
shares were extrapolated  to the year 2005, and  the projected  shares were
summed for cities with decreasing  shares and  for cities with  increasing shares
for  the years in  the  period 1980-2005.  In  each year, the share  of each  of the
cities with  an  increasing  share was reduced  by the factor that would  result in
the  sum of  shares  for all  cities being equal  to  1.0.  This factor was:  (1.0 -
sum of extrapolated  shares  for cities whose  share was declining)  + (sum of
unadjusted extrapolated  shares for cities whose share was  increasing).
The sum of adjusted extrapolated  shares for  growing cities  plus the  sum
of extrapolated  shares for declining cities then equals  100  percent of  the
region's  nonfarm  population  for  the  projection  period.  These  shares  are  used
to  allocate regional  baseline employment among  cities.
Each city's  projected share  of regional  employment  for the years  1980,
1985,  1990,  1995,  and 2000 is  presented in  Appendix Table 43.  Each  city's
share of  regional  employment was interpolated between  the years  1980,
1985,  1990,  1995, and  2000.  For  the period 2000-2005, the city  shares were
assumed to  remain  constant at the year 2000 values.
Economic  Impact Projection Procedures
As described in  the previous  section, the  input-output model  is  used to
estimate the gross  business volumes  and  employment in  each  sector for the
period 1981-2005.  These are  based on  the assumption that the  interdependence
coefficients will  not change significantly during the  period.  It  also is
assumed that trends  (in  sales  for  final  demand and gross  business volume  per
worker) that existed during the period 1960-1979 will  continue  to  2005.
Economic  activity  associated  with  the  construction  and  operation  of
coal  resource  and other types  of development  projects is assumed to be- 33  -
additive  to  trends  in  baseline  activity.  Thus,  the  model  first  computes
baseline  economic  activity  in  the  region  and  its  subdivisions  and  then
computes  the  economic  activity  associated  with  the  development  scenario
specified by the  user.  The model  contains a  set of  projects which are  various
possible  configurations of  typical  values for  an  export mine, a  coal-fired
thermal  electric  generating  plant,  a substitute  natural  gas  plant,  or  a plant
in  an  industry  not  related  to  energy development.
The  site-specific data  file for each  project that drives the input-
output model  is  a  matrix of  final  demand vectors.  In  the construction
phase of a  project, this consists of  annual  expenditures  to  the contract
construction  sector,  retail  trade  sector, and  household sector.  During  the
operation phase, annual  expenditures are  to  the  retail  trade  sector and  the
household  sector.  The  final  demand vector  indicates  the amount of  new dollars
injected into the  regional  spending  stream via  the contract construction
sector (for bid lettings  to  local  contractors),  the  retail  trade sector  (for
products  purchased locally  from the  retail  trade  sector),  and  the  household
sector  (for  wages  and  salaries  to  employees  in  the  area).
The  data  file  for  each  project  the  user  may  specify  contains  the
following  set of  specifications:
1.  project  number
2. start date  (the year in  which project construction begins)
3. location  of project
4.  project name and  description
5.  number of years  after the start of  construction that operation
starts
6.  land  taken for  plant and mine  site- 34  -
7. acres mined per year
8.  land taken  for urban  uses
9. tons  of coal  mined  per year
10.  kilowatt hours of  electricity  sold per year
11.  cubic  feet of synthetic  natural  gas sold  per year
12.  mine value  for property  tax purposes
13.  state share  of  federal  coal  royalties
14.  maximum level  of  indirect employment
15.  final  demand vectors
(a) construction
(1)  contract  construction
(2)  retail  trade
(3)  household
(b) operation
(1)  retail  trade
(2)  household
16.  direct labor
(a)  construction  (temporary workers)
(b)  operation or permanent workers.
Although  various configurations can  be  selected  for the  types of
development projects, characteristics  for a  typical  plant are  displayed in
Figure 4. Characteristics  that can  be  changed interactively  by the  user are
indicated with an  asterisk.
The end result of  the economic module calculations is  an  estimate of
total  required  employment for the economic  baseline and for  any set of
development projects.  This  estimate of total  required  employment is later
used in the economic-demographic interface component.Start  Year  Site Cities*
Project  Number  for Construction*  Primary  Secondary  Project  Descriptor




























Mine  Federal  Coal
Value  Royalties
0  0.563 0 0  91,000,000,000
Final  Demand Vectors
Project  (000,000)
Year  Economic Sector:  4  8  12
1  5.47  30.86  41.04
2  7.48  38.96  53.05
3  10.56  43.67  60.31
4  1.51  1.32  2.87
5  0.30  9.88  22.23
6  0.30  15.62  21.43
7  0  15.62  19.54
8  0  15.62  19.54





Operation  (or  Permanent):
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9-25
700  2,800  3,200  3,200  400 0  0
1,050  1,050 1,050  1,050
*Indicates  project  characteristics  which  can  be  changed  interactively  by  user.
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The Demographic  Module
The second module  of the model  is  a  demographic element composed of  a
modified  cohort-survival  component.  The  cohort-survival  model  of  population
projection  was  selected  because  it  has  been  generally  accepted  as  among  the
most  accurate  projection  techniques  and  provides  outputs  at  a significantly
greater  level  of  detail  than most other methods. 24  In  addition, its methods
and  data  base have  been  extensively developed  for the  state of North Dakota.25
In  the  present model,  however,  the method for estimating  net migration
patterns  differs significantly  from those  often used in  demographic models.
This modification will  be discussed in  greater detail  later in  this  section.
Cohort-Survival  Component
The cohort-survival method of population  projection consists of  the
application  of a  set of  birthrates, migration  rates, and  death  rates to a  set
of  baseline  population  data  for  a  projected  period  in  order  to  determine  the
population  at  the  end  of  that  period.  Its  general  logic  is  evident  in  the
basic  population  equation:
Pt 2  =Pt 1  +  B  - D +  M  (1)
where:  Pt2  = Population  at  a given  future  year, t2
Pt1  = Population  at  a  preceding  base  year,  t1
B  =  Births between  tI  and t2
24 Barclay, George W.,  Techniques of Population Analysis, John Wiley and
Sons,  Inc.,  New York,  1958.  Shryock,  Henry  S.,  and Jacob S.  Siegel,  The
Methods and Materials of Demography. U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington,  D.C.,  1973.
2 5Murdock,  S. H. and T. K. Ostenson, Population Projections  by Age and
Sex, 1975-2000:  State Planning  Region 3, North Dakota.  Ag.  Econ. 3fat.
Series  No. 25.  North Dakota  Ag.  Exp.  Station, Fargo,  1976.- 37  -
D = Deaths  between  t 1  and  t 2
M =  Net  migration  between  t 1  and  t 2
Rather  than  using  total  population  figures,  this  method  employs  a set
of  age-gender  cohorts  (persons  of  the  same  gender  born  during  the  same  period
of  time)  and sets of mortality, migration, and fertility  rates specific to
each  of these  cohorts.  These  cohort rates  for  the projected period are
applied to  the population  in  each  cohort  to  determine  the  future  population  of
an  area.  For  any  geographical  area  and  projection  period  the  procedure  may  be
seen  as  relating  to  Equation  1 as  follows:
Pt=  EPc  t  (2)
where:  Pt  = Population at a  given future year, t 2
Pc.t  = Sum of  population in  all  cohorts at a  given  future 1  2
year, t2
and
Pcit 2  = Pcit 1 + PciBtl,t 2  - PciDtl't 2  + PciMtlt2
where:  Pcit  = Population of cohort i  at a  future time, t2
Pcit  = Population of  cohort i  at the preceding  base  year,  tj
Pc.Bt  ,t  = Births  to cohort i  between the base year, tl,
and future year, t2
Pc.Dt  ,t  =  Proportion of  survivors in cohort i between the
base year, t1 ,  and  future year, t2
Pc.Mt  ,t  =  Net migration in cohort i between the base year,
tl,  and  future  year,  t 2- 38  -
As  can be  ascertained  from Equation 2,  the cohort-survival  method
applied  to  any  specific  geographical  area  involves  the  selection or
computation of:
1. a  set of age-gender cohorts,
2. a  set of age  specific  fertility  rates,
3. a  set of age-gender  specific mortality  rates,
4. a  set of  age-gender specific migration  rates,  and
5.  a computational  procedure  for  applying  the  rates  to  the  cohorts
over  the  projection  period.
In  deriving  these  factors  in  a specific model,  adjustments must be made for
the  geographical  unit,  data  limitations,  and  other  unique  features  of  the
projection  process.  A more  detailed  description  of the  application of  these
factors  in  the  NEDAM  model  follows.
Age-Gender  Cohorts
In  the  NEDAM  model,  75 age-gender cohorts  for both males and  females
were  used  (single-year  age  cohorts  up  to  age  74  and  a residual  category  for
those 75 years  of  age  and  over).  The  initial  population  for  each  cohort  was
based on county-specific  data from  the  1980 census of  population  from Summary
Tape File 1A  (STF1A).26  Since single-year age cohorts were not  available in
all  cases,27 multiple  age cohorts were  disaggregated into  single-year cohorts
of equal  size.  Thus  for example, the male 7  to 9  age cohort reported in  STF1A
26For a technical  description  of Summary Tape File  1A,  see U.S.
Department of  Commerce, Bureau  of  the Census, Technical  Documentation,  Census
of Population  and Housing  1980:  Summary Tape File  1,  U.S.  Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C.,  1981.
2 7Age  cohorts  in  STF1A:  Under  1,  1-2,  3-4,  5,  6,  7-9,  10-13,  14,  15,
16,  17,  18,  19,  20,  21,  22-24,  25-29,  30-34,  35-44,  45-54,  55-59,  60-61,
62-64,  65-74,  75-84,  85+.- 39  -
was  disaggregated  into  three  separate  male  cohorts  of  equal  size  representing
males  aged  7,  8,  and  9.
Age-Specific  Fertility  Rates
The  county  age-specific  fertility  rates  used  in  the  model  were  derived
from  birth  data  by  age  of  mother  for  North  Dakota  counties  obtained  from  the
North  Dakota  Division  of  Health  Statistics.  In  order  to  control  for  year-to-
year  fluctuations  in  the  number  of  births,  an  average  of  the  total  births  in
each  cohort  during  1979,  1980,  and  1981  was  used.  Similarly,  in  an  attempt
to  control  for  year-to-year  variations  in  female  cohort  sizes,  fertility rates
were  calculated  for  five-year  age  cohorts  from  15  to  44  (Table  12)  and  then
disaggregated  into  single-year  age-specific  rates.  The  sum  of  these
age-specific  rates  for  all  cohorts  is  the  total  fertility  rate.  In  the
present  model  the  user  is  allowed  to  select  one  of  several  sets  of  rates.
These  sets  provide  rates  for  the  five-year  cohorts  which  would  result  in
completed  levels  of  fertility  of  1.8  to  2.5  births  per  female  if  each  female
in  the  popu-lation  were  to  experience  the  rates  of  each  of  the  cohorts  as  she
aged  through  her  reproductive  lifetime.  Rates  resulting  in  a 2.1  level  of
completed  fertility  are  used  in  the  model  if  the  user  does  not  specify  an
alternative  value.
The  sex  ratio  at  birth  was  assumed  to  maintain  its  1980  level  of  51.5
percent  males  and  48.5  percent  females. 28
In  order  to  allow  for  likely  changes  in  fertility  trends  over  time,
county  fertility  rates  were  adjusted  to  projected  national  trends. 29  The  ratio
28 The  1980  sex  ratio  at  birth  was  obtained  from  the  North  Dakota
Division  of  Health  Statistics.
29U.S.  Bureau  of  the  Census,  Projections  of  the  Population  of  the  United
States  1977  to  2050  Current  Population  Reports  and  Projections,  P-25,  No.  704,
U.S.  Government  Printing  office,  Washington,  D.CTT,  July,  1977.- 40  -
TABLE 12.  COUNTY AGE  SPECIFIC FERTILITY  RATES PER 1,000 WOMEN,  NORTH
DAKOTA COUNTIES, 1980
Census
County  Nm&tr  14-19  20-24  25-29  30-34  35-44
Adams  001  41  144  208  85  20
Barnes  003  22  101  179  59  16
Benson  005  61  184  179  96  5
Billings  007  41  127  154  19  78
Bottineau  009  45  125  131  64  14
Bowman  011  49  162  139  50  25
Burke  013  52  140  189  51  9
Burleigh  015  23  225  148  88  26
Cass  017  51  146  154  61  14
Cavalier  019  55  128  106  115  17
Dickey  021  124  260  173  81  23
Divide  023  23  203  126  65  6
Dunn  025  55  169  150  74  4
Eddy  027  21  124  227  70  7
Emmons  029  32  245  175  42  21
Foster  031  38  173  130  65  22
Golden Valley  033  38  193  243  53  13
Grand Forks  035  40  184  128  81  12
Grant  037  29  200  134  66  7
Griggs  039  9  177  171  55  7
Hettinger  041  16  222  184  99  16
Kidder  043  37  234  230  124  20
La  Moure  045  58  185  162  59  4
Logan  047  40  107  135  60  13
McHenry  049  60  188  185  113  24
McIntosh  051  100  248  313  156  31
McKenzie  053  85  180  154  77  6
McLean  055  25  114  122  89  20
Mercer  057  36  205  157  84  23
Morton  059  20  235  171  77  24
Mountrail  061  99  160  189  76  22
Nelson  063  37  278  261  135  55
Oliver  065  40  144  159  81  19
Pembina  067  49  184  228  72  22
Pierce  069  26  161  115  56  10
Ramsey  071  50  176  261  75  14
Ransom  073  28  132  161  71  19
Renville  075  20  195  153  60  11
Richland  077  72  191  159  69  30
Rolette  079  51  193  209  50  17
Sargent  081  11  128  165  45  57
Sheridan  083  28  202  157  84  9
Sioux  085  49  183  171  66  12
Slope  087  44  202  147  62  25
Stark  089  92  246  215  71  37
Steele  091  95  129  125  158  52
Stutsman  093  53  170  206  64  30
Towner  095  61  199  166  57  14
Traill  097  26  138  184  45  68
Walsh  099  55  174  159  80  19
Ward  101  38  171  227  126  20
Wells  103  34  109  134  64  11
Williams  105  35  185  203  95  11
SOURCE:  Derived  from  data provided  by  the  Division of Health Statistics,
North Dakota  State Department of  Health  and the  U.S. Census  Bureau,  North
Dakota Summary Tape File  1A, 1980.- 41  -
of  1980 county age-specific  fertility rates  to  equivalent national  rates was
used  to  make this  adjustment.  By  applying  this ratio  to  subsequent projected
rates for  the nation, county  rates  that followed national  trends were obtained
for use in  the  projection procedures.
Age-Gender Specific Mortality Rates
The measure  of mortality  used in  the model  consists of  statewide
cohort-specific  survival  rates  applied  to  each of  the 75 age-cohorts  by gender.
These  rates were calculated from a  1980 standard life table constructed by  the
Reed-Merrell  Method30 using mortality data  provided  by  the North Dakota
Division of Health Statistics  and population data  abstracted from  the 1980
census.  In  order to  control  for year-to-year fluctuations in  the number of
deaths,  an average of  the total  deaths in  each cohort during 1979,  1980, and
1981  was used.  Survival  rates  for  16  age-cohorts (Table 13) were calculated
and  disaggregated  into single-year age  specific  rates  due  to  limitations  in
data availability.  Concurrently, in  response to  corresponding data constraints
and  the relatively  low rates  of mortality  for  the state,  the  survival  rates for
the  state  as a  whole for  1980 were assumed to  prevail  within each  county  for
all  projection periods.
Age-Gender Specific Migration Rates
Measures of  the  level  of migration  found in  this model  differ
distinctly from  those  typically employed in  a  cohort-survival  technique.
Rather than  using historical  data  to  construct  speculated age-specific
trend lines of  net migration,  three  separate procedures were adopted to
30For information on  the Reed-Merrell  Method, see  pages 443-444 in
Shryock,  Henry  S.,  and Jacob S. Siegel,  The Methods  and Materials of
Demography, U.S.  Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,  1973.- 42  -
TABLE 13.  NORTH DAKOTA SURVIVAL RATES BY  AGE AND  GENDER














































SOURCE:  Derived  from  data  provided  by  the  Division  of  Health
Statistics,  North  Dakota  State  Department  of  Health  and  the
U.S.  Bureau  of Census,  North  Dakota Summary Tape File 1A, 1980.
mitigate  the  confounding  effects  of  rapid  population  change  due  to  energy
development.
The  level  of  migration  for  those  in  the  working  age  groups  (age  14  to
64)  was  determined  through  the  E-D  interface component which is  described in
detail  later  in  this  report.  Basically,  the  interface  procedure  determines
migration through a  comparison  of employment requirements and  available- 43  -
workers.  If  this  comparison  indicates  that  available  workers  exceed  required
workers  by  a specified  parameter,  out-migration  will  occur.  If  the  number  of
required  workers  exceeds  the  number  of  available  workers  by  a specified
parameter,  in-migration  takes  place.
Concurrently,  the  level  of  migration  for  those  under  age  14  was
determined  as  a function  of  the  net migration  of  those  in  the  working  groups.
A  worker  profile (Table  14) was  developed from numerous surveys  assessing
various  demographic characteristics  of those in  the working  age group.  This
data provided an  estimate of the  number and  associated demographic
characteristics  (i.e.,  gender, age)  of those  individuals  (i  e.,  children,
spouses) who are  likely  to migrate with the worker, in  essence worker family
size.  Therefore,  the level  of migration of  individuals  less  than age  14 was
contingent upon  the in-migration  or out-migration of  workers.  It  is  important
to note  that the  user  has the option  to  vary  family size within the model,
which  proportionately alters  the  level  of migration for those under  age 14C
Further elaboration of  this option is  given in  the  following  section.
Migration  rates  for  individuals over  65 years  of age were derived by
the  residual  method,31  and were computed  as  10-year  rates.  Data on  vital
statistics  were supplied by  the North Dakota Division of Health Statistics,
while population figures  for  1970 and  1980 were obtained  from the Census
Bureau.  Net migration  rates  for two gender-specific  cohorts (65-74 and 75+)
were computed and  then disaggregated  into  single age-gender specific  rates.
These  rates were converted  to  one-year county-specific  rates for  use  in  the
single-year projection procedures by  the application of  appropriate
proportions.
3 1For  information  on  the  residual  method  of  computing  net-migration,
see Shryock,  Henry S.  and Jacob S.  Siegel,  The Methods  and Materials of
Demography, U.S. Government Printing OfficeTashington,7U.C., 1913.TABLE 14.  DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF BASELINE, CONSTRUCTION,  OPERATION,
CeIn-migrating  Workers
Characteristic  Baseline  Workersa  Constructionb  Operatione  Indirectd
Sex  94% Male,  6%  Female  87%  Male,  13%  Female  57% Male,  43% Female
Per  100  Workers:
Unmarried  30  24.6.  20  30
Married,  Family
Absent  0  26.5  0  0
Married,  Family
Present  70  48.9  80  70
(number  of  spouses)
Inmigrating
Children  120  78.9  170  120
Total  Persons
(including  workers)  290  227.8  350  290
Total  Workersf  130.2  121.5  130.2  130.2
Age  Distribution  of
Workers:9  (percent)  (percent)  (percent)
14-24  51.0  24.0  19.6  19.6
25-34  30.0  40.6  52.6  52.6
35-44  10.0  15.9  16.7  16.7
45-64  10.0  19.7  11.1  11.1
Age  Distribution  of
Children:  (percent)  (percent)  (percent)
Under  5  39.2  35.4  39.2  39.2
5-11  34.8  36.1  34.8  34.8
12-14  13.3  11.4  13.3  13.3
15-17  9.5  10.8  9.5  9.5
18-19  2.5  3.8  2.5  2.5
20-24  0.7  1.9  0.7  0.7
25+  0.0  0.6  0.0  0.0
aCharacteristics  derived  from  analysis  of  characteristics  of  selected  out-migrants  from  North  Dakota,  1970.
bSOURCE:  Mountain  West  Research,  Inc.,  Construction  Worker  Profile,  a  study  for  the  Old  West  Regional  Commission,
December,  1975.
cSOURCE:  Leholm,  Arlen  G.,  F.  Larry  Leistritz,  and  James  S.  Wieland,  Profile  of  North  Dakota's  Coal  Mine  and  Electric
Power  Plant  Operating  Work  Force,  Agricultural  Economics  Report  Number  100,  No-rthUDaota  AgriculturaT  xperTment  Station,
Fargo,  1975.  Characterisics  are  assumed  to  be  the  same  for  both  energy  and  nonenergy  operating  workers.
dIndirect  work  force  characteristics  were  assumed  to  be  identical  to  those  of  the  baseline  work  force,  except  for  sex
distribution.
eSex  distribution  was  estimated  on  the  basis  of  the distribution  of  workers  by  sex  for the  service  industries  from  1970
census  data.  Sex  distribution  of  children  was  assumed  to  be  50  percent  male,  50  percent  female.
fIndicates  there  is  more  than  one  worker  in  some  families.
9Spouses  of  workers  were  assumed  to  have  the  same  age  distribution  as  the  workers.
I
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The Economic-Demographic Interface Module
The economic-demographic interface module is  the component that links
the projections of required employment from  the economic module  to  projections
of available employment  obtained by applying sets of  age-gender-specific
employment-related rates  (as  specified below) to the age-gender cohorts
produced as a  product from the  demographic module.  The computations in  this
procedure produce  three major model  values:  (1)  projections of the  number of
persons  available  for  each  of  several  distinct  types  of  baseline  or
project-related  employment;  (2)  projections of  the number of workers of  each
age  and  gender group  that must migrate to  or  from the  area;  and  (3)
projections  of  the  worker-related  populations  by  age  and  gender  that
migrate  to  or  from  the  area  as  a function  of  the  worker  group  population.
Changes in  the  population during each projected year are then  interjected  into
the  cohort-component  survival  model  for  use  in  projecting  future  population
values.
The  projection  processes  in  the  model  involve  steps that differ for
baseline  and  impact  projections.  The baseline projection process  has three
steps.  First,  fertility  and  survival  rates  noted  previously are  applied to
age-gender  cohorts  at  the  county  level  to  obtain  projections  of  total  county
population  and  population  by  age  and  gender.  Second,  age-specific  labor  pool
membership  rates  are applied  to  the county population values  by age and
gender.  This produces  estimates of the  total  available labor forces within
each  county.  Third,  the  available  labor  force  is  allocated  to municipalities.
In  the  initial  year's  allocation,  the  proportion  of  the  baseline-related
population  allocated  to  each  municipality  is  equal  to  the  1980 proportion of- 46  -
the  county population contained in  that municipality. 32  Subsequent years'
allocations  are based  on  updated municipality to  county proportions.
In  impact projections, rather than making  projections for a  single
population,  the  steps  involve  four  (of five) subpopulation  types  that are
subjected to  separate analysis in  the  same three-step  sequence.  These
subpopulation  types are construction-related populations, energy-related
operational  populations, nonenergy-related operational  populations, and
indirect worker-related populations (in  addition to  the  projections  already
made for the  baseline subpopulation).  For each  of  these types,  the  first step
remains unchanged;  each  is  subjected to a  common set  of age-specific  cohort
rates.  In  the  second step,  however, the  labor pool  membership rates
used  vary by  population type  and by  the type  of  impact project  (Table 15).  In
the  third  step,  the  allocation procedure is  similar  to  that used in  baseline
projections, with municipality  to  county proportions being  used.
The procedures noted  above  produce county and municipal  estimates of
available  labor forces.  These estimates  are,  in  turn,  the major inputs into
the  E-D interface.
The E-D  Interface
The  interface module,  applied at the municipality level,  is  fully
employed  in  both  baseline  and  impact  projections  and  operates  with  the
following  order  of  structural  components  and  procedures  (Figure  5):
(1)  Estimates  of  the  number of employees  required to  fill  baseline,
construction,  operational  and  indirect  types  of  employment,  are
maintained  as  separate  inputs  from  the  economic  input-output  model
and  from  data  on  project characteristics  (baseline  and  indirect
32U.S.  Bureau  of the Census,  Summary Tape File  1A.- /17  -
TABLE  15.  LABOR  POOL MEMBERSHIP RATES  BY AGE AND  GENDER FOR CONSTRUCTION, ENERGY OPERATION, NONENERGY
OPERATION, INDIRECT, AND BASELINE POPULATIONS  AS APPLIED  TO THE FIVE TYPES OF  JOBS
Population
Associated
With Worker  Age  Construction  Energy Operation  Nonenergy Operation  Indirect  Baseline
Type  Cohort  Male  Female  Male  Female  Male  Female  Male Female  Male  Female







































































































































































































































































0  0.1  0.05
0  0.1  0.05
0  0.2  0.1
0  0.3  0.2
0  0.35  0.25
0.1  0.7  0.3
0.1  0.95  0.5
0.1  0.96  0.5
0.1  0.97  0.45
0  1  0.97  0.45
0.1  0.97  0.45
0.1  0.92  0  45
0.1  0.90  0.45
0.1  0.75  0.45







































































































































































































































Figure  5.  Flowchart  of  Interface  Module  of  the  NEDAM  Model- 49  -
from  the  I-0 and direct from project data).  Under baseline
conditions, of course, only projections of baseline employment are
produced.
(2)  During baseline projection  periods and in  the year preceding
project construction,  estimates of  the number of available workers
are obtained by  applying age-gender specific  labor force
participation  rates to  single year age-gender cohorts derived as
products from  the demographic model.  This produces the number of
total  workers  available in  each  age-gender group  for that period.
Under impact conditions, a  similar procedure is  followed. However,
age-gender specific  estimates of available labor  pools are
obtained  for each of  the baseline, construction,  operational,  and
indirect types  for each period  by  the application of age-gender
employment type  specific  labor force  participation rates  (Table
15),  to  age-gender cohorts  for each  type of  employment-related
population.  Thus, for  impact projections,  five types of
population--baseline,  energy  operational,  nonenergy  operational,
construction,  and  indirect--are  maintained  as  separate  data
matrices.  A set  of  age-gender  specific estimates of the
proportion  of  persons  in  each  age-gender  group  in  each  of  these
populations capable  of  filling each  of the  five types of  required
employment (Table 16)  are  used  to  obtain age-gender  employment
type  specific  estimates of available labor.  For example,  there
are a set of  rates  that indicate the proportion of males 20 years
of  age  in the construction population  that could fill  construction
jobs, the  proportion of males  20 years  of age  in the construction
population  that  could  fill  (energy  and  nonenergy)  operationalTABLE  16.  POTENTIAL JOBHOLDERS FOR  FOUR AGE  COHORTS FOR  CONSTRUCTION, OPERATIONS,  INDIRECT, AND  INDIGENOUS JOBS AND POPULATIONS
POPULATION  CONSTRUCTION  JOBS  ENERGY OPERATIONS JOBS  NONENERGY OPERATIONS JOBS  INDIRECT  JOBS  BASELINE JOBS
T"--ge  •Pariciaon  PFctent-aT  Partcipatnon  Potentia  Participation  Potential  Participation  Potentiiaa  Participation  Poten
Cohort  Male  Female  Male  emale  Jobholders  Mae  Femae  Jobholders  Mal-  ema-ee  Jobholders  Male  Female  Jobholders  Male  Female  Jobhol
Population  15-19  100  100  0
associated  20-24  100  100  0.9
with  25-29  100  100  0.98
construction  30-34  100  100  0.97
work  force  .
Total*  T  T  1,500
Population  15-19  100  100  0
associated  20-24  100  100  0
with  energy  25-29  100  100  0
operation  30-34  100  100  0
work  force  .
Total*  1,500  1,500
Population  15-19  100  100  *  6
associated  20-24  100  100  0
wi th  nonenergy  25-29  100  100  0
operation  30-34  100  100  0
work  force  .

































0  0  0  0  0
0.8  0.17  87  0  0
0.98  0.17  115  0  0
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0.2  0.1  30  0
0.7  0.3  100  0
0.95  0.5  145  0










30  0  0
100  0  0
145  0  0
146  0  0
Total  1  352
15-19  100  100  0
20-24  100  100  0
25-29  100  100  0
30-34  100  100  0
Total*  1,500  1,500
15-19  100  10oo0  0.1
20-24  100  100  0.6
25-29  100  100  0.6
30-34  100  100  0.6



















0  0  0  0  0  0  0.2  0.1  30  0  0  0
0  0  0  0  0  0  0.7  0.3  100  0  0  n
0  0  0  0  0  0  0.95  0.5  145  0  0  0
0  0  0  0  0  0  0.96  0.5  146  0  0  0
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Tot al  1- 51  -
jobs,  the  proportion that could fill  indirect jobs,  and  the
proportion  that could fill  baseline jobs.  These estimated labor
pools  are  obtained for each  age-gender group in  each of  the five
types of  population.  Throughout all  impact analyses,  these
employment  and  population  types  are  retained  as  separate
computational  units.
(3)  Given  the employment-type-specific  labor requirements  as  derived
from (1)  and the  age-gender employment type  specific  estimates of
available  labor from  (2),  a  matching procedure is  used which
takes required employment from  available employment pools in
accordance with a  predetermined employment type of  priority
schedule.  This  schedule  (shown  in  Figure 6)  attempts to
incorporate  estimates  of  the  differential  abilities  of  various
kinds  of  workers  to  fill  various  kinds  of  employment.  For
example,  as  shown  in  Figure  6,  it  is  assumed  that  baseline  jobs
can  be  filled  only  by  persons  from  the  available  indigenous  labor
pool.  For  construction  and  operation  jobs,  a specified  proportion
is  assumed  to  in-migrate  due  to  special  skill  requirements. 33
Given  that this  proportion has been  set aside,  other jobs  are
filled  first from the  available  indigenous population, then  from
construction  populations, and then  from other operating worker
3 3It  was assumed that many of the  top management and other professional
and  technical  positions would be  filled by migrants as  relatively few  local
workers would possess  the required qualifications.  These would be the  "core"
positions,  such  as  site engineer, plant manager, and  other key  personnel  that
would be  hired  by  the  company  involved  rather  than  by  subcontractors  or  local
recruitment efforts.  The model  currently incorporates the assumption  that 30
percent of construction jobs  and  20  percent of operational  jobs  will  require
in-migration  but  that  all  other  jobs  could  be  filled  by  workers  already  in  the




Operating  Jobs,  Energy
Operating  Jobs,  Nonenergy
Indirect  Jobs
Potential  Job  Holder  from  Population  Group
1.  Indigenous  population*
1.  Construction  worker  population  in  specified
fraction  of  jobs
2.  Indigenous  population
3.  Construction  workers  (in-  or  out-migration  to
balance)
1.  Operating  worker  population  in  specified
fraction  of  jobs
2.  Indigenous  population
3.  Operating  worker  population  (in-  or  out-
migration  to  balance)
1.  Operating  worker  population  in  specified
fraction  of  jobs
2.  Indigenous  population
3.  Operating  worker  population  (in-  or  out-
migration  to  balance)
1.  Indirect  worker  population  in  specified
fraction  of  jobs
2.  Indigenous  population
3.  Operating  worker's  associated  population
4.  Construction  worker's  associated  population
5.  Indirect  population  (in-  or  out-migration  to
balance)
*Out-migrate indigenous population after the employment for all  job sectors
including  indirect jobs  are satisfied.
Figure 6.  Sequence  and  Priorities  for  Job  Filling  by  Potential  Job  Holders- 53  -
populations.  Employment  requirements are filled from each
age-gender group within each  population type  according to  the
proportion  that each age-gender group  is  of  the total  available
labor within  that population type.
(4)  As a  result of procedure 3,  all  labor force  requirements that can
be  filled from  the available pool  are determined.  If  the labor
pool  available  exceeds that required, out-migration is  assumed to
occur, while  an  excess of  labor requirements over available labor
is  assumed to  trigger in-migration.  Specifically,  the differences
between required  and available work forces  constitute a  labor  pool
surplus  or deficit which is  used  to  determine migration  rates.
Such deficits and  surpluses  cannot be expected to  have a  perfect
relationship  to  worker  migration  during  any  given  period  because
of  various  sociocultural  factors  and  time  delays  in  responses  to
economic  conditions.  In  addition,  an  unemployment  (or
underemployment)  level  of  zero  is  highly  unlikely.  Therefore,  the
labor  pool  surplus is  allowed  to  reach a  lower limit (1  percent  if
the  user does  not choose  an  alternative level)  before in-migration
occurs, and  surpluses  are also  allowed to  reach an  upper limit (7
percent  if  the user  does not  specify otherwise)  before
out-migration  will  occur.  These  rates  (1  and  7 percent  or  as
specified)  indicate  percentages  of  the  labor  pool  that  can  remain
unallocated  without  triggering  migration  and  are  referred  to  as
"unallocated  labor  pool  rates"  within  the  model.  In  sum,  if  the
difference  between  the  available  and  required  work  forces
indicates  a  surplus  of  available  workers  that  is  less  than  1
percent (or as  selected by  users),  workers are  assumed to- 54  -
in-migrate  to  fill  the required jobs.  If  the worker  surplus
exceeds  the  upper labor pool  rate limit (7  percent or as  selected
by user),  workers are  assumed to out-migrate.  Worker  surpluses
falling between the  two  rates (1  percent and 7  percent) are
assumed to  result in  no migration.
(5) The results  of  steps 3  and 4  are estimates of  the  number of
workers  by  age-gender-employment type that must migrate.
(6) The number of workers by  age-gender and employment type are
converted to  population estimates  by  the  application of a  set of
employment-type-specific  population characteristics  (Table 14)
to  the number of workers of  each  type.  Thus,  for each  of  the
baseline,  construction,  operational  and  indirect  worker  types,
there is  an  associated  set of data  used to  estimate  various
corresponding  social  characteristics  of workers,  including gender,
marital  status,  presence or  absence  of family in  the  impact area,
age  distribution of  other workers in  the  household, age
distribution  of workers,  and age  distribution of dependents.
Assumptions  used  for each  of these  characteristics  are derived
from extensive  surveys of  energy-related  employees (see Table 14).
The end  result is  the  total  number of persons  by  age and  gender
that will  either leave  or be  attracted  into  an  area  for each
project  period.
(7)  Population  figures determined in (6)  become the  inputs  for the
next iteration  of  the demographic model.
The procedures  thus described  in conjunction with  the economic and
demographic models produce the  values allocated by  the module described  in  the
next section.  They  also  provide  the basic  inputs  for the  service  and fiscal
modules.- 55  -
The Residential  Allocation  Module
The  residential  allocation component of  the model  is  used  to  estimate
the  probable  cities  of  settlement  of  in-migrating  workers  (and  their
dependents).  These  allocations  are  made  at  the  municipal  level  using  a
gravity  model.  The  gravity  model  was  chosen  as  the  basis  for  residential
allocation  because similar models  have been  used extensively  to  explain
commuting  patterns and patterns  of population distribution,  as well  as  other
phenomena. 34  It  is  the most widely accepted model  of spatial  allocation of
in-migrating populations. 35  Use  of the  gravity model  involves  the  basic
assumptions that in-migrants will  tend  to  settle in  population centers in
direct  proportion to  the population of  those centers,  but that the  number of
in-migrants moving to  a  city  will  be  inversely related  to  the  distance  between
the city  and  the employment site.36  Finally, the model  assumes  that
qualitative  differences between possible  settlement locations will  affect
settlement choices.  Previously collected data on  commuting patterns of
workers  were used as  the basis for estimating  parameters for the  gravity
34For a  review of  the historical  development of  the gravity concept,
see Carrothers, Gerald P.,  "An Historical  Review of  the Gravity and Potential
Concepts of Human Interaction,"  Journal  of  the American  Institute of Planners,
Vol.  22,  Spring,  1956,  pp.  94-102.
35Discussions of  the  use of gravity models in  regional  economic
analysis are  provided by  Isard, Walter, C.  Choguill,  J.  Kissin, R.  Seyfarth,
and R. Tatlock,  Ecologic-Economic  Analysis for Regional  Development, The Free
Press, New York,  1972.  Richardson, Harry  W.,  Elements of Regional  Economics,
Penguin Modern Economic Texts, Baltimore, Maryland, 1969.
36For an evaluation of  the validity of the  gravity model  for  projecting
settlement patterns of  energy-related work forces  in several  western states,
see Murdock, S.  H.,  J. S. Wieland, and F. L. Leistritz,  "An Assessment of  the
Validity of  the Gravity Model  for Predicting Community  Settlement Patterns  in
Rural  Energy-Impact Areas  in the West,"  Land Economics,  Vol.  54,  No.  4, 1978,
pp.  461-471.- 56  -
model. 37  In  symbolic  form, the assumptions of  the model  may be  stated as





where Mi  = Fraction of  total  in-migrants locating in  city  i
Pi  = Population  of city i
Da  = Distance  between  city  i  and  the  work  site,  raised  to  the
i
power  a
Wi  = The  relative  qualitative  attraction  of  city  i
However, computational  consistency considerations  led to  designing the NEDAM
system  such  that residential  patterns of workers  are estimated prior to  the
compilation  of population  for each  community.  Hence, the  operational  form of
the gravity model  substitutes employment  for population  as  shown  below:
37Data collection  procedures are described in  Leholm, Arlen G.,  F.
Larry Leistritz,  and James S.  Wieland, Profile of North  Dakota's Electric
Power Plant Construction Work Force, AgriculturaT Economics  Report No. 22,
Department of AgriculturaT Economics,  North  Dakota Agricultural  Experiment
Station,  Fargo, 1976.  Mountain West Research,  Inc.,  Construction Worker
Profile, A  Study for the Old West Regional  Commission, December,  1975.
Wieland,  J.  S.,  F.  L.  Leistritz,  and S.  H.  Murdock, Characteristics  and
Settlement Patterns of  Energy-Related Operational  Workers  in  the  Northern
Great Plains,  Ag.  Econ.  Rpt.  No.  123, North  Dakota AgriculturalExperiment
Station,  Fargo,  1977.  Estimation procedures are  described in  Wieland, J.  S.,
F.  L.  Leistritz,  and S.  H.  Murdock,  "Characteristics and  Residential  Patterns
of Energy-Related Work Forces in  the Northern Great Plains,"  Western Journal
of Agricultural  Economics, Vol.  4,  No.  1,  1979,  pp. 57-68.- 57  -
SEti +  fECt  +  E0  ,+  EIt  Wi EBt-1  t-2  t-1  t-1  Wi
Mi  =
n  EB  +  fEC  +  EO  +  EI





where EB,  EC,  EO,  and EI  are  baseline, construction, operating, and
indirect employment, respectively, in  the previous year (except
for construction employment, which  is  two years previous),
f  = a  fraction  applied  to construction employment in  the year
t-2.
The residential  allocation calculations made  by  the gravity model
include  all  designated municipalities within North Dakota as  an  initial  set
plus  37 municipalities in  counties in  Montana, South Dakota,  and Minnesota
that adjoin North Dakota.  This  set of municipalities is  further decreased to
only those cities within this group  that fall  within a  100-mile radius  of a
project site.  Non-North Dakota municipalities are  allowed to  attract
population  away  from  North  Dakota  during  gravity  model  calculations,  but  no
annual  calculations  of  changes  in  the  population  of  non-North  Dakota  cities
are  made.  These  cities  are  assumed  to  have  an  employment  base  throughout  the
study period equal  to  their 1980 estimated employment plus  construction,
operation,  and  indirect  workers  that  are  projected  to  migrate  to  these  cities.
The  user  may  specify  values  for  the  power  (the  coefficient  denoted  by
the  letter  a)  to  which  distance  is  raised.  Separate  gravity  model  allocations
are made for  each  type of worker  Unless the  user specifies otherwise, the
gravity  powers  are 1.5  for construction workers, 2.9  for  operating  workers,  and
1.6  for project-related  indirect workers.  This  results in  a  smaller proportion- 58  -
of construction workers  being  allocated to municipalities near the  plant site
than is  the case for  operating workers.  A  slightly  greater proportion of
indirect than  construction workers  is  allocated to  nearby cities.
The  gravity model  allocates construction, operational,  and indirect
workers  to communities  as  a  factor of  commuting distance to  the site of a
project, but indirect workers are  assumed to  both  reside and work in  the
community  to which  they have  been allocated.  The community  attractiveness
index  (W 1),  like the  gravity  powers,  affects the allocation of  project-related
workers to  communities.  This option is  intended to  allow the  user to  input
information  on differences  in  the  ability  of various communities to  attract
workers  that are  not accounted for  by differences in  their population  size and
distance  from the  plant site.  Such  differences might  include a  well-developed
infrastructure of  retail  and wholesale  services, a  large  supply of available
housing, a  strong  progrowth policy  or many  other factors.  This  option allows
the  user  to  take  such qualitative  factors  into account by  altering the
community attractiveness  index.  The default value used in  the model  is  1.0
which  indicates  that the  city has  no special  characteristics which  should
attract worker  settlement that are  not a  function of its  population size and
distance from a  project site.  The user may  alter these  values for  any
municipality in  the  impact area  by  assigning any  value from 0.1  to  10.0.
The  gravity module is  computed  each year that there is  project-related
in-migration,  using  appropriate previous year's employment of each  type  for
each  city.  The  North  Dakota  cities  presently  included  in  the  model  are
indicated  in  Appendix  Table  43.  The  distances  among  these  municipalities  were
estimated  using  a  set  of  geographic  coordinates  describing  the  location  of
each  city.  The  distance  estimation  algorithm  accounts  for  the  fact  that- 59  -
the  highway  system often  does  not facilitate  straight-line travel  from city to
each  city.  The distance estimates obtained through  use of  this  system,
however, are  only approximations to the  actual  highway mileages between
cities.
As a  result of  the procedures  described above,  projections of  economic
and demographic impacts  can be made  specific to  individual  municipalities
within the  impact area.  These impact values, in  turn,  form the basic  input  for
all  other model  components  such  as  the  service  and fiscal  components  that
provide projections of  specific  types of  local  impacts.
The Service Module
The  service module projects total  service requirements on the  basis of
population-based  rates for four  types of  service  needs:
1. Educational  Services
2. Housing Services
3. Medical  Services
4. Criminal  Justice Services
Currently available  services are  not taken  into account in  the model.
The procedures for  each of the  four  service areas are described below.
Educational  Services
In  the area  of educational  services,  the module  projects  school
enrollments  by age  at the municipal  level.  These projections are obtained by
applying  a  set  of  age-specific  school  enrollment  rates  to  a  set  of  age-gender
cohorts.  County  rates  of  school  enrollment  by  age  are  assumed  to  apply  to  all
municipalities  in  the  county,  and  trends  in  rates  over  time  are  assumed  to
follow national  patterns in school  enrollments.  The ratio  of 1970 county
rates  to  1970 national  rates was obtained and  applied  to projections of- 60  -
national  rates  for  the  projected  periods  in  order  to  obtain  county  rates  that
followed  national  trends.  The  school  enrollment  rates  for  counties  for  1970
were  obtained  from  the  1970 census, 38  and  the  national  school  enrollment
projections were obtained  from Census Bureau  estimates.39
The age-specific enrollment rates, when applied to  the  appropriate age
cohorts, produce projections  of  school  enrollments  by  age for  each
municipality.  In  turn,  these values can  be  aggregated to  obtain the  total
number of  students enrolled in  an  area (city or county),  as well  as  the number
enrolled in  various age  groups.
Housing Services
The housing module  projects the  number of  units, by  housing  type,
required  for each  population type.  The values are  obtained by  applying
estimates  of housing preference  by  type  for each worker  population to  the
total  number  of  workers  of  each  type.  Thus,  the  percentages  of  workers  of
each  type  (energy  operational,  nonenergy  operational,  construction,  indirect,
and  baseline)  living  in  each  of  four  housing  types  (single  family  houses,
mobile  homes,  apartments,  and  other) are applied to  projections  of workers by
type  to  get  total  housing  units  by  type.  The  estimates  of  housing  preferences
by  worker  type  and  sources  for  these  data  are  presented  in  Table  17.  Housing
preferences  are  assumed  to  remain  constant across the projection period.
Medical  Services
In  the medical  services module, requirements for  several  aspects of
medical  services  are  projected on the  basis of  the age-gender  specific  rates
38U.S.  Bureau  of the Census, Census of Population:  1970.  General
Social  and Economic Characteristics, Final  Report PC(1)-C36  North Dakota,  U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington,  D.C.,  1972.
39U.S.  Bureau  of the Census,  "School  Enrollment--Social  and Economic
Characteristics  of  Students,"  Current Population Report, Series P-20,  No.  319,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,  D.C. October, 1976.- 61  -
TABLE  17.  HOUSING PATTERNS OF WORKERS  BY  HOUSING TYPE  AND WORKER TYPEa
Percent  by  Type  of  Worker
Type  Housing  Construction  Operationc  Indirect
House  15  60  40
Apartment  10  20  33
Mobile  Home  60  15  25
Otherb  15  5  2
Total  100  100  100
aBased  on  data  from  Mountain  West  Research,  Inc.,  1975,  op.  cit.;  Leholm,
et  al.,  1976,  op.  cit.;  and  Wieland,  et al.,  1977,  op.  cit.
bTncTudes  such  1ousing  as  campers,  sleeiing  rooms,  ani  motel  rooms.
CHousing  patterns  for  energy  and  nonenergy  operational  workers  are  assumed
to  be  the  same.
of  medical  usage  applied  to  age-gender  specific  cohorts.  The  items  projected
in  the  module  include:
1.  Number  of  persons  visiting  physicians
2.  Number  of  physician  visits
a.  number  of  office  visits
b.  number  of  hospital  outpatient  visits
c.  number  of  emergency  room  visits
3.  Number  of  persons  hospitalized
4.  Number  of  patient  days
5.  Number  of  physicians  needed
6.  Number  of  hospital  beds  required
The  rates  used  in  the  module  are  based  on  national  data40  (Table  18)
40Health,  United  States,  1975,  DHEW  Publication  No.  (HRA)  76-1232,  U.S.
Department  of  Health,  Education,  and  Welfare,  Public  Health  Service,  Health
Resources  Administration,  National  Center  for  Health  Statistics,  Rockville,
Maryland,  1976,  Tables  CD.  II  31,  CD.  II  32,  CD.  II  34,  CD.  II  36,  CD.  III
32,  CD.  III  33,  CD.  111  34,  CD.  III  35,  CD.  III  38,  CD  III  39,  CD.  III  40,
CD.  IV 8,  CD.  IV 9,  CD.  IV II,  CD.  IV  12.TABLE  18.  MEDICAL SERVICES  INPUT DATA:  AGE AND GENDER GROUPS
<19  20-44  45-64  65+
Male  Female  Male  Female  Male  Female  Male  Female
Percent  Visiting  Physician  73.7  72.3  68.3  83.6  68.3  76.5  72.5  79.4
Number  of  Visits  4.4  4.0  3.6  6.4  4.8  6.0  6.1  6.9
Visits  by  Type
Percent  Office  61.6  62.5  66.9  70.3  73.5  73.8  76.4  74.2
Percent  Hospital  Outpatient  5.4  6.8  7.0  6.3  8.4  7.7  7.5  6.6
Percent  Emergency  6.1  5.4  6.3  3.5  2.4  2.0  1.1  1.6
Percent  Hospitalized  5.8  5.2  7.7  16.8  12.1  12.5  17.6  16.3
Average  Stay  in  Days  4.5  4.5  5.7  5.7  9.1  9.1  12.4  12.4
Physicians  Per  1,000  1.0
Total  Population
Hospital  Beds  Per 1,000  4.0
Total  Population
SOURCE:  Health, United States,  1975,  DHEW Publication  No.  (HRA)
Education, and Welfare, Public Health Service, Health Resources
Statistics,  Rockville, Maryland, 1976,  Tables CD.  II  31,  CD.  II
III  33,  CD.  III  34,  CD.  III  35,  CD.  III  38,  CD.  III  39,  CD.  III
76-1232 U.S. Department of Health,
Administration, National  Center for Health
32,  CD.  II  34, CD.  II  36,  CD.  III  32,  CD.
40, CD.  IV  8,  CD.  IV  9,  CD.  IV  II,  CD.  IV  12.
a
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because appropriate data  for  the state of North  Dakota and  substate areas  were
not available.  The age  groups  to which  these rates  are applied are aggregated
values for a  county  for the age  groups of  less than  19,  20-44, 45-64, and 65
and over.  The application of  the rates  to  the aggregated age  groups  produces
projections on  a  county basis.
Although  each of  the  factors  (1-6)  are available  for each  gender for
each  impact area, the standard outputs for the medical  services module are
based  only  on  total  population  values  and  include  only  physician  visits,
persons  hospitalized,  patient  days,  doctors  required,  and  hospital  beds
required for  the  total  region  population.
Criminal  Justice Services
The  criminal  justice  module,  like  the  medical  services  module,  gives
only county  projections  for selected  criminal  justice  services  because of a
lack  of  appropriate  state  and  local  data.  The  criminal  justice  module  also
uses  national  population-based  rates4 1  applied  to  aggregated  total  county
populations.  Unlike  the  medical  services  module,  no  data  by  gender  are  used,
and  the  national  rates  used  are  restricted  to  those  for  nonmetropolitan
areas.
The  national  data items  used in  the module  and the  sources of  these
data  are  shown in  Table 19.  From these  data  four service  elements are
projected for each  projection period.  These  are:
1. Total  number of  offenses
2.  Offenses  by  type
41Hindeland, Michael  J.,  Michael  R.  Gottfredson, Christopher S. Dunn,
and  Nicolette Parisi,  Sourcebook of Criminal  Justice Statistics-1976.  U.S.
Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,  1976, Table 4.14.- 64  -

































Percent of Offenses by Type
Violent Crimes  4.2
Property  Crimes  14.8
Other Offenses  81.0
Required Per 1,000  Population = 2.0 Officers
Required Per  1,000  Population = 2/3 Car
SOURCE:  Hindeland,  Michael  J.,  Michael  R.  Gottfredson,
Christopher S.  Dunn,  and Nicolette Parisi,  Sourcebook of Criminal
Justice  Statistics-1976, U.S.  Department of Justice, Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration, U.S.  Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C.,  1976, Table 4.14.
3. Number of  officers required
4.  Number of police vehicles required
The module output  includes:  the total  number of  offenses, number of
violent crimes, number of  property crimes,  number of  all  other  (nonviolent,
nonproperty)  crimes, number of juvenile offenses, number of police officers
required,  and the  number of  police vehicles required to meet the needs  of the
total  region  population.
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The Fiscal  Impact Module
The purpose of  fiscal  impact  analysis is  to  project the changes in
costs and revenues of  governmental  units which are likely  to  occur in  response
to a  resource development project.  The governmental  units of primary  interest
are those local  jurisdictions  which may experience  substantial  changes in
population and/or service  demands  as a  result of the  project.
Fiscal  impact analysis  is  sometimes confused with other evaluation
techniques, particularly benefit-cost and  cost-effectiveness  analysis.  The
basic difference in  these  approaches is  the scope  of the analysis.  Fiscal
impact analysis, also  often called cost-revenue analysis,  focuses exclusively
on the public sector costs and  revenues  associated with a  particular develop-
ment project or form  of growth.  As  such, it  is  a  practical  financial  planning
tool,  using  traditional  forms  of cash flow analysis.  The result of  such an
analysis is  typically a  statement of  net surplus  or deficit  (usually measured
in  dollars  but sometimes in  service  units or employment).  The key  feature of
fiscal  impact analysis,  then, is  that it  focuses exclusively on  the revenues
received and costs  incurred  by governmental  units.  Another  important feature,
distribution of  revenues and costs through  time,  is  frequently included in  the
analysis.  Cost-effectiveness  analysis  focuses  on  the  cost of  providing
selected  services,  or  more  broadly,  of  achieving  selected  objectives.  This
technique  emphasizes  determining  the  least-cost approach  to  achieving a  given
objective  and  typically  considers  a  range  of  alternative  actions  within  the
constraint  of  a  fixed  level  of  resources.  Benefit-cost  analysis  is  the
broadest  of  the  three  techniques  and  involves  comparison  of  both  tangible  and
intangible  benefits  and  costs  of  a  project.  The  benefits  and  costs considered
include  not  only  the  revenues  and  expenditures  of  public  sector  entities  but- 66  -
also  benefits  and  costs  experienced  by  private  businesses  and  individuals,
including  both  tangible  and  intangible  benefits  and  costs, 42
In  this  analysis  a  number  of  factors  interact  to  determine  the  fiscal
impact  of  a given  project  on  nearby  communities.  Important  variables
affecting  local  fiscal  impacts  include  the  nature  of  the  new  project
(especially  the  capital--labor  ratio),  the  nature  of  the  work  force
(proportion  of  in-migrants,  number  of  dependents  per  in-migrating  worker,  and
income),  residential  patterns  of  the  work  force  (location  and  type  of
housing),  and the  incremental  costs of public  services  required.43  In
evaluating  the  fiscal  impact of major projects it  is  important to  consider
secondary  (indirect and  induced) effects  as well  as direct effects  to obtain
an  accurate assessment.44  Finally,  special  consideration  should be given to
the distribution  of costs  and  revenues  among  affected  jurisdictions  and  over
time.45  All  of  these  factors were considered in  the design  of  the fiscal
impact module.
The NEDAM  fiscal  impact module  uses expected  settlement patterns  and
subsequent employment and population  changes,  established for  each area by
42For general  discussions of  fiscal  impact analysis methods,  see
Burchell,  R.  W.,  and D.  Listokin,  The Fiscal  Impact Handbook, Rutgers  Center
for Urban Policy  Research,  New Brunswick, New Jersey,  1978.  Muller, T.,
Fiscal  Impacts of Land Development:  A  Critique of Methods and Review of
Issues, URI  98000, The Urban  Institute, Washington,  D.C.,  1975.  For a  review
of  fiscal  assessment methods particularly  applicable to  evaluating  the  impacts
of resource development  projects, see Leistritz  and Murdock, 1981,  op.  cit.
43 See Murdock,  Steve H.,  and F. Larry Leistritz,  Energy Development
in  the Western United  States:  Impact on  Rural  Areas, Praeger Publishers,  New
York,  1979.  Leholm, et al.,  1976, op. cit.
44 Hirsch, W.  Z.,  "Fiscal  Impact of  Industrialization on  Local  Schools,"
Review of Economics and Statistics, Vol.  46,  1964, pp.  191-199.
4 5Leistritz, F.  L.,  N. E. Toman, S. H. Murdock,  and J. deMontel,  "Cash
Flow Analysis  for Energy  Impacted Local  Governments - A Case Study of Mercer
County,  North  Dakota,"  Socio-Economic  Planning Sciences, Vol.  15,  1981,  pp.
165-174.  Toman, et al.,  1977,  op.  citT- 67  -
the economic and demographic modules, in  determining the  expected public
sector costs, revenues, and  net fiscal  balances (in  current year dollars)
associated with  impacted areas.  The module  provides estimates of  additional
state  and local  government costs and revenues associated with user-specified
development projects within a  user-selected scenario.
Costs and revenues are estimated  for the  state, counties, cities, and
school  districts.  For  each  jurisdiction,  the  model  works  through  a three-step
procedure  which  involves:
1.  Computation  of  expected  increased  public sector revenues,
2.  Computation  of  expected  increased public sector costs,  and
3.  Computation  of  net  differences  between  increased  costs  and
revenues,  referred  to  as  the  net  fiscal  balance.
The  interrelationships  that  are  involved  in  calculation  of  project-
related  revenues  are  shown  in  Figure  7,  and  those  involved  for  project-
related  costs  are  shown  in  Figure  8.  The  net  fiscal  balance  for  a particular
jurisdiction  for  a given  year  indicates  the  relationship  between  project-
related  costs  and  project-related  revenues.  A negative  net  fiscal  balance
indicates  that project-related  costs  exceed  project-related  revenues  during
the  year,  while  a positive  fiscal  balance has  the opposite  implication.  The
net fiscal  balance thus  provides an  index  of the net effect of a  project on
the  fiscal  resources  of  affected  jurisdictions.  A negative  net  fiscal  balance
however, does not determine that a  jurisdiction's total  expenditures will
exceed  its  total  revenues.  Rather, local  officials may decide  to employ
measures to  increase  revenues (e.g.,  increased tax  and  user fee  rates) and/or
to reduce expenditures  (e.g.,  reduced levels of  services).  A positive  fiscal
balance indicates  an opportunity  for the jurisdiction  to  choose between
reduction  of  tax  rates  or  increased  service  levels.- 68  -
Figure  7.  Flow  Chart  of  Revenue  Estimation  for  a  Coal  Conversion
Facility,  North  Dakota.
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Figure 8. Flow Chart of  Cost Estimation  for a  Coal  Conversion Facility,
North  Dakota.
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The state  revenue  sources  included are:
1. Sales  and use  tax
2. Personal  income tax
3. Corporate  income tax
4. State share of  coal  severance tax
5. State  share of  coal  conversion tax
6. Highway  taxes
7. Cigarette-tobacco and liquor-beer  taxes
8. Federal  coal  royalties
Changes in  state  sales and  use tax  revenues are estimated on the  basis of
historic relationships  between sales  tax collections  and the gross receipts of
the  retail  trade  sector.  Changes in  state personal  income tax  collections are
estimated on  the basis of  the historic  relationship  between personal  income
tax  collections and  total  personal  income.  The  same procedure is  followed in
estimating  increased  corporate  income tax collections, except that collections
are based on  total  gross  business volume of  all  nonfarm business sectors.
Increases in  collections  of the various  highway taxes  and  liquor and  tobacco
taxes are estimated on  a  per capita basis.
Severance tax  collections are based  on a  per ton  rate for  all  coal
mined in  North Dakota.  The coal  conversion  tax applies  to coal-fired electric
generating  plants,  coal  gasification  plants,  and  other  coal  conversion
facilities.  Conversion  taxes  are  in  lieu  of  all  ad  valorem  taxes  except
those on  the land occupied by the  plants.  Receipts from these  taxes  are
divided between the  state general  fund  and the county in which  the  facility is
located  according  to  the  statutory  formula.  The  county's  portion  is  further
subdivided between the county general  fund, school  districts, and
municipalities.  The state  share of  royalties from federally owned coal  is- 71  -
based on the  federal  formula  (which provides that 50 percent of these
royalties accrue  to  the state) and a  local  estimate of the  value of coal
mined.
Local  (county, municipal,  and  school  district) revenue  sources included
in  the model  are:
1. Ad valorem property taxes
2. Transfer payments, including  school  foundation program payments,
federal  revenue  sharing  payments, highway  fund payments, and
cigarette and  tobacco  tax payments
3.  Local  share  of  coal  severance  tax
4.  Local  share  of  coal  conversion  tax
5.  User  fees
6. Special  assessments
7. Personal  property tax replacement  transfers.
The estimate of added  property  tax revenue  is  obtained by  applying the
prevailing statewide average property  tax  rate to  the estimated  taxable value
of additional  business  structures and residences resulting from the industrial
development and associated population growth.  Estimated average investment
cost for houses,  apartments, and  business structures is  used  as  the basis  for
estimating taxable value for  those  structures, and  the taxable value for
mobile homes is  estimated using  one-half the purchase price (to account for
depreciation of mobile homes).  Personal  property  tax  replacement transfers
are based  on  increased property  tax revenue  for a city.
State school  foundation program payments associated with increased
enrollments are based on  payments per pupil.  Federal  revenue  sharing payments
are  estimated on a per capita basis.  Increased user  fees are estimated on the
basis of  present rates  per household, while  special  assessment revenues  are- 72  -
based on  amortized capital  investments  for streets,  water and sewer, and solid
waste  disposal.
The  state costs included are:
1. Per capita costs of  general  government functions
2. Highway maintenance costs
3. Highway construction  costs
4.  School  foundation program payments
5. Personal  property tax  replacement transfers.
Local  (county, municipal,  and  school)  costs include:
1. School  construction and operating costs
2. Municipal  street construction and operating costs
3. County road  system maintenance costs
4. Water, sewer, and  solid waste  system construction  costs
5. County and municipal  law enforcement operating  costs
6. Municipal  fire protection costs
7. County  social  service costs
8.  Local  general  government costs.
Estimates of capital  costs for new facilities  are based primarily on
engineering  data, while operation and maintenance cost estimates are based
primarily  on  cross-sectional  regression  analysis  of  county  and  city  budget
data  from  counties  and  cities  in  western  North  Dakota.  The  counties  and
cities  sampled covered  the range  of potential  populations of  the communities
likely to be  affected by the  new industrial  developments.
To permit comparison of  net  fiscal  balances  for  the  years  in  which
costs  and  revenues  are  realized,  all  cost  and  revenue  components  are  computed
on  the  basis  of  the  most  current data  available and adjusted to  the  1980  price
level.  A user-specified inflation rate is  applied through the  life of  the- 73  -
development to  those components which are  subject to  price changes.  The
default  value  for the  inflation  rate is  zero.  Increased costs  are subtracted
from  increased revenues  to  obtain  an estimate of the  net fiscal  balance by
jurisdiction  for the state  and  local  units  of government.
Revenue Estimation
State.
1. State Sales  and Use Tax:
Revenue  is  estimated  by  applying  a  3.12  percent  sales  and
use  tax  estimator  (or  a  user-selected  alternative  to  the  increased
gross  business volume  of the  retail  trade sector.46  This estimator
was derived  from historical  tax collections data  for 1980  and 1981,
and estimates  of gross  business volume of  the retail  trade  sector
(derived through  use  of  the  input-output model)  for  the  period
1980-1981.47  The tax  rate was calculated for  1980 and  1981  and
averaged to  obtain the tax  rate for  the model.  Only  two years data
were  used because of major sales tax  law revisions by  the  North
Dakota Legislature in  1980.
2. State Personal  Income Tax:
The personal  income  tax estimator is  0.99 percent applied to
estimated  personal  income  (gross business  volume  of the  I-0 model
household sector) expressed in  thousands  of  dollars.  This estimate
4 6Hertsgaard, Thor A.,  and Timothy A. Petry,  "Projections of Revenues
from  the North Dakota Sales and Use,  Personal  Income,  and Corporate  Income
Taxes in the 1981-83  Biennium,"  Report submitted to  North Dakota Legislative
Council.  Department of Agricultural  Economics, North Dakota State University,
Fargo, December 16,  1980.
47 Tax collections  data were provided by Mr. Bill  Cudworth,  State Tax
Department, Bismarck, North  Dakota, October 1982.- 74  -
was derived  from historic  tax collections  data for  the
period  1980-1981  and estimates of personal  income  from  the I-0
model  for the  same time  period.48
3. State Corporate  Income Tax:
The corporate  income  tax estimator is  0.293 percent of  the
gross  business volume  of all  business sectors.  This estimator was
derived by comparing  historic corporate income  tax collections
for 1980 and 1981  and  gross  business  volumes of all  business
sectors  for  the  same time period.49
4. Coal  Severance Tax:
Revenues from  severance taxes  are based  on a  rate of $0.91
per ton which was  the rate in  effect in  mid-1980.  This  rate is
adjusted  for inflation  annually in  computing  future revenues.50
Statutory  formula  requires  that  30  percent  of  these  receipts  are
allocated  to  the  state  general  fund,  15  percent  to  a special  state
trust  fund,  35 percent  to a  fund  for distribution  to  impacted
political  subdivisions,  and  20  percent  to  the  county  in  which  the
coal  is mined  (see  Figure  9).  However,  only  the county's  share
of  receipts  and  the  amount  for  the  coal  impact  office  were
disaggregated  from  total  state  receipts.
48Ibid.
49For  a  more  detailed  discussion,  see  Hertsgaard,  et al.,  1978,
op.  cit.
50This adjustment is based on  current state  law which  provides that the
tax  rate will  be  increased by 1 percent  ($0.01) per ton for  each four  points









Figure 9. Distribution of North  Dakota Coal  Severance and  Coal  Conversion
Tax Revenues.- 76  -
5. Coal  Conversion Tax:
Conversion  tax revenues were computed on  the basis  of 0.25
mills  per  kilowatt  hour  produced  for  sale  by  electric  generating
plants  and  $0.10  per  thousand  cubic  feet of  gas  produced  by
gasification  plants.  Revenues  from  this  tax  are  divided  between  the
state  general  fund  (65  percent)  and  the  county  in  which  the
facility  is  located  (35 percent)  (see Figure 9).
6. Other  State-collected  Taxes:
The various highway  taxes,  the liquor and beer tax,  and the
cigarette  and tobacco tax were estimated on  a  per capita basis  from
the data  obtained from  the State Treasurer's  Office, the State Tax
Department, and  the State Motor Vehicle Department.  Highway  taxes
were defined  for this purpose  to  include  revenues from the motor
vehicle  excise and use  tax, motor vehicle fuel  and  special  fuel
tax,  and  the motor vehicle registration  tax.  The estimates per
capita in  1980  prices were:
Highway  taxes  122.31
Cigarette and  tobacco tax  14.74
Liquor  and  beer  tax  9.92
7.  Federal  Coal  Royalties:
Revenues  from  federally  owned  coal  are  computed  as  12.5
percent of the  value of  the coal  mined with the  state's  share of
this  total  set  at  50  percent.  The  value  of  mined  coal  was
estimated  as  $12.50 per  ton  in 1980 prices. 51
5 1Estimates of  federally owned coal  by project were obtained  from  the
U.S.  Bureau  of Land Management (Montana State Office).  Estimated value of
coal  for North Dakota was provided by officials of  the Nokota Company,
Bismarck, North Dakota.  The state  share of  federal  coal  royalties was
computed  outside the model.- 77  -
Local.
1. Ad  Valorem Property Tax:
The local  property  tax estimator is  1.11 percent of  the
market value of  the property.  This estimator was based on the  1980
state average  sales assessment ratio  of 10.0  percent and the  state
average mill  rate of 221.37.  Added property  tax revenue  was
estimated  by applying  the estimator to  the  taxable value of
additional  business  structures and residences.
The estimated  investment cost for  houses, apartments,  and
business  structures was  used as  estimated market value  for  those
structures, and  the market value  for mobile  homes was estimated at
one-half the purchase  price.  The estimated average investment
costs  for residences were based  on a  survey  of mobile  home  dealers
and on  information obtained from  the Fargo-Moorhead Home Builders
Association.  Capital  investment in  business structures was
estimated at $0.22 per  dollar of  gross business volume.52
Housing  costs, which  had originally  been expressed in  1975
prices, were adjusted to  1980 prices using  indexes  for housing
construction costs  and mobile  home costs  reported  by  the Survey of
Current Business.53  The  inflation  indices employed and resulting
estimates were:
1975  Cost  Inflation Index  1980 Cost
Houses  $35,500  1.6664  $59,157
Apartments  15,700  1.6664  26,162
Mobile Homes  9,100  1.4716  13,392
5 2Prestgard, 1974, op.  cit.
53U.S.  Department of  Commerce, Survey of Current Business, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington,-  D.C., Tmplicit Price Deflators for
Purchases of Structures by Type.  July 1976,  Vol.  56, p. 62, July  1981,
Vol.  61,  p.  27.- 78  -
After  a search  procedure  to  determine  future  requirements,
construction  of  residences  and  businesses  is  started  just  before  or
during  the  early  years  of  a project.
Housing  type  preferences  were  estimated  for  the  four  types
of  workers  as  follows:
Type  of  Worker 54
Type  Housing  Construction  Operation**  Indirect
(percent)
House  15  60  40
Apartment  10  20  33
Mobile  Home  60  15  25
Other*  15  5  2
Total  100  T00  100
*Includes  such  housing  as  campers,  sleeping  rooms,  and  motel  rooms.
**Housing  patterns  for  energy  and  nonenergy  operational  workers  are
assumed  to  be  the  same.
On  the  basis  of  data  from  North  Dakota  League  of  Cities,
property  tax  revenues  were  disbursed  (using  the  mean  levy)  to:
County  (includes  special  levies)  =  25%
City  (including  park  district)  =  35%
School  districts  =  40%
Total  1TO/
Property  tax  revenues  from  mine  property  were  estimated  in
1980  prices  as  follows:
Capital  investment  in  mine  =  ($17.96)  x  (size  of  mine
in  tons  per  year) 55
5 4Estimates  are  based  on  actual  housing  patterns  of  each  type  of  worker
reported  by  Mountain  West  Research,  Inc.,  1975,  op.  cit.;  Leholm,  et  al.,
1976,  op  cit.,  and  Wieland,  et  al.,  1977,  op.  cit.
5 5Toman,  Norman  E.,  Normal  L.  Dalsted,  James  S.  Wieland,  and  F.  Larry
Leistritz,  Water  as  a  Parameter  for  Development  of  Energy  Resources  in  the
Upper  Great  Plains  - Socioeconomic  Effects  of  Alternative  Patterns  of  CoaT-
Based  Energy  Development,  North  Dakota  Research  Report  No.  21,  NortITDakota
Agricultural  Experiment  Station,  Fargo,  North  Dakota,  December  1978.- 79  -
Mine value =  (capital  investment) x  (10%)
Tax revenue =  (mine value) x (1.11%)
2. Educational  Transfers  From State:
Transfers were estimated on  the basis of  per pupil  payments
for elementary  and  secondary students as  follows: 56
Elementary  Transfer Payment/Student
#  Students  1979-80  1980-81  1981-82  1982-83  1983-84
1,000+  857.85  921 50  1,353.75  1,511.45  1998.70
100-999  812.70  873.00  1,282.50  1,431.90  1666.80
<100  903.00  970.00  1,425.00  1,591.00  1852.00
Secondary
550+  1,083.60  1,164.00  1,710.00  1,909.20  2222.40
150-549  1,191.96  1,280.40  1,881.00  2,100.12  2444.64
<150  1,264.20  1,358.00  1,999.00  2,227.40  2592.80
Per pupil  payments  for 1984-2005  are estimated as  the 1983-84 payment
adjusted  for inflation  each year using  the user-specified  inflation  rate.
3. Highway Fund Transfers From  State:
Transfers were estimated on  the basis of  a  per capita  share
of  the  state-collected  highway taxes.  In  1980, these  estimates were:
County  share per capita =  $20.88
Municipal  share per capita = $12.68
4. Cigarette and Tobacco Tax Transfers From State:
Transfers  of  these taxes were estimated as  a  per capita
amount of  the total  collected by the  state being  returned to  the
cities.  This  estimate for  1980 was $3.58 per capita, or  24.3
percent of  state collections  of these  taxes.
56Based on  information provided by the North Dakota Department of
Public  Instruction, Bismarck.  Figures for 1983-84 were estimated based on  past
trends  for these payments.- 80  -
5. Coal  Severance  and  Conversion  Tax  Transfers  From  State:
The total  county  share of  severance and conversion  tax
receipts  (see  the section on  state collected taxes) is  further
distributed as  follows:
a. Thirty percent is  allocated to  incorporated cities based on
population according to the  last official  decennial  federal
census.
b. Thirty percent is  allocated to  school  districts within the
county on  the basis of enrollments.  (The statutory formula
calls  for distribution on  the basis  of average daily attendance;
however, enrollments were used  as a  proxy in  the model).
c. The remaining 40 percent is  deposited in  the county general
fund.  (This is  the amount  shown on the county  fiscal  impact
report, eliminating  the need  for a  "pass through"  account to
show the city  and  school  district  share)  (see Figure 9).
6. Federal  Revenue Sharing Transfers:
These were estimated on an  average  per capita for counties
and municipalities of  the state  according to  1980 census of
population  and  1980  revenue  sharing payments.  Estimates in  1980
dollars  were:
Counties  = $10.94  per  capita
Municipalities = $  6.65 per capita
7. User Fees:
User fee revenues were estimated on  the basis of average  per
household expenditures  for water, sewer, and  solid waste  from data
provided by  the  North Dakota League of Cities.  The total  average
annual  user fee per household for these items was  estimated at- 81  -
$165.91 in  1980 dollars.  (This figure was obtained  by multiplying
the 1977 average cost of  $111.92  by a  price inflator of 1.4814.)
8. Special  Assessments:
Revenues from  special  assessments were estimated by
amortizing  the capital  investments for  streets, water,  sewer, and
solid wastes  at 7  percent interest for 20 years.  (See local  costs
section referring  to  these expenditures.)
9. Personal  Property Tax  Replacement Transfers From State:
Increased personal  property replacement transfers are one-
seventh of  the  increased tax revenues  from the  city and  park
district and county portion  of total  increased  property taxes.  The
function  for computing  the amount of  transfer is  total  increased
property  tax revenue  for a  city multiplied  by 0.04 and  for a  county
multiplied by 0.03.  For example, if  increased property tax
revenues in  Hazen  were $3,000, the  personal  property transfer




1. Education Transfers  to School  Districts:
Cost to  the state was estimated at the  total  of  per pupil
payments.  (See the local  revenue,  education transfers  from the
state section.)- 82  -
2. Highway System Operating Expenditures:
Increased operating costs for  all  highway department
functions were estimated on a  per capita basis to  be  $357.92 in
1980.57
3. General  Government Functions:
These were estimated on  a  per capita basis to  be $480.10 in
1980  dollars.58
4. Highway Fund  and Cigarette and Tobacco  Tax Transfers  to  Local
Governments:
Cost to  the  state is  equal  to  the local  government's
increased  revenue  from these sources.  (See revenue  section
referring  to  these  taxes.)
5.  Personal  Property  Tax  Replacement  Transfers
Cost  to  the  state  is  equal  to  the  local  government's
increased  revenue  from  this  source.  (See  local  revenue  section
referring  to  this  transfer  payment.)
6. Capital  Investment in  Highway Systems:
Capital  costs for  highway improvement were estimated  on  the
basis of  a  per  in-migrating operating worker cost of $29,987 in
57The cost per capita was estimated by  dividing the  total  net
disbursements  for  highways  by  the  state's  population  from  1980  census  data.
Source:  North  Dakota  Highway Statistics, 1981,  State  Highway  Department,
Bi smarck.
58 Based on expenditures  reported  by  U.S.  Department of Commerce,  Bureau
of the Census,  Census of Governments, 1977,  U.S.  Government Printing Office,
Washington,  D.C.,  1979.  Total  direct expenditures, less  education,
transportation, and  insurance trust expenditures were divided by  total  state
population.  The GNP  Implicit Price  Deflator  for  State  and  Local  Government
Purchases of Goods  and Services  (Survey of Current Business, op.  cit.)  was
used  to adjust from  1977 to  1980 prices.- 83  -
1980 prices and adjusted  for inflation  annually.59  Costs  were
assumed  to  be  funded annually and computed on  the basis  of  in-
migrating  operating workers  that are additional  to  the  previous





Operating  expenditures were estimated as a  cost per pupil  in
1980 prices where both elementary  and secondary per pupil  cost
were applied to  the number  of project-related  secondary
students.  Costs  per student were  based on  recent information
concerning  per  pupil  costs  for districts of  different sizes. 61
School  size  was  measured  by  the  number  of  high  school
students, as  follows:
Number  of  High  Per  Pupil  Cost  (Both  Elementary




75-  99  2,001.77
50-  74  2,249.31
<50  2,588.74
s
59Based  on  information from a  North Dakota Highway Department planning
overview completed in  1976,  adjusted to  1980 price  levels  using Highway
Construction Cost Index  (Survey of Current Business).
60The $29,987 value  is  amortized for 17 years  at 7  percent for a  yearly
cost of $1,742  per operating worker.
61Department of Public Instruction, School  Finance Facts, Bismarck,
North Dakota,  1981,  pp.  21-22.- 84  -
b. Capital  Investment
Expansion costs of school  facilities were estimated on  the
basis  of $50 per square foot in  1980 prices.62  Standards used
for required per pupil  space were 145  square feet per
secondary student and 92.5  square feet per elementary student.
The estimated construction  costs per student are  thus $4,625 for
primary  and $7,250 for secondary students.
2. Streets:
a. Operating and Maintenance Expenditures
The annual  cost for  street operation and maintenance was
estimated  to  be  $9.56  per capita.  This is  based  on  an  estimate
of operation and maintenance costs of $3,187 per mile in  1980
prices63 and  an  estimated street expansion requirement of 0.003
miles per person  (assuming a  population  of 15  persons  per acre in
blocks 300 feet by  300  feet with 66-foot wide  streets).
b. Capital  Investment:
Expansion costs for  streets were estimated at $1,038 per capita
in  1980 dollars  on the  basis of  data provided in  1975 by  North
Central  Consultants,  Ltd.,  of Jamestown, adjusted to  1980 price
levels using  the GNP  Implicit Price Deflator of  1.7071  for
highway construction  costs.
3. Distribution  and Treatment of Water:
Expansion  costs of  water distribution and  treatment
facilities were estimated at $2,306 per capita  in 1980 dollars on
62Estimated  on the  basis of  data obtained  from the State Department of
Public  Instruction, Bismarck, North  Dakota, 1981.
63 Based on  the  statewide  average cost per mile for city  street
maintenance reported in  North Dakota Highway Statistics,  1981,  op.  cit.- 85  -
the basis of  data provided in  1975 by North  Central  Consultants,
Ltd.,  of Jamestown, adjusted  to  1980 price levels  using  the GNP
Implicit Price Deflator of  1.4652 for construction  costs.
4. Waste-Water Systems and Treatment:
Expansion costs of waste-water systems  and treatment
facilities were estimated  at $246 per capita in  1980 dollars  on  the
basis of  data provided by  North Central  Consultants, Ltd.,  of
Jamestown,  adjusted by GNP  Implicit Price Deflator of  1.4652
for construction costs.
5. Solid Waste Disposal:
Expansion  costs for waste disposal  were estimated at $5.27
per capita in  1980 dollars  on the  basis of  data provided by North
Central  Consultants,  Ltd.,  of Jamestown, adjusted  by the GNP
Implicit Price Deflator of 1.4652  for construction costs.
6. Law  Enforcement, Fire Protection,  and Other Local  Government
Functions:
Operational  expenditures  for  city  and  county  government
functions  were  estimated  by  separate  regression  equations  using
city and county budget data,  respectively.64  Estimating equations
were developed  for police protection,  fire protection,  and total
city  operating  expenditures  on  the  city  government  level  (where
X  = 1970 city  population) and for  law enforcement,  social  services,
highway maintenance, and  total  county  operating expenditures  on  the
64Budget data used  included  data from  31 North  Dakota counties  for
highway maintenance costs;  from  all  53 North  Dakota counties for social
service costs;  from the counties of  State Planning Regions  1,  2, 7, and 8,
excluding Mercer, Oliver, and Sioux for county law  enforcement and total
county operating costs;  from 41  cities within these  25 counties for  total  city
operating costs;  from 38  of  these cities for police protection costs;  and from
27  of these  cities for fire protection costs.- 86  -
county  government level  (where X  = 1970 county  population).  The
best-fit equations were:
a. Y  =  9,415 +  4.01X  (R 2 =  .94)
where Y  = total  county  social  services costs
b. Y  =  6,528 +  3.11X  (R 2 =  .79)
where Y  = total  county law  enforcement costs
c.  Y  =  367,920 +  17.00X  (R 2 =  .61)
where Y  = total  county highway maintenance costs
d. Y  =  253,412 +  64.15X  (R 2 =  .79)
where Y  = total  county operating  costs
e. Y =  -11,780  +  13.41X  (R 2 =  .92)
where  Y = total  city fire  protection  costs
f.  Y =  3,662  +  16.78X  (R2  =  .99)
where  Y = total  city police  protection  costs
g.  Y = 85,433  +  172.50X  (R2  =  .95)
where Y  = total  city operating  costs
Cost estimates from  these equations were updated to  1980 price
levels using  the GNP  Implicit Price Deflator  for  services 1.4515
and  1.7071  for highways.  The resulting cost estimates in  1980
prices are:
County  social  service  $  7.45
County  law  enforcement  5.78
County highway maintenance  29.02
County general  government  94.86
City  fire protection  24.91
City policy protection  31.34
City general  government  208.00
Computational  Procedures
In  the preceding  sections  of this  report, the structure and  data bases
of the  various components  of the NEDAM Model  were described.  The purpose of- 87  -
this  section  is  to  give  the  reader  a more  detailed  insight concerning
the  actual  computational  procedures  employed  in  each  major  component  of  the
model.
The  NEDAM  computer  software  is  divided  into  three  major  programs  which
are  executed  sequentially,  each  using  as  inputs  some  of  the  outputs  of
preceding  modules.  These  programs  are:
1.  The  Economic  module,
2.  The  Demographic  module,  and
3.  The  Fiscal  Impact  module.
The  Economic  module  performs  the  computations  described  earlier  in  the
sections  entitled  Economic  Module  and  Residential  Allocation  Module.  The
Demographic  module  performs  the  computations  described  in  the  sections
entitled  Demographic  Module  and  Economic-Demographic  Interface  Module.  The
computations  described  in  the  sections  entitled  Services  Module  and  Fiscal
Impact  Module  are  performed  in  the  Fiscal  Impact  module.  The  major
computational  steps  in  each  of  the  three  modules  are  described  in  the  sections
which  follow.
The Economic Module
The first step  in  the economic module is  to  read  the  stored baseline final
demand vectors  (FDV)  for each  state region  (BASEFDV  File)  and  all  user-specified
(site-specific) development projects  (FDVFIL File).  Each  final  demand vector is
a  13  (economic sectors)  by n  (years from  1981  to  the last year requested by user
but not beyond 2005) matrix  (Figure 10).
The next  step is  to  multiply the  baseline final  demand  vectors  for a
region  by  that region's  13-by-13 matrix  of  interdependence coefficients
(ECNFIL, component 2) to obtain gross  business volumes  for each  sector for- 88  -
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each  of the years, a  13  (sector) by n  (year) matrix.  Gross  business  volume is
calculated  and stored  sequentially for  the eight regions,  then for  each
project.
Gross business volumes (associated with  each region's  baseline final
demand vectors  and with  final  demand vectors  for each project) are stored in  a
matrix  (CLCFIL, component 1)  that is  m (8  regional  baseline gross  business
volumes plus  one  for each project) by  13  (sectors) by n  (years).
Each  element in  this matrix  (except for those in  the household  sector,
row 12)  of baseline gross  business volumes for each  region is  then divided by
the  gross  business volume per worker for that sector and year (ECNFIL,
component 1).  The result is  a  matrix of baseline employment by sector  and
year.  Nonfarm employment is  then  summed  across sectors  (except Sector 12,  the
household sector)  to yield a  2-row matrix  of baseline employment for each
year, one  row  for farm  employment and one  row  for nonfarm employment.
Similar  procedures to  compute  indirect employment are  then employed for
final  demand  vectors  for each of  the projects  contained in  the scenario
selected by  the user,  The computed values  of  indirect employment associated
with each project  are then  stored  separately for each project for each year.
Also  stored at this  point is  the direct employment for construction  and
operation  of  each  project  (from  the  characteristics  that  are  on  file for  each
project)  specified by  the  user.  Thus,  there is  an  employment matrix  stored
for each  user-specified  project.  The dimension of each matrix is  4
(construction, energy-related operation,  nonenergy-related operation,  and
indirect  employment  associated  with  projects)  by  n  (the  number  of  years).
At  this  point, a check is  made to  determine whether the last year of
construction  for  each  project is prior to  the last year for which output has
been requested  by the  user.  If not, no constraint is imposed  upon  the level- 90  -
of  indirect employment associated with  the construction phase of  the project.
Otherwise (where the  last year of construction  for the  project is  prior to  the
last year of output requested by  the  user),  the maximum level  of  indirect
employment associated with any year of  the construction  phase is  the maximum
level  of  indirect employment during the operating phase.
The next  step involves  reading  (for use in  later computations)  values
of gravity powers and community attractiveness  indices  for  the gravity module.
The previously described employment matrices  are then  saved.  Employment that
was calculated  from baseline  final  demand vectors,  indirect employment that
was calculated on  the basis of  final  demand vectors  for projects  selected by
the  user,  and construction  and operation employment that is  called from  files
for the  projects selected by the  user are all  stored in  one matrix  (CLCFIL,
component 4).  This matrix is  an m (8  regional  plus one  for each  project) by 6
(type of employment;  i.e.,  construction, energy operating,  nonenergy
operating,  project-related  indirect,  and  nonfarm  and  farm  baseline)  by  n
(number  of  years).
Project-related  employment  (construction,  operating,  and  indirect)  is
then  distributed  to  municipalities  by  means  of  the  gravity  model  (where  either
the predetermined  or user-specified  gravity powers,  as well  as user-specified
attractiveness indices, if  any,  are used).  The gravity model  is  accessed once
for  each nonbaseline project, and employment is  accumulated across projects to
form a  4  (type of  project-related employment;  i.e.,  construction, energy
operating,  nonenergy  operating,  and  indirect)  by  356  (municipality)  matrix.
(This  matrix  is  subsequently  augmented  to  also  include  farm  and  nonfarm
baseline employment, so  the 356  [municipality] dimension becomes 356 plus  the
number of counties  for which farm  employment is stored.)  This process is
repeated, and the  results are  stored for  each year of the  planning horizon  for
the municipalities of  interest.- 91  -
Baseline  farm employment is  distributed on  the basis of each  county's
share of  regional  farm  employment in  1980 and  is  reported at the county level
only.  These sets of estimates of  baseline employment are then  stored,  along
with  project-related (construction, energy operating, nonenergy operating, and
indirect) employment in  a  matrix  (named MJOBS in  the program) that is  5
(construction, energy operation, nonenergy operation, indirect, and nonfarm
baseline employment) by the number of municipalities of  interest (up to  319
North Dakota municipalities).  There is  a  separate component for each year.
Baseline  nonfarm employment is  then  allocated to  each of  the cities on  the
basis of each city's projected  share of regional  employment  (which is  stored
for each  city and  each year for  the years  1981-2005 in  a  file  named ALLOC).
Next gravity model  is  employed to  allocate project-related  employment
to municipalities.  Distances are  read in  for all  cities within a  100-mile
radius of  the  projects selected by the  user.  (Distances from  each city to
every other city  within a  100-mile radius  have been  precomputed by  a  technique
applying  a right  triangle  formulation  to  the  specified  latitude  and  longitude
of  each  pair  of  cities.  This  set  of  distances  has  been  stored  on  file along
with  city-to-city  distances  that  required  computation  procedures  different
from  the  right  triangle latitude-longitude method,  such  as for cities on
either  side  of  the  Missouri  River.)  A user  can  relocate  a site-specific
project  by  inputting  the  identifiers  for  a  desired  site  city  plus  two  other
cities  and  specifying  the  distances  between  each  city  and  the  new  site.
The  procedures  for  employment  allocation  are  run  statewide and  stored
on  file.  When  integrated with the demographic and  fiscal  impact modules, only
the  results  for  the  specified  region  or  counties  of  interest  are  stored.- 92  -
The Demographic Module
The demographic module will  run either for a  region or for counties of
interest, as specified by  the user  (i.e.,  data are called on  this basis).
The demographic module consists of  three principal  components:  DINIT,
DLOOP, and DEMOG.  One purpose of DINIT is  to make required minor adjustments
in  labor pool  membership rates  for each cohort in  order  to yield dependency
ratios  that are consistent with user-specified  family  size.  The routine
involves reading stored values for the  age and  gender of  dependents associated
with each  worker, which is  a  5 (type of  employment) by 75  (age cohorts) by 2
(gender) matrix.  Stored values  of labor pool  membership rates  are also  read
as a  5  (type of  associated population;  i.e.,  construction, energy operation,
nonenergy operation,  indirect, and indigenous) by 5  (labor pool  membership
rate in  each  type employment) by 75  (age cohorts) by 2  (gender) matrix.
Family  sizes implied  by this matrix  are compared with  user-specified  family
sizes,  and membership rates  are adjusted by  the proportion necessary  to make
family  size consistent with that specified by  the user.  This part of  the
DINIT routine is  performed only once, at the beginning  of the computations.
The DLOOP  routine is  performed once each year for each  county (Figure
11).  Its  function is  to  perform the cohort-survival  calculations.  Age-gender
distributions  for each county  for 1980 have  been  prestored. .The age  of each
cohort is  increased  by one year, and  survival  rates are  applied  to  each cohort
for each year to reduce each cohort by  its mortality  rate for  the next year.
Fertility rates  are  then applied to each  female cohort to  estimate births in
each year.  The rates  that are used  are the values  stored for each  female
cohort (which average  2.1  births per adult female) unless the user  specifies
some other value  (within the range  of 1.8  to 2.5),  in  which case all  rates are
multiplied by the  ratio of  the user-specified  value  to  2.1.  These births areOR
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Figure  11. Flow  Chart  for  Demographic  Module  (DLOOP  Component)  of  NEDAM  Model,  Population  Types  A-E.- 94  -
added to  the  less-than-one-year age-gender cohort for each county.  (It  is
assumed  that 51.5 percent the  births are male and 48.5  percent are  female.)
Finally,  historic migration  rates  for those older than 65  are applied to  those
age-gender cohorts in  each county to  complete the next year's age-gender
distribution  (prior to adjustment  for migration  of working-age population,
which is  accomplished in  the economic-demographic interface).
The routine to  perform  the computations  for the  interface module is
called DEMOG  (Figure 12).  The first step  is  to  call  the MJOBS matrix from
the economic module.  Next, the percentage of  indigenous population  in  each
county  that is  nonfarm is  computed  (from stored data).  Then  the matrix of
labor pool  membership  rates  (referred to  in  the description of DINIT) is
called.  The matrix is  a  5  (types of associated population;  i.e.,
construction, energy operation, nonenergy operation, indirect, and indigenous)
by  5  (membership rates in  each  type employment;  i.e.,  construction, energy
operation, nonenergy operation,  indirect, and baseline) by 75  (age cohorts) by
2  (gender).
Prior to any  project beginning, the only relevent labor pool  membership
rate  is that  of  indigenous  population  in  baseline  jobs.  That  rate  for  each
age  and  gender  cohort  is  applied  to  the  population  in  those  cohorts  to
determine  the  total  available  workers  in  each  year.  This  computation  is
performed  for  each  county  and  allocated  to  each  municipality  in  proportion  to
that  municipality's  share  of  county  population.  The  result  is  the  available
workers  in  each municipality  in each year.
The user may  specify upper and  lower percentage limits  for the
"unallocated labor pool."  These percentage limits  are applied  to  the computed
values  of  available workers  in each municipality to obtain the number of
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Figure  12.  Flow  Chart  for  Demographic  Module  (DEMOG  Component)  of  NEDAM  Model.- 96  -
labor  pool."  Then  employment  in  each  municipality  is  subtracted  from  its
available  labor  pool,  and  if  the  difference  lies  between  the  lower  and  upper
limits  of  unallocated  labor  pool,  no  further  migration  occurs.  If  the
difference  exceeds  the  lower  limit,  in-migration  occurs  to  that municipality
until  the  limit is  reached.  In-migration  includes  both  workers  and  dependents
of the appropriate  age and  gender cohort.  If  the difference exceeds  the upper
limit, out-migration occurs both  from the municipality and the  associated farm
population  (in  the  same  proportion)  until  the  upper  limit  is  reached.
Out-migration  also  includes  both  the  workers  and  their  families  (associated
age  and  gender  cohorts  of  dependents).  In-  and  out-migration  of  workers  and
dependents  from  each  municipality  (and  farm  population)  in  the  county  is  added
to or subtracted from,  the relevant age-gender  distribution  for  the  county.
After a  project starts,  the gravity model  (as described earlier)
assigns  the  residence of project-related  workers among municipalities.  The
MJOBS matrix  defines  the residence of  these workers.  Labor pool  membership
rates of  the  indigenous population  are now relevant for construction and
indirect employment, beginning with the first year of  construction.  After the
first year of construction  for a  project, membership rates  for the  population
associated with construction and  indirect employment, in  addition  to  those  for
the  indigenous population, are  relevant for construction, and  indirect
employment.  In  the  first year of operation, membership rates  for the
construction,  indirect, and indigenous population are  relevant for all  types
of employment and,  in subsequent years, membership  rates for all  types of
population  (construction, energy operation,  nonenergy operation, indirect, and
indigenous) are relevant for all  five types  of employment (construction, energy
operation, nonenergy operation,  indirect, and baseline).- 97  -
A  fixed  percentage of new construction workers  and new  operation workers
in  each  type of  plant must be  in-migrants to  the area.65   Indirect and  baseline
employment does  not require  in-migration unless the  local  work force is
insufficient  to meet employment requirements.
For the  demographic and  job assignment functions, five separate
population groups are  used in  the model  formulations:
1. Construction  workers and  their families;
2. Energy operation workers  and their families;
3. Nonenergy operation workers and  their families;
4.  Indirect workers and their families;  and
5.  Indigenous population.
The indigenous population  (group 5)  is  the only population present in
any  county or community  prior to  the start of a  project, while population
groups 1-4 are in-migrated as  jobs  are created and  additional  work  forces are
required for  projects and indirect activities.  These population groups  are
out-migrated  later if  available jobs  are  reduced.
The methodology  of  defining membership  rates for  potential  jobholders
for  different job  sectors  (construction, energy operation,  nonenergy operation,
indirect, and  baseline) from  different population groups is  formulated  through
labor pool  membership  rate matrices.  This  allows representation  of the  fact
that  different  individuals  from  a family  may  be  available  to  hold  jobs  in
different sectors.  The  primary worker is  available for holding a  job in  the
job sector associated with  this population group.  Associated with  this worker
6 5It  was assumed that many of  the top management and other professional
and technical  positions would be filled  by migrants as relatively  few local
workers would possess  the  required qualifications.  The NEDAM Model  currently
incorporates the  assumptions that 30  percent of  construction jobs  and 20
percent of operation jobs must be  filled by  in-migrants.- 98  -
is  an  average  family  unit with members in  all  age-gender cohorts.  The primary
worker's employment is  assumed  to  govern the in-  or out-migration  of  the family
unit.  However, once in  the community, other members  of the  family, may be
available  for employment in  different job sectors.  In  particular,  the
availability  of potential  jobholders  for the  sectors are  shown  in-Table 16  in
terms  of:  (1)  membership rates (shown  for four of  the  15  age cohorts);  and (2)
the number of  potential  jobholders  for  four sample populations with 100 males
and 100  females for each  age cohort.
The philosophy  of job assignment rules is  that in-migrated populations
are not eligible for  taking  baseline jobs,  but indigenous populations have
priority to  take any job  (although it  is  postulated  that a  specified  fraction
of each  job class must be  filled by  in-migrating workers)  until  the available
pool  of potential  jobholders  from each  allowable population is  exhausted.
Jobs in  a  sector are filled  in  the sequences indicated with in-  or
out-migration  of  the  population  associated  with  the  principal  jobholder  of
that  sector  so  as  to  balance  the  employment  in  the  sector.
The  Fiscal  Impact  Module
The  same  parameters  used  in  the  economic  and  demographic  modules
described  earlier  are  initialized  for  use  in  the  fiscal  impact  routine.
Indigenous population  is  excluded  from  this  module  as  the  fiscal  accounts  are
computed  under an  assumption of no change in  the  indigenous population (to
enable  isolation of the  effects of  the development).
At this  point the  user, through interaction with the computer, selects
or has  the option to  change  (selection of  projections, locations, and
starting  dates was accomplished  at the beginning  of the economic module):
1.  Counties of  interest
2.  Last year  for  which  the  fiscal  reports  would  be  calculated  (up
to  1999)- 99  -
3. Annual  inflation  rate
4. Sales  and use  tax  rate
5. Conversion  tax rates  for electricity and  synthetic  natural  gas
6. Severence  tax  rate
The  next step  is  to  read  the project-related  information required for
fiscal  calculations (except for final  demand vectors  and  direct labor
requirements which are  entered as  the  first step in  the economic module).  For
each project, these data include farmland lost due to  development, electricity
or  synthetic  natural  gas  production,  mine  value  for  property  tax  purposes,  and
tons  of coal  mined annually.  (These data are  stored in  a  file called
PROJINFO).  The computational  procedures then  establish the revenue generated
and farmland  lost as a  direct result of the  specified  projects and distribute
the  severance tax revenues between  the state  and the  appropriate counties.
Next,  a function  allocates  coal  conversion  tax  revenues  between  county
and  state  according  to  the  statutory  formula.  Following  this,  households  by
worker  type  are  computed- and  allocated  to  municipalities.  For  this
information,  home  requirements  for  each  municipality  are  calculated  by  type  of
residence  and  by  year  for  each  type  of  worker.  Gross business volume is  then
computed,  inflated by year, and allocated to  municipalities in  proportion to
indirect employment.  This establishes the  required level  of business
structure construction  ($0.22 per dollar of  gross business volume).
These computations  provide  the  basis  for  estimating  construction
requirements  for residences and  businesses.  Construction is accomplished for:
1.  Business  structures over years 1, 2, and 3 to minimum
requirements in 5  years.
2.  Single-family houses over years 1, 2, and 3 to minimum demand
in 5  years.- 100  -
3. Multi-family dwellings over years 1  and 2  for minimum demand
in  4  years.
4. Mobile  homes (in  year needed) for those  preferring them, plus
the unfilled demand  for single  and multi-family  dwellings.
Computation  of taxes is  accomplished  using:
1. Total  project-related  gross  business volume  to  determine revenue
from  sales and  use  taxes, personal  income taxes,  and corporate
income taxes.
2. Total  project-related population  to  determine revenues  from
highway, cigarette  and  tobacco, and  liquor and beer taxes.
3. Severance and conversion  taxes as  previously computed and
distributed.
4. Local  property tax  revenues from  all  new sources.
The inflation  rate specified by  the user is  applied  as appropriate within  the
computational  routine.
Public  facility construction requirements  are computed on  the basis of
standards per  user (students for school  construction and  total  population for
all  other construction)  to  peak demand for each year, inflated to  the year of
construction.  Special  assessments  and debt service costs are obtained  from
this data.
The final  step  is  the computation of  fiscal  balances for each
municipality, county,  and the  state.  In  this  function, the fragmented  items
of cost and  revenue that have  been calculated in other routines are  called to
the  appropriate  subroutine  (one  for  each  governmental  level)  and  the  remaining
cost  and  revenue  computational  distribution  functions  performed.- 101  -
Model  Validation
Validation is  a  test of whether a  model  provides  an  adequate
representation  of  the elements and  relationships of  its reference system that
are  important to  the uses which are  planned for the model.  Validation  is  not
a  general  seal  of  approval;  rather, it  is  an  indication of the  level  of
confidence in  the model's  accuracy  under  limited  conditions  and  for  specific-
purposes.  Confidence in  a  given model  can  be  enhanced:  (1)  by  critically
examining its  theoretical  basis, assumptions,  data sources, and computational
procedures;  (2)  by  investigating  its  response to  perturbations;  and (3)  by
testing  its  ability  to  reproduce historical  data.66  While the  NEDAM Model,
like many other models,  has received a  substantial  amount of  the first two
forms of  validation, the  emphasis  here is  placed on  the third form, often
termed  historical  simulation.
In  order to  test the historical  accuracy of NEDAM,  the model  was  used
to  simulate economic and  demographic changes for  the period 1960 through  1980
for  all  North Dakota  regions, counties, and  cities.  County and city
populations  for 1960 were used  as  starting  values,  and estimated  sales to
final  demand  for the years  1960-1979 were supplied  as  model  inputs.  Model-
generated  estimates of personal  income  for the years  1966-1979 were compared
to those  reported  by  the U.S.  Department of  Commerce,  Bureau of Economic
Analysis;  population estimates for  the years  1970 and  1980 were compared to
corresponding census values;  and  school  enrollment estimates  for the years
1970  and 1980 were compared to  values reported by  the State Department of
Public Instruction.  A summary of  these comparisons  is presented in Table 20.
6 6For  a more detailed discussion  of model  validation,  see Leistritz
and Murdock, op cit.,  1981,  Ch.  9.- 102  -
TABLE 20.  COMPARISON  OF  ESTIMATED AND REPORTED PERSONAL  INCOME AND
POPULATION, NORTH DAKOTA REGIONS, COUNTIES, AND MUNICIPALITIESa
Mean Percentage  Mean Absolute
Variable  Difference  Percentage Differenceb
Personal  Income, 1966-79:c
Region 1  0.2  5.5
Region 2  3.7  9.2
Region 3  17.9  17.9
Region 4  15.7  15.7
Region 5  -11.4  12.1
Region 6  10.3  10.3
Region 7  1.8  3.8
Region 8  14.9  15.0
State Total  - 2-T4
Population:
North Dakota counties,  1980d  5.7  8.2
North Dakota counties,  1970  - 2.2  6.4
North Dakota municipalities,  1980e  2.3  33.6
North Dakota municipalities, 1970  - 6.8  36.6
North Dakota municipalities with
populations  greater than 2,000, 1980f  + 6.3  11.7
School  Enrollment:
North Dakota  Regions, 19809  +10.9  12.1
North Dakota  Regions, 1970  - 2.0  6.1
aReported values of  personal  income are  from U.S.  Department of Commerce,  Bureau
of Economic Analysis, "Regional  Economic  Information System,"  Washington, D.C.,
various years.  Reported values of population  are from  U.S. Department of
Commerce, Bureau  of  the Census, U.S.  Census of Population, 1970  and 1980.
bComputed  to  taking a  simple average of  individual  differences  (for years,
counties, or cities) without respect to  sign.
cFor additional  detail,  see Appendix Table 44.
dFor  additional  detail,  see Appendix Tables 45  and 46.
eFor 319 North Dakota municipalities.
fFor additional  detail,  see Appendix Table 47.
9For additional  detail,  see Appendix Tables 48 and 49.
Examination  of Table 20  indicates a reasonably close correspondence
between  estimated and  reported values.  For personal  income,  the mean
difference between the  two  sets of  values was 2.4 percent at the  state level;
only  two regions  had  differences of more than  15 percent.  The mean absolute- 103  -
error (average  of differences  taken without respect to  sign) was less  than 20
percent for  all  regions.  For population, the mean difference for counties was
2.2 percent in  1970 and  5.7 percent  for 1980 while the corresponding  figures  for
municipalities  were 6.8  and 2.3  percent.  Mean absolute differences for counties
were less  than 10 percent for both comparison years, but the corresponding values
for municipalities were considerably greater, 36.6 and 33.6  percent for  1970 and
1980, respectively.  While these mean absolute differences for municipalities may
appear  unreasonably  large,  it  should  be  kept  in  mind  that  the  population
comparisons  included  all  incorporated  municipalities  which  had  a population  of  50
or  greater  in  1970--319  municipalities  in  all.  The  mean  absolute  differences  in
Table  20,  which  are  reported  as  unweighted averages, thus tend to  be  dominated by
the  results  for  a  large  number  of  very  small  municipalities.  For such places, a
relatively  small  error  in  population  projection  (for  example,  50  persons)  can
become  quite  large  in  percentage  terms  (for  example,  25  percent  for  a town  with
200  persons).  Estimated  and  reported  populations were also  compared for cities
having  2,000  or  more  persons  in  1980.  The  mean  difference  was  6.3  percent  and
the  mean  absolute  difference  was  11.7  percent for this  group of 25  cities (Table
20).
For school  enrollments, comparisons of estimated and  reported values were
made at the  regional  level.  The rationale for choosing this  level  of  analysis
was that not all  students attend school  in  the county where their permanent
residence is  located.  For example, two  North Dakota counties do  not have  high
schools,  and  so  all  high  school  students in these counties must attend  school
elsewhere.  The mean difference  for regions was  2.0 percent in 1970 and  10.9
percent in 1980 while the mean absolute difference was  6.1 for  1970 and 12.1  for
1980.  A probable explanation  for the greater differences between estimated and
actual  enrollments  in 1980, as compared  to  1970,  is that the  fertility  rates- 104  -
employed in  the model  did  not adequately reflect the  pattern of  reduced fertility
which  occured during the  late 1960s  and 1970s.
Overall,  the  historical  simulation  analysis  appears  to  indicate  that  the
NEDAM  model  performs  reasonably  well  in  projecting  economic  and  demographic
changes  at  state,  regional,  and  county  levels.  At  the  municipal  level,  while
there is  no pronounced  tendency to systematically over- or underestimate
population  levels,  the percentage differences between estimated and  reported
population  for individual  communities  often  are  substantial,  particularly  for
small  towns.  These results are  consistent with  the findings  of other  studies
which  indicate that population  projection errors tend to  be  inversely
proportional  to  the population  sizes of  the projected areas. 67  They  also
indicate the need  for  socioeconomic analysts to  give greater attention  to  factors
influencing  the  distribution  of  economic  and  population  changes.  Finally,  the
results  indicate  a  need  for  planners  and  decision  makers  to  carefully  evaluate
the reasonableness of  such projections, particularly  for small  areas.
Another means of  evaluating a  model's  reliability is  to  examine  the
projections obtained  through  its  use in  light of available information
concerning  past trends  and  emerging  patterns of economic and  demographic
changes in  the  study area.  Historic and  projected levels of  employment by
economic  sector  are presented in  Table 21  for the  state of North Dakota.
Similar information for  each of  the state  regions is  presented in  Appendix
Tables  51-58.  A  similar comparison of  past and  projected levels of  population
for  the state,  by  region, is presented in Table 22.  Examination  of these
tables indicates that the NEDAM projections  are reasonably consistent with
past trends.
67See  Shryock,  H.  S.  and  J.  S. Siegel,  The Methods and Materials  of
Demography,  U.S.  Bureau  of  the  Census,  U.S.  Government  Printing  Office,
Washington, D.C.,  1980.- 105  -
TABLE  21.  EMPLOYMENT BY  SECTOR, 1960, 1970,  AND 1979  (HISTORICAL)
1995, AND  2000  (PROJECTED),  NORTH DAKOTA
AND  1985, 1990,
Year








91,746  51,921  52,452  49,735  47,067  45,038  43,442
381 334 809 726 710 690 671
13,860  12,408  22,327  24,147  25,358  26,527  27,675
60  226 368 325 317 311 307
(6) Pet.
Exp./Ext.




























































aprojected  total  employment  includes  energy project related employment in  Region
7  which  is  not  included in  sector subtotals.
SOURCE:  Appendix Tables 51-58  and NEDAM projections.
User Procedures
The NEDAM model  is  applicable to a  wide range of  users and  their needs.
It  provides considerable  flexibility in  scenario specification  (i.e.,
delineation of  the assumptions  under which a  projection will  be created) and- 106  -
TABLE 22.  POPULATION BY  REGION,  1960, 1970,  AND  1980  (HISTORICAL) AND  1985,
1990,  1995,  AND  2000  (PROJECTED) BY STATE  REGION, NORTH DAKOTA
Year
Region  1960  1970  1980  1985  1990  1995  2000
1  34,913  29,992  32,863  36,045  38,063  38,846  37,717
2  97,541  100,360  96,764  100,752  103,502  106,683  108,668
3  54,143  49,670  48,411  48,697  51,072  54,015  56,207
4  86,654  93,888  97,103  98,774  101,067  103,092  105,446
5  116,007  118,101  132,394  138,209  146,422  155,368  160,306
6  90,400  78,965  75,391  77,469  79,464  82,018  83,627
7  106,561  104,207  124,693  133,211  142,898  151,570  157,275
8  46,227  42,609  45,098  47,311  48,601  49,447  48,478
Total  632,446  617,792  652,717  680,468  711,089  741,039  757,724
SOURCE:  Appendix Table 50 and  Rathge, Richard W.,  and F.  Larry  Leistritz,
Population Projections  By Age and Gender,  1980-2000, For North Dakota,
Ag.  Econ. Stat. Series  No.  39,  North Dakota  Ag.  Exp.  Station,  Fargo,  1982.
various types  of reporting options.  These model  capabilities,  procedures, and
options  present each  user with  an  interactive impact modeling environment.
The  software for the NEDAM model  is  written in  APL programming
language.68   APL language is  well  suited  to  carry out complex calculations in
an  interactive  mode  via  a computer  printout  terminal.69  The  program  is
designed  to  make  the  model  user-dialogue  understandable  to  a  person  with
6 8 APL  stands  for  A Programming  Language  and  is  a  registered  service
mark  of  Scientific  Time  Sharing  Corporation  and  IBM.  It  is  a  very  concise,
consistent,  and  powerful  programming  language  which  is  particularly  suited  to
mathematical  specifications.
6 9The terminal  specifications are wide carriage  (132-character line-
size) with an  APL character set in ASCII with a 300  baud  speed.- 107  -
little or no background in  modeling  or computer experience.  Model  structure
allows maximum user  interaction by  specifying development  scenarios.  The user
has  the option of  altering assumptions  regarding key  variables such  as  time and
placement of  development, worker settlement patterns, birth rates, labor pool
allocation rates,  work force  participation rates,  and worker family sizes.  In
addition, the  user is  able to  choose  specific  reports to  be  printed.  This
option is  an  important time  saving feature,  given the extensive number of
reports available and  the time  required for printing  each  report, via a  low-
speed  computer terminal.
User-specified development assumptions,  scenarios,  and  reports are
generated through  question-and-response  sessions between  the computer model  and
the  user.  For instance, when setting  the birthrate assumption  for the model  a
question will  appear  on  the  terminal:
DEFAULT BIRTHRATE IS 2.1 BIRTHS PER FEMALE.
ACCEPT THE DEFAULT?
If  the  user wishes  to  accept this  given value,  by simply  typing YES
in  this case  the  default variable is  accepted for use  in  computations.70  A
NO  answer  will  elicit a response  which  requires  the  appropriate  user-selected
alternative.  This  alternative  is  substituted  for  the  default value  in  the
model.
7 0The  term  "default"  is  a  conventional  term  used  in  computer  programming
to  indicate prechosen variables  stored within a permanent file.  These
parameter variables are accepted  in  computations  if the  user takes  no  action
to  initiate a preferred alternative choice.- 108  -
Scenario Specification
Variable Descriptions
Variables  the user can alter  within the EMODEL program segment  include:
1. Projection Period Length - Projections  begin in  1981  and can be
extended  through  2005 by  specifying the  final  year of  the projection period.
If  the  user is  concerned with a  shorter period, for example for 1981  to  1990,
the year  1990  would  be  entered.  Specification  of  a shorter  projection  period
has  the  advantage  of  reducing  computation  time  and  space  requirements.
2.  Project-Specific  Identifiers  - The  model  includes  two  files
containing  project-specific  key  parameters 7 1  of  various  coal  extraction  and
conversion  projects,  as  well  as  selected  nonenergy  projects,  proposed  for
development in  North Dakota.  The user can  select any  or all  of these  projects
for inclusion in  a  given  scenario.  One has  the option of changing  several
project-related values  which represent the most recent information  as  provided
by  the developing  companies and other selected  sources.72  Project adjustments
a  user can make are  as  follows:
a. Project Sites  - Any or  all  project primary  or  secondary community
sites can  be changed  to  reflect different locations within  the  state.  Sites
chosen will  produce tentative  answers  to  the question  "What would be the
effects of  a  given project, with  its  set of unique  characteristics,  if  it  were
developed  near my community?"
b. Project Site Distances - Each  project community site  has a  mile
distance associated with  it representing  the distance from the  project site  to
7 1These parameters  are of  two types.  The  first type  is project specific
variables  including  locational,  time, production, capital,  and resource use
related variables.  The second type  includes  project related final  demands  and
direct employment.
72These would  include appropriate  federal  and state  regulatory agencies
such  as  the Bureau  of Land Management, planning  groups, and  public
commissions.- 109'-
the community.  Distances are best approximations which  can  be replaced with
what the user feels  is  more accurate  information.  Alterations in  project
siting  plans may necessitate  such  changes.  Distance values  are crucial  in
establishing  allocation assignments of  project-related workers to communities
within  the gravity equation of the EMODEL.
c. Starting Dates -By  adjusting the  project start dates for any or  all
projects, the effects of  project timing on  the cumulative  impacts experienced
by  various communities can be examined.  These dates  represent the  start of
the construction  phase of  the project with the operational  start date  being a
predetermined  value dependent  upon the  proposed duration  of  the construction
phase.  Changing a  start date  to a  future year can  answer the question  "What
will  the development effects be  if  the  project start is  delayed?"  The user
can manipulate  various combinations of  projects  to  reflect  each project's
actual  development.
3. Community Attraction  Index - Each community has a  default attraction
index of  1.0 that represents an  unweighted allocation of  impact workers  from
the selected  projects.  However,  the residential  allocation formula  does  not
account for all  possible variations in  work force movement.  The  user can
adjust an index within a  range of  0.10 to  10.0  to  reflect circumstances  that
would increase  or lower a  particular community's worker attraction.
4. Area Specification - A  scenario impact area is  designated by user
entry of  representative counties or state planning  regions.  The model's
storage  and workspace capacity limits the maximum number of  counties to  15  and
state planning  regions to 3 of average  size.
5.  Gravity Powers - These values are  associated with each  impact worker
type  and  are  applied  to  project  site  distances  in  the  residential  allocation
formula.  The  user  can  raise  or  lower  these  power  indexes  to  reflect  such- 110  -
factors  as changes in  the economy which may  affect the  cost of  travel.  For
instance, if  gasoline prices were to  suddenly  increase, the  user can  reflect
this situation  by  raising  the powers and causing  impact worker allocation to
be more concentrated in  communities  near a  project.
Variables the  user can  alter within  the DMODEL program segment include:
1.  Projection  Period  Length  - This  option is  presented again to  allow
the  user  to  reduce  the  number  of  years  in  the  projection  period.  This
accommodates  any  newly acquired knowledge  gained from review of  the EMODEL
economic  reports  or just a  revised user-preferred  time horizon.
2. Area Specification - The user must choose which counties  used in  the
EMODEL  are  to  be  incorporated  in  the  DMODEL.  This  allows  area  respecification
flexability before  DMODEL  calculations  are  applied.
3.  Birthrate  - The  default  birthrate  is  an  average  of  2.1  births  per
female.  The  user  may  choose  an  alternative  within  the  range  of  1.8  to  2.5.
4.  Surplus  Labor  Pool  Rates - The  surplus  labor pool  (as  discussed in  (4)
of the  E-D Interface  section of  the Economic-Demographic Interface  Module)
plays  an  important  role  by  defining  that  portion  of  the  work  force  unemployed
due  to  untimely  economic  conditions  or  various  sociocultural  factors.  Prior  to
the  designation  of  in-  and  out-migration  the  surplus  labor  pool  is  applied  to
remaining  available  jobs  following  jobfilling.  The  use-specific  labor  pool
rates  define  the  scope  of  the  surplus  labor  pool.  The  default  upper  limit  is  7
percent.  This  rate represents the maximum amount by which available workers
can exceed jobs in a given year without initiating out-migration.  The default
lower limit is 1 percent.  This rate  represents the minimum amount by which
available  workers  can  exceed  jobs  in  a  given year  without  initiating
in-migration.  These  rates  can  be  adjusted  to  reflect  various  conditions
affecting  employment.- 111  -
5.  Participation  Rate  Index  -Work  force  participation  rates  are  stored  in
a permanent  file,  formated  by  type  of  worker  by  type  of  job  by  75  age-gender
cohorts,  and  applied  to  resident  populations.  These  rates  are  major
determinents  in  specifying  the  county  work  force  of  male-female  participants
available  for  job  filling.  Actual  work  force  participation  within  a county  is
dependent  upon  the  number  of municipalities  and  their  population  composition,  as
well  as  other  factors.  Smaller  communities  will  tend  to  have  a predominently
male  work  force  whereas  larger  municipalities  generally  have  higher  female
participation.  Therefore,  the  user  can  adjust  the  baseline  predominently  work
force  participation  rates  to  reflect  upon  any  county  the  specific  municipal
make-up  within  that  county,  sociocultural  values,  and  unforseen  variations
affecting  labor  force  participation.  Comparison  of  1980  population  figures  to
first year  projections  allows  user  validation  of  initial  county  work  force
participation  distribution  over  time.
Scalar  weights  are  chosen  by  the  user  and  applied  equally  to  all  75  age
cohorts,  one  for  males  and  one  for  females,  for  each  desired  county  as  a
replacement  for  the  default  index  of  1.0.72  These  factor  weights  can  vary  in
the  range  of  0  10  to  2.0  with  all  rates  less  than  1.0  reducing  effective
baseline  work  force  participation,  and  all  rates  greater  than  1.0  increasing
effective  baseline  work  force  participation.  A factor  weight  greater  than  1.0
will  increase  baseline  work  force  participation  if,  and  only  if,  the  actual
work  force  participation  rate  is  not  equal  to  1.0.  A work  force  participation
rate  greater  than  1.0  indicates  a  worker  in  that  particular  age-specific
cohort  will  contribute  in  excess  of  one  individual's  work  capacity  and  creates
an  unacceptable  real  world  situation.
721.0  implies  that  work  force  participation  rates  remain  unchanged.- 112  -
6.  Family  Size  - Family  size  is  comprised  of  five  default  average
family  sizes  representing  worker  types  associated  with  migrating  workers.  The
family-size  default  types  are:
Construction  2.291
Operating (energy)  3.535
Operating  (nonenergy)  3.535
Indirect  3.507
Baseline  3.507
Indirect and  baseline family sizes  are assumed representative  of larger, more
stabilized, and two-worker  families  not  as  inclined  to  out-migration
tendencies.  Population projections  are sensitive to migrating family  size
which  is  variable  from  place  to  place  and  subjective  from  user  to  user.  This
suggests  that  users  should  be  aware  of  this  variable's  usage.
7. Agricultural  Work Force Bias - Two  index  values are  required for
consideration of  the percentage of  farmers  residing within municipalities
and  the percentage  of nonfarm workers  residing in  the  country.  The user
enters  representative maximum percents  for each  case.
8. Work  Force Distribution Allocator - This  is  a  powerful  and  somewhat
complicated allocator allowing the community work  force to  be weighted with an
attraction  index, by  community population  size, before it  is  distributed  from
the  county  to  the municipal  level.  It  requires 24  indexes where  an  index can
range  from 0.10  to  10.0.  Each  of  the 24  indexes corresponds  sequentially  to
the following  population groupings:
1  0-  99  7  500-  599  13  1250-1499  19  10000-14999
2  100-149  8  600-  699  14  1500-1999  20  15000-19999
3  150-199  9  700-  799  15  2000-2499  21  20000-29999
4  200-299  10  800- 899  16  2500-3999  22  30000-39999
5  300-399  11  900-  999  17  4000-6999  23  40000-59999
6  400-499  12  1000-1249  18  7000-9999  24  60000 and up
An  index is applied  to  all  community work  forces matching  the appropriate
population grouping.  Community size  is directly  related  to  the  services it
offers,  either public  or private  in nature.  Specialized community services
increase,  given  sufficient population  to  support  them.  For  example  a city- 113  -
such  as Williston,  North Dakota with a 1980 population of  11,866  has shopping
centers, a  hospital,  and an  airport.  Thirty miles away  the city of  Epping
with a  1980 population  of  151  supports none of  these particular  services.
Therefore, it  is  reasonable  that a  user will  assign work  force attractions to
population  groupings that reflect ability  to  support a  particular  size of work
force  at these municipal  levels.
Variables  the  user can  alter within the FMODEL  program segment include:
1. Projection Period Length - The user is  again presented with  the
option  to  shorten the  time horizon.
2. Area Specification - Counties  of interest will  again  be  listed to
allow the choice of  flexible area  specification.
3.  Inflation Rate - Inflation affects many  of the costs  of  revenues
within  the  fiscal  model.  The default  inflation  rate is  set  at 1.0  which is  an
effective zero  inflation  rate.  This  assumes constant 1980 dollar fiscal
predictions throughout the projection.  The desired inflation  percent can be
entered  by the  user, and it  will  be reflected over each year as  a  compounded
value of the  initial  inflation  rate.  For example, an  entry of  seven will  lead
to a  7  percent increase in  inflation  each year.
4. Major Tax  Rates - Several  major tax  rates in  the model  are  alterable
to allow for  future tax  rate changes and  for the ability  to  reflect upon  the
impact results  of different tax  alternatives.  The default tax rates  are the
1980 effective  values.  The user alterable tax  rates are as  follows:
Sales and  Use Tax  .03120
Coal  Electricity  Conversion Tax  ($/KWH)  .00025
Coal  Gas  Conversion Tax  ($/MCF)  .10000
Coal  Severance Tax  ($/TON)  .91000
User-Error Procedure
Since  the NEDAM model  is designed for general  user handling,  several
programming  precautions have been  incorporated to  guard against user error.- 114  -
Mistakes can  result in  costly consumption of  time and  invalid  projection
results.  Computing  systems74  are designed for efficiency and  to  guard against
specific  inefficient  errors  by  discontinuing  program  execution.  The  only  user
alternative  to  program  termination  is  to  restart  the  program  segment  being
used.
The  variable  descriptions  mention  certain  acceptable  entry  ranges  which
were  developed  to  protect  the  user  against  unrealistic  value  assumptions.  If
a  variable value  is  entered which is  outside  an acceptable range,  the program
checks  it,  produces  an  error message  "**ERROR**," and  requests a proper
reentry.  This  user-oriented error recognition procedure allows value
respecification  and  uninterrupted program continuation.
Another user-oriented  precaution is  the  design of  the question-answer
response.  There are  specific characteristics  associated with  verbal  and
numeric responses.  The acceptable verbal  typed  responses  are YES and  NO.
Variable  defaults  are accepted with a  YES answer.  This  response ordering
reduces  the probability  that the unexperienced user will  enter  into an
undesired or misunderstood question-answer  sequence.  The  logic and  usefulness
of  this  design becomes more apparent when considering the YES typed response.
There  are two APL acceptable  specifications  for YES:  the  first is  to  type
YES, and  the  second is  accomplished by  pressing  the carriage return.  The APL
system assumes a  YES response in  either case.  Due to  the convenience of
carriage  return  entry and constant carriage  return use in  terminal  typing,  YES
is a more common,  and  sometimes habitual,  entry than NO.  Therefore,  all
familiar default options are  initiated with  the YES response.
7 4Computing  systems consist of at least one major computer  and
operations that facilitate actual  program execution.  A  system has  overriding
control  of  the user operations environment.- 115  -
The numeric response is  called for when a  question requests  numeric-
oriented  values.  If  a  dot (.)  response is  returned, an appropriate verbal  or
numeric entry is  required.  A  window response (  )  is  received by the  user for
numeric  entries  only.  A  sequence of numbers must be  separated by  blanks  and
not by  commas.  Any  numeric  value  entered within a  acceptable  range will  be
incorporated within the model  with no regard  to  projection results.
Several  kinds  of  errors  can  still  occur  because  the  program  will  only
compensate  for  a  limited  number  of  common  errors.  Uncontrolled  errors
resulting  in  program  interruption  can  result  from  improper  systems  operation
or  breaks  in  electric  transmission.  Another  form  of  program  termination
results  when  the  user  reacts  in  anticipation  of  a  required  response.  Under  no
circumstances  should the  user depress  any  keys before a  dot or window is
returned  to  the  terminal.75  The  result  of  either  circumstance  is  incorrect
interpretation  in  computer  interactive  internal  dialogue  or  calculations
resulting  in  program  termination.  These  circumstances  present  the  user  with
no  alternative  for  continuation  except  the  reinitiation  of  that  program
segment sequence.
The  user should  be extremely attentive  to  responses when running  the
model  and know what specification procedures are  required by  referencing the
manual  documentation.  It  is  also recommended  that the user choose, list, and
review the  required  variables in  a  given  scenario  prior to  initiation.  This
will  greatly facilitate a  smooth entry  session,  reduced  errors, and  unhindered
continuation  of  the program.
75Each  question-answer  sequence concludes with a time lapse  during
which calculations are made, unseen  to  the  user.  Do  not interrupt until  a
message  such as  "Conclusion of EMODEL" appears  on  the  terminal.- 116  -
If  an  error  occurs  that  the  program  is  unable  to  handle  and  which  the
system  finds  incompatible  with  the  program,  an  error  message  will  appear
stating  the  type  of  termination  error  and  the  last line  of  APL  code  executed.






If  this  occurs  the  operator  should  not  attempt  to  continue  execution  of  the
program.  One  can  only  continue  by  reinitiating  the  same  program  sequence  and
proceeding  through  it  again  (as  described  in  "Model  Specification  Actions  by
User,"  Table  23  of  this  report).
One  final  area  of  error  handling  involves  cases  where  the  user  is  aware
an  error  has  just  been  committed.  A typing  error  before  the  carriage  return
is  depressed  is  easily  corrected  using  the  APL  backspace. 7 6  A typing  error
after  completing  a  carriage  return  requires  that  the  program  be  rerun  from  the
beginning  unless  the  model  allows  for  respecification.  However,  an  incorrect
variable  can  be  entered  within  the  model's  acceptable  range.  For  example,
1.03  is  entered  and  the  user  realizes  that  1.02  is  desired.  In  this  case  the
program  sequence  will  not  terminate.  A problem  is  presented  in  attempting  to
exit  the  self-executing  question-answer  dialogue  which  will  attempt  to
complete  a  total  sequence.  The  solution  to  this  dilemma  is  resolved  by  typing
0  (backspace),  U (backspace),  T (backspace).  This  procedure  resembles
stacking  the  letters  of  OUT  upon  one  another.  The  result will  be  an
"INTERRUPT"  message  indicating  that  a restart  is  needed.
7 6 Backspacing  in  APL  is  accomplished  by  pressing  the  backspace  key
until  the  terminal  printing  head  has  moved  past  the  typing  error.  The  user
then  immediately  presses  the  break  key.  The  terminal  will  respond  by  placing
an  indicator  beneath  the  symbol  that  is  to  be  replaced.  The  user  then  retypes
the  line  from  that  point.- 117  -
Model  Structure
The NEDAM model  is  composed of  six  individual  program libraries  stored
on a  disk  and accessed with a  unique  number and password identification.  The
user logs  onto  the system  and  into the CMS77 environment and  immediately
passes  to the APL work  space.  Program libraries are brought  into the work
space and  initiated  for scenario  specification  (designated by  a MODEL) or
reporting  (designated by a  LIB R).  MODELs  are sequentially  structured so  that
data produced by  EMODEL is  incorporated in  DMODEL and  FMODEL incorporates  data
stored  by the  first two MODELs.  Reporting programs may only  be executed in
LIB R  when  the corresponding character  MODEL has  been executed.  The  sequence
of MODELs, corresponding  LIBs,  and  their  functions  are:
1. EMODEL - The Economic Model  accepts user-specified variables and
computes area  specified economic activity  and employment  associated with a
given  development  scenario.
2. LIBER - The Library Economic Report formats  and outputs outfile 78
data generated in  the EMODEL.
3.  DMODEL  - The Demographic Model  incorporates  user  specifications  and
computes  detailed population changes plus  associated economic-demographic
activity  interactions for the  scenario.
4.  LIBDR - Library Demographic Report creates reporting options
generated  from E  and DMODEL outfiles.
7 7Stands  for Conversational  Monitor System  (CMS) which  is a component
of the IBM Virtual  Machine Facility/370.
78 0ut files  are generated  by MODELs  for storage  of calculated data
that can  be retrieved  for reporting and  subsequent calculation  purposes.  As
this  suggests,  all  unstored MODEL calculations  are lost when  the work  space is
occupied  by  a  different  library  program.  New  out  files  are  created  each  time
a  MODEL  is  completely  executed.- 118  -
5. LIBSR79 - Library  Services Report outputs  services  reports
generated  from internal  calculations  and DMODEL outfiles.
6.  FMODEL  - The Fiscal  Model  allows user  variable  specification  and
computes  development-related  fiscal  impacts  on  state  and  local  units  of
government,  incorporating  necessary  economic  and  demographic  information
contained  in  systems  files80 and previously  created outfiles  for that specific
scenario.
7.  LIBFR  - The  Library  Fiscal  Report  produces  fiscal  impact  reports
from  FMODEL  outfile.
Due  to  the  functional  nature  of  library  programs  and  established  data
handling  techniques,  there  are  certain  procedural  flexibilities offered
depending upon  the  desired options  of reporting.  Assuming,  for example, that
all  reports  are desired, the E,  D,  and  FMODELs  are executed  sequentially.81
After all  the MODELs are completed,  any  LIB can  then  be executed in  any  order
because all  necessary reporting data are  stored and  available.  In  fact, the
user can log-off  the system  and, upon  return  to  the  same APL work
space environment, initiate a  LIB  reporting  procedure from  the last scenario
without  rerunning  the  MODELs.  This  assumes  that  the  MODELs  have not  been
run  by  some other user between  the time of  log-off and log-on.
79This  is  a  special  LIB  grouping  dependent  on  the  population  produced
in  DMODEL and  contains all  service-oriented  reports.
8 0Systems  files  contain all  permanently  stored data  and  are grouped by
MODELes  according  to  initial  data  usage.  For  instance  this  would  include
ENCFIL, containing productivity  data,  in EMODEL systems  files and  DEMFIL,
containing demographic  data,  in DMODEL systems  files.
8 1Systems  files  contain all  permanently stored  data and  are grouped by
MODELes  according to  initial  data usage.  For instance  this would include
ENCFIL, containing productivity  data, in EMODEL systems  files  and DEMFIL,
containing demographic data,  in DMODEL systems  files.- 119  -
MODEL  execution procedure  for alteration in  any given  scenario depends
upon which  variables are  to be altered.  If  reporting  information in  LIBDR is
desired  and the variation in  a  presently initiated  scenario is  to  be family
size,  the user must only rerun  DMODEL.  All  necessary data already in  storage
from EMODEL will  remain the  same.  LIBDR can then be executed  for the desired
report comparisons.  Procedural  variation relies upon  knowledge of what is  to
be  changed and where execution occurs in  order to  avoid  inefficient redundancy
in  computational  procedure.
NEDAM is  a  complex model  that performs a  myriad  of  internal
calculations  in  a  specialized computer environment.  As  such,  NEDAM requires a
significant amount of computer time  (CPU's),  a  very expensive  item.  Judicious
selection of development  scenarios  and reports  can keep  these costs to  a
minimum.  The model  is  very mechanical  in  nature, highly dependent upon
user variable  selection, and oriented to  use as a  tool  in  the  decision
making  and planning  processes.  It  is  advantageous  to  become familiar with
operating  and  response procedures necessary in  specifying the  scenario  and
reporting options  of  interest in  the most efficient manner.  This  will
facilitate time,  as well  as cost savings.
MODEL-User  Actions
MODEL  specification  actions  available  to  the  user,  the  sequence  of
those  actions,  and  the  proper  use  of  action  steps  is  described  in  Table  23
using  the  EMODEL  as  an  example.  These  actions  result  with entry  into a  MODEL
and  initiation  of  a  question-answer  sequence.
The interpretation of Table 23  is  as  follows.  The  first column  is  the
specificaiton  statement which  illustrates both model  and  user responses.  This
is  followed by  an  "Indicator" column  containing one of  three types of
responses:TABLE 23.  MODEL-USER  SPECIFICATION ACTIONS
Assumed  Response(2)
Base Projects
Specification Statement  Initiator  Valid Response  Example  Comments
)LOAD EMODEL1
SAVED  15:41:55 05/24/82
WORKSPACE SIZE  IS  ####
ENTER MASTERID NUMBER
RUN  MODEL  UNTIL:
IS  THIS A  PROJECT RUN?





TAKE  DEFAULTS  FOR  ALL
PROJECTS?
ENTER  COMMUNITY  ATTRACTIVNESS




CITY:  64 MINOT
WEIGHT
DO  YOU WISH TO  STORE BY
COUNTIES (C)  OR REGIONS (R)?
ENTER COUNTY NUMBERS











2.0000 3.0000 3.0000 1.5000
NEW WEIGHTS  OK?
22
22
WORK  S'.CE  SIZE IS  ####










































































SAME ORDER AS DEFAULT





2 3 3 1.5
YES




Specification  of planning  horizon
If  response is  YES
Numeric window response
Project list numbers
Project number zero  represents  the baseline
Check  on user project list
If  NO, you must specify  site, distance,
and start data changes
If  YES, next question is  executed
Municipality  numbers of  interest
Index number entry following  the DOT
Preferred  type  of  area  specification  for
counties
Numeric  window  response
Corresponding  County numbers obtained  from list
Gravity power default information
See pp.  - for description of the gravity
models
Numeric window response
Gravity  power weights
New gravity powers
Check  for proper weights
Weights  are satisfactory
Do  not press  carriage  return until  the
terminal  prints  a message
Proceed  to  another  library  program
-
I- 121  -
M  - MODEL Response
A - MODEL Question
R  - User Response
I  - MODEL  Initiation
All  valid MODEL responses appear in  the third column.  User response appears
in  column  four.  Additional  comments concerning  usage and  functional  capacity,
etc. of  individual  commands  are in  column  five.
Reporting Options
The model  provides  projections for all  eight State  Planning Regions of
North  Dakota and  for 53 counties and  319 municipalities  encompassed by  these
regions.  Projected variables are  assembled within LIB  Rs  and  presented in  a
series of  standard reports (samples  of these  standard  reports  are  included in
Appendix  B).  Location  of  a  reported  variable  in  a  LIB  is  determined  by  either
the  preceeding  MODEL  program  that  created  the  variable  (as  described  in  the
Model  Structure  section  of  Scenario  Specification)  or  by  comparison
compatability  with  other  variables  in  a report.  It  is  possible  to  have
variables  represented  in  more  than  one  LIB.  For  example,  employment  variables
are  reported  in  both  LIBER  and  LIBDR.
The  user  enters  into  a report  sequence  with  a sequence  identifier
REPORTS.  The  identifiers  corresponding  to  each  reporting  library  are  as
follows:
LIBER  - EREPORTS
LIBDR  - DREPORTS
LIBSR  - SERVICES
LIBFR  - FIREPORTS
Once  the  user  has  initiated  a  report  sequence  he  is  given  a  choice  of  all
available  reports  in that sequence with a typed YES or NO answer.  At the
beginning  of  each  report  (except  for  the  Scenario  Description  Report),  the
user  has  the  opportunity  to  specify  the  area  of  interest  and  the  years  for- 122  -
which  the output should be  printed.  Thus,  users  can  receive reports  showing
the  results  for each year from 1981  to 2005 or for any  subset of  those years.
The  standard  economic reports offered in  LIBER are  as  follows:
1. Scenario Specification Report - This report is  offered at the
beginning of  the  reporting sequence.  It  includes a  formated  listing  of  all
EMODEL user-accessible variables.
2. Regional  Economic Activity Report - The following  items  are
indicated for  user-specified  regions and years:
a. Project Related - Business Activity  (total  gross  business volume
of  all  business sectors - sectors  3-11) and  Personal  Income
(gross business volume  of sector  12)
b. Baseline - Business Activity and  Personal  Income
c.  Total  - Business Activity and  Personal  Income - Amount, Change
(from the  previous year shown),  and  Percent Change  (from the
previous year  shown)
3. County Employment Summary - This report indicates  the following,
for the  counties and years  specified by  the user:
a. Employment
(1)  Project Related - Construction,  Energy Operating,  Nonenergy
Operating, and  Indirect
(2)  Baseline - Nonagricultural  and Agricultural
b. Summary - Total,  Change (from previous year shown),  and  percentage
change (from previous year shown)
4.  Municipality Employment Summary - This report is identical  in
format to  the county  summary, and  provides information for  the municipalities
and  years  specified  by  the  user.- 123  -
5. Employment  by Sector Report - This report provides baseline
employment information, for regions  and years  selected by the  user, for the
agricultural  sectors  (sectors  1 and  2 combined)  and  for  each  nonagricultural
sector,  except  households  (sectors  3-11,  13),  project  related  employment,  and
a  total  for  all  employment.
The  standard economic-demographic reports offered in  LIBDR are as
follows:
1. Scenario Description Report - This report includes a  formatted
listing  of  all  EMODEL  and  DMODEL  user-accessible  variables.
2. Regional  Economic Activity  Report - This  report  is  identical  to
LIBER's  Regional  Economic Activity  Report with  the following  additions:
a. Total
(1)  Per Capita  (Personal  Income)  - Amount, Change (from previous
year shown),  and Percent Change  (from the previous year shown)
3. Regional  Population and Employment Summary - This report  indicates
the following  information for any  state planning  region  or for  any combination
of counties  (up  to a  maximum of  15  counties) and years  selected  by the  user:
a. Population
(1)  Total  - Population, Change  (from the previous  shown),  and Percent
Change  (from  the previous year shown)
b. Employment
(1)  Project  Related  - Construction,  Energy  Operating,  Nonenergy
Operating,  and  Indirect
(2)  Baseline  - Nonagricultural  and  Agricultural
(3)  Summary  - Total,  Change  (from the previous year shown),  and
Percent  Change  (from  the  previous  year shown)- 124  -
4. County Population and Employment Summary - This report  provides the
same  information  provided in  the  Regional  Population  and Employment Summary
Report  for counties and years  selected by  the user.
5. Municipality Population and Employment Summary Report - This  report
contains  identical  information,  for  the municipalities and years specified by
the  user,  as that contained in  the county summary report.
6. Population  by  Age  and Gender Report - This report  indicates the
population by  gender for each  of  15 age  cohorts (0-4, 5-9,  . . .65-69,  70+),
for years  and  counties specified  by  the user.
7. Detailed  Population  (components of  population change) Report - This
report presents the  following:
a. Natural  Increase - Births, Deaths,  and Net Natural  Increase
b.  Employment  Related  Migration  - Construction.  Energy  Operating,  Non-
energy  Operating,  Indirect,  and  Baseline
c.  Other  Migration
d.  Total  Migration
e.  Total  Population  Change  (Net  Natural  Increase  plus  Total  Migration)
f.  Population
The  standard service  reports offered in  LIBSR are as follows:
1. County Housing Report  (impact housing) - This report indicates,  for
counties  and years  selected by  the  user,  the  number  of  additional  impact
housing units required by  in-migrating project-related  workers.  The county
housing  classes  represent  the  totals  for  each  municipal  type  of  housing  in  the
county:
Housing  Types  - Single  Family  Housing,  Apartments,  Mobile  Homes,
and Other Housing  (includes recreational  vehicles, motels,  hotels,
and  sleeping  rooms  for  temporary  construction  workers  only).- 125  -
2. Municipal  Housing Report (impact housing) - This report provides
the  same  information contained in  the County Housing Report  for the
municipalities  and years  specified by the user.
3. County School  Enrollment Report - This report presents the
following information for counties  and years specified by the  user:
a.  Impact  Students  (students  associated  with  in-migrating  project-
related  workers,  i.e.,  construction,  operating,  and  indirect
workers)  - Primary  (grades  K-6)  and  Secondary  (grades  7-12)
b. All  Students  (students associated with project-related  and baseline
workers) - Primary and Secondary
4. Municipal  School  Enrollment Report - This  report contains the  same
information  provided in  the County School  Enrollment Report for municipalities
and years  specified  by the  user.
5. Criminal  Justice Report - This  report provides  estimates of  the
following  items,  for  counties  and  years  selected  by  the  user:
a.  Offenses  - Juvenile,  Other,  and  Total
b.  Crimes - Violent  and  Property
c. Police - Officers  Required  and  Vehicles  Required
6. Medical  Services  Report - This  report  provides  information  as
follows,  for counties and years  selected by  the user:
a. Hospitals - Number of Persons Hospitalized,  Number of  Beds Required,
and Number of Patient Days
b.  Physicians - Number of Visits and  Number of Doctors  Required
The standard  fiscal  impact reports offered  in  LIBFR indicate the
changes in public  sector revenues  and costs  for those years associated with
projects in the  scenario  selected  by  the  user.  All  fiscal  impact  reports,  for- 126  -
the  unit of  government and years  selected by  the user, contain  the  following
information:
1. Scenario Description Report - Two Scenario Description  Reports  are
presented.  The  economic-demographic  scenario  contains  a  listing  of  variables
in  EMODEL  and  DMODEL  specified  by  the  user.  The  fiscal  impact  scenario
contains  a  listing  of  FMODEL  user  accessible  variables.
2.  State  Fiscal  Impact  Report  - This  report  includes  state  fiscal
impacts associated with projects and  counties selected  by the  user in  FMODEL.
The  report information is  as  follows:
a. Aggregate Revenues  (State  received) - Sales and Use Tax,  Personal
Income Tax,  Corporate  Income Tax,  Federal  Coal  Royalties, Highway
Tax, Cigarette-Tobacco and Beer-Liquor Tax,  Equalization Tax, Coal
Conversion Fund,  Coal  Severance Tax  General  Fund, Coal  Severance
Impact Fund,  Total  Income, Net Balance  (total  income minus  total
expenditures)
b.  Aggregate  Expenditures  (from  the  State)  - Educational  Transfers (to
governments),  Property Tax Transfers,  Highway Fund (transfers),
Cigarette  and Tobacco  (municipal  government transfers),  Coal
Conversion Tax  (transfers),  Coal  Severance Tax  (transfers),  Highway
Operating, General  Government Functions, Highway Construction,  Total
Expenditures,  and  Net  Balance  (total  revenues  minus  total
expenditures)
3.  County Fiscal  Impact Report - This  report  indicates  the  following
information:
a.  Income - Share of  Local  Property Tax,  Federal  Revenue Sharing, Highway
Fund  (State transfer),  Coal  Conversion  Tax  (State transfer),  Coal










Expenditures  - Law  Enforcement,  Social  Services,  and  Other  Government
Net  Fiscal  balance  (total  income  minus  total  expenditures)
Municipality  Fiscal  Impact  Report:  This  report  indicates  the
Income  - Share  of  Local  Property  Tax,  Federal  Revenue  Sharing,  User's
Fees, Special  Assessments, Highway  Fund  (state transfer),  Cigarette
and  Tobacco  Tax  (State  transfer),  and  Coal  Conversion  and  Severance
Tax (State transfer)
Expenditures - Debt Service and  Operating  Expenses
Net  Fiscal  Balance  (total  income  minus  total  expenditures)
School  Fiscal  Impact  Report  - This  report  contains  the  following
\:
a. Income - Share of Local  Property Tax,  Education Transfers  (State),  and
Coal  Conversion  and Severance Tax  (State  Transfer)
b.  Expenditures  - Debt Service and  Operating  Expense
c.  Net  Fiscal  Balance  (total  income  minus  total  expenditures)
In  addition  to  the  standard  reports  listed  above,  a great  deal  of
additional  information is  available in  the output files  used in  reporting.
This additional  data can be  listed  out, or incorporated into, a  formatted
standard report.  Intermediate product calculation  is  another  source  of
additional  types  of variables.  The values  of these variables can  be output,
if  desired,  upon special  request.- 128  -
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Appendix  A
Appendix  TablesAPPENDIX TABLE 1.  FINAL
CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
DEMAND VECTORS FOR BASIC ECONOMIC  SECTORS, STATE  REGION 2,  NORTH DAKOTA. 1960-1979  (THOUSANDS OF
Sector
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (12)
Ag,  Ag,  Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag.  Proc. &  Pet.  Bus. & Pers.


















































































































































































































































- - --APPENDIX TABLE 2.  FINAL  DEMAND VECTORS FOR BASIC  ECONOMIC SECTORS, STATE REGION
CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
3,  NORTH DAKOTA, 1960-1979 (THOUSANDS OF
Sector
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (12)
Ag,  Ag,  Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag.  Proc.  &  Pet.  Bus.  & Pers.



















































































































































































































































-APPENDIX TABLE 3.  FINAL
CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
DEMAND VECTORS FOR BASIC  ECONOMIC SECTORS, STATE REGION 4,  NORTH DAKOTA, 1960-1979 (THOUSANDS OF
Sector
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  7))  (8)  (9)  (10)  (12)
Ag,  Ag,  Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag.  Proc. &  Pet.  Bus. &  Pers.




















































































































































































































































- ---APPENDIX TABLE 4.  FINAL
CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
DEMAND VECTORS FOR BASIC ECONOMIC  SECTORS, STATE REGION 5,  NORTH DAKOTA, 1960-1979 (THOUSANDS OF
Sector
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  ()  (8)  (9)  (10)  (12)
Ag,  Ag,  Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag. Proc. &  Pet.  Bus. & Pers.





































































































































































































































197  7200  39,2  120  00  6,80  2,1  ,0  1,3
CA)
1979  72,007  3969527  -.  0  11,2200, 1  649820  29s413  0 99804  211s336APPENDIX TABLE 5.  FINAL
CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
DEMAND VECTORS FOR BASIC ECONOMIC SECTORS, STATE REGION 6,  NORTH DAKOTA, 1960-1979  (THOUSANDS OF
Sector
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (12)
Ag,  Ag,  Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag.  Proc. &  Pet.  Bus. & Pers.



















































































































































































































































- -- --  --  --APPENDIX TABLE 6.  FINAL
CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
DEMAND VECTORS FOR BASIC  ECONOMIC SECTORS, STATE REGION 7,  NORTH DAKOTA, 1960-1979 (THOUSANDS OF
Sector
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  710)  (12)
Ag,  Ag,  Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag.  Proc. &  Pet.  Bus. & Pers.















































































































































































































































146,301 27,125  143,469 - --  --APPENDIX TABLE 7.  FINAL
CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
DEMAND VECTORS FOR BASIC  ECONOMIC SECTORS, STATE REGION 8,  NORTH DAKOTA, 1960-1979 (THOUSANDS OF
Sector
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (12)
Ag,  Ag,  Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag. Proc. &  Pet.  Bus. & Pers.





































































































































































































































197  10,2  9357  1383  2,72  0  17,65801,7503925,1
I.
1979  ..  100,221  93,576  13,9835  29723 0 1759169  359840  Ils765  0 3s922  51s,418APPENDIX TABLE 8.  STATE REGION 2  EMPLOYMENT BY SECTORa
Sector
(1)  & (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (11)  (12)  (13)
Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag. Proc.  &  Pet.  Bus. & Pers.  House-








































































































































































































































































the Employment Security Bureau,  Bismarck,  North Dakota, disaggregated  to compare to the  13-sector
- --  ----APPENDIX TABLE 9.  STATE REGION 3 EMPLOYMENT BY SECTORa
Sector
(1)  & (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (1)  (11)  (12)  (13)
Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag.  Proc. &  Pet.  Bus. & Pers.  House-









































































































































































































































































by the Employment  Security Bureau,  Bismarck, North Dakota, disaggregated to compare to the  13-sector
-APPENDIX TABLE 10.  STATE REGION 4  EMPLOYMENT BY SECTORa
Sector
(1)  & (2)  (3)  - (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (11)  (12)  (13)
Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag.  Proc.  &  Pet.  Bus.  & Pers.  House-











































































































































































































































































by the Employment Security Bureau,  Bismarck, North Dakota, disaggregated  to  compare to the  13-sector
- --  --  --APPENDIX TABLE  11.  STATE  REGION 5  EMPLOYMENT BY SECTORa
Sector
(1)  &  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (11)  (12)  (13)
Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag.  Proc.  &  Pet.  Bus.  & Pers.  House-





































































































































































































































































aBased on  data provided
input-output model.




4^APPENDIX TABLE 12.  STATE REGION 6  EMPLOYMENT BY SECTORa
Sector
(1)  & (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (11)  (12)  (13)
Coal  Contract  Elec,  Pet.  Ag.  Proc.  &  Pet.  Bus.  & Pers.  House-









































































































































































































































































by the  Employment Security Bureau,  Bismarck,  North Dakota,  disaggregated to compare to the  13-sector
--APPENDIX TABLE 13.  STATE REGION 7  EMPLOYMENT BY SECTORa
Sector
(1)  & (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (11)  (12)  (13)
Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag.  Proc. &  Pet.  Bus. & Pers.  House-







































































































































































































































































by the Employment  Security Bureau,  Bismarck,  North Dakota,  disaggregated  to compare to  the 13-sector
-APPENDIX TABLE  14.  STATE REGION 8 EMPLOYMENT BY SECTORa
Sector
(1)  & (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  T(9)  (10)  (11)  (-12)  -13)
Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag.  Proc.  &  Pet.  Bus. & Pers.  House-







































































































































































































































































by the Employment Security Bureau,  Bismarck,  North Dakota, disaggregated to compare to the  13-sector
I-
4^APPENDIX TABLE  15.  GROSS BUSINESS VOLUMES.OF
YEAR, 1960-1979  (THOUSANDS OF CONSTANT 1980
ECONOMIC SECTORS ESTIMATED BY
DOLLARS)
THE  INPUT-OUTPUT MODEL, STATE REGION 2.  NORTH DAKOTA, BY
Sector
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (11)  (12)
Ag,  Ag,  Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag.  Proc.  &  Pet.  Bus.  & Pers.  House-




























































































































































































































































































63,851 - --APPENDIX TABLE 16.  GROSS BUSINESS VOLUMES OF ECONOMIC SECTORS
YEAR, 1960-1979  (THOUSANDS OF  CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
ESTIMATED BY THE INPUT-OUTPUT MODEL, STATE REGION 3,  NORTH DAKOTA, BY
Sector
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (11)  (12)
Ag,  Ag,  Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag. Proc. &  Pet.  Bus. & Pers.  House-







































































































































































































































































0 - --APPENDIX TABLE 17.  GROSS BUSINESS VOLUMES OF  ECONOMIC SECTORS
YEAR, 1960-1979 (THOUSANDS OF  CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
ESTIMATED BY THE  INPUT-OUTPUT MODEL, STATE REGION 4,  NORTH DAKOTA, BY
Sector
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (11)  (12)
Ag,  Ag,  Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag. Proc. &  Pet.  Bus. & Pers.  House-



























































































































































































































































































68,119 - ---  ---  -----APPENDIX TABLE 18.  GROSS BUSINESS VOLUMES OF ECONOMIC SECTORS
YEAR, 1960-1979  (THOUSANDS OF  CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
ESTIMATED BY THE  INPUT-OUTPUT MODEL, STATE REGION 5,  NORTH DAKOTA, BY
Sector
(1)  (2)  (3)  . (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (0)  (11)  (12)
Ag,  Ag,  Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag.  Proc. &  Pet.  Bus. & Pers.  House-








































































































































































































































































- --  ---  - - --APPENDIX TABLE 19.  GROSS BUSINESS VOLUMES OF ECONOMIC SECTORS
YEAR, 1960-1979 (THOUSANDS OF CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
ESTIMATED  BY THE INPUT-OUTPUT MODEL, STATE REGION 6,  NORTH DAKOTA, BY
Sector
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (11)  (12)
Ag,  Ag,  Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag. Proc. &  Pet.  Bus. & Pers.  House-





























































































































































































































































































- --APPENDIX TABLE 20.  GROSS BUSINESS VOLUMES OF ECONOMIC SECTORS
YEAR, 1960-1979  (THOUSANDS OF  CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
ESTIMATED BY THE  INPUT-OUTPUT MODEL, STATE REGION 7,  NORTH DAKOTA, BY
Sector
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  )  (12)
Ag,  Ag,  Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag. Proc. &  Pet.  Bus.  & Pers.  House-

































































































































































































































































13,821 144,843  54,094  272,817  891,300  76,483
I-
- --  --  -- ---  - --APPENDIX TABLE 21.  GROSS BUSINESS VOLUMES OF ECONOMIC SECTORS ESTIMATED BY
YEAR, 1960-1979  (THOUSANDS OF  CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
THE INPUT-OUTPUT MODEL, STATE REGION 8,  NORTH DAKOTA, BY
Sector
(1)  (2  )  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (11)  (12)"
Ag,  Ag,  Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag. Proc. &  Pet.  Bus. & Pers.  House-


























































































































































































































































































33,770APPENDIX TABLE 22.  GROSS BUSINESS VOLUME TO
1960-1979, (IN  CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
EMPLOYMENT RATIOS (PRODUCTIVITY RATIOS),  BY SECTOR, STATE REGION 2,  NORTH DAKOTA,
Sector
(1)  & (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (1)  (12)  (13)
Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag.  Proc. &  Pet.  Bus. & Pers.  House-







































































































































































































































































- --  --  --  1  --  - --  --APPENDIX TABLE 23.  GROSS BUSINESS VOLUME  TO EMPLOYMENT
1960-1979,  (IN  CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
RATIOS (PRODUCTIVITY RATIOS),  BY SECTOR, STATE REGION 3,  NORTH DAKOTA,
Sector
(1)  & (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (11)  (12)  (13)
Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag.  Proc.  &  Pet.  Bus.  & Pers.  House-




































































































































































































































































14,064 - --  ----  --  --
i\ <T»APPENDIX TABLE 24.  GROSS BUSINESS VOLUME TO
1960-1979, (IN  CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
EMPLOYMENT RATIOS (PRODUCTIVITY RATIOS),  BY SECTOR, STATE REGION 4,  NORTH DAKOTA,
Sector
(1)  &  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (11)  (12)  (13)
Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag. Proc. &  Pet.  Bus. & Pers.  House-
Year  Ag.  Mining  Constr.  Gen.  Exp./Ext.  Misc.  Mfg.  Retail  Refining  Service  Others  holds  Govt.
1960  27,786  0  20,721  0  0  38,301  46,829  0  12,560  23,620  0  5,691
1961  31,159  0  21,693  0  0  41,359  50,341  0  13,026  24,957  0  5,581
1962  26,451  0  21,167  0  0  37,586  56,700  0  13,955  28,132  0  5,744
1963  33,717  0  24,013  0  0  43,621  57,324  0  13,463  27,589  0  5,349
1964  33,784  0  30,810  0  0  44,426  67,495  0  14,987  33,040  0  6,073
1965  48,841  0  10,662  0  0  47,406  61,993  0  14,922  31,056  0  5,444
1966  45,197  0  13,622  0  0  42,797  58,780  0  16,087  29,589  0  5,359
1967  50,203  0  18,337  0  0  43,586  55,864  0  13,945  28,235  0  4,506
1968  47,372  0  31,170  0  0  41,298  57,738  0  13,540  31,477  0  4,280
1969  53,364  0  47,785  0  0  56,545  55,742  0  15,589  30,542  0  4,153
1970  70,556  0  228,667  0  0  49,470  79,633  0  22,263  43,487  0  6,180
1971  61,821  0  60,348  0  0  45,629  59,617  0  15,182  32,738  0  4,833
1972  80,574  0  60,502  0  0  48,720  69,054  0  . 18,627  37,503  0  - 5,681
1973  128,380  0  61,756  0  0  67,523  86,568  0  26,428  50,178  0  7,588
1974  140,447  0  76,592  0  0  76,785  98,980  0  19,866  53,761  0  8,082
1975  108,346  0  44,562  0  0  63,462  79,144  0  16,616  45,837  0  6,712
1976  89,909  0  31,002  0  0  81,635  76,074  0  15,662  45,295  0  6,474
1977  74,152  0  21,716  0  0  61,542  58,553  0  11,385  32,508  0  5,143
1978  85,057  0  20,321  0  0  59,780  60,483  0  11,934  32,819  0  5,327
1979  87,436  0  20,278  0  - 0  63,888  55,914  0  11,984  30,531  0  5,200
(J1APPENDIX TABLE 25.  GROSS BUSINESS VOLUME TO EMPLOYMENT RATIOS (PRODUCTIVITY RATIOS),  BY
1960-1979, (IN  CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
SECTOR, STATE REGION 5,  NORTH DAKOTA,
Sector
(1)  & (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (90)(0  (11)  (12)  (13)
Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag.  Proc.  &  Pet.  Bus.  & Pers.  House-







































































































































































































































































IAPPENDIX TABLE 26.  GROSS BUSINESS VOLUME TO
1960-1979, (IN  CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
EMPLOYMENT RATIOS (PRODUCTIVITY RATIOS),  BY SECTOR, STATE REGION 6,  NORTH DAKOTA,
Sector
(1)  & (2)  (3)  - (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (0)  (11)  (12)  (13)
Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag.  Proc. &  Pet.  Bus. & Pers.  House-








































































































































































































































































--  --  --  --  --APPENDIX TABLE 27.  GROSS BUSINESS VOLUME TO
1960-1979, (IN  CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
EMPLOYMENT RATIOS  (PRODUCTIVITY RATIOS),  BY SECTOR, STATE REGION 7, NORTH DAKOTA,
Sector
(1)  & (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (11)  (12)  (13)
Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag. Proc. &  Pet.  Bus. &  Pers.  House-


















































































































































































































































58,683APPENDIX TABLE 28.  GROSS BUSINESS VOLUME TO
1960-1979, (IN  CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
EMPLOYMENT RATIOS (PRODUCTIVITY RATIOS),  BY SECTOR, STATE REGION 8,  NORTH DAKOTA,
Sector
(1)  & (2)  (3)  -(4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (11)  (12)  13)
Coal  Contract  Elec.  Pet.  Ag. Proc. &  Pet.  Bus. &  Pers.  House-































































































































































































































































70,512 41,763  0  16,692 72,243  10,565
i-.
*  C- 1-4
- - - --  --- 162  -
APPENDIX TABLE 29.  PROJECTED FINAL  DEMAND VECTORS FOR BASIC  ECONOMIC SECTORS,
NORTH  DAKOTA, STATE REGION 2 (THOUSANDS OF CONSTANT  1980 DOLLARS)
Year
Sector  1985  1990  1995  2000  2005
(  1)  Ag.,
Livestock
(  2)  Ag.,  Crops
(  3)  Coal  Mining
(4) Contract
Construction
(  5) Electric
Generation
(  6)  Petroleum
Exploration
(  7)  Ag.  Proc.
& Misc.  Mfg.
(  8)  Retail
(  9)  Petroleum
Refining





















































465,216- 163  -
APPENDIX TABLE 30.  PROJECTED FINAL  DEMAND VECTORS FOR BASIC  ECONOMIC SECTORS,
NORTH DAKOTA, STATE REGION 3 (THOUSANDS OF CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
Year
Sector  1985  1990  1995  2000  2005
(  1)  Ag.,
Livestock  30,373  28,857  .27,341  25,825  24,309
(  2)  Ag.,  Crops  240,773  262,848  284,922  306,997  329,072
(  3)  Coal  Mining  0  0  0  0  0
(  4)  Contract
Construction  3,775  3,503  3,232  2,961  2,690
(  5)  Electric
Generation  0  0  0  0  0
(  6)  Petroleum
Exploration  0  0  0  0  0
(  7)  Ag.  Proc.
&  Misc. Mfg.  24,768  28,932  33,097  37,261  . 41,426
(  8)  Retail  19,789  23,444  27,098  30,752  34,406
(  9)  Petroleum
Refining  0  0  0  0  0
(10)  Bus.  and
Pers.  Services  6,574  7,794  9,015  10,235  11,455
(12) Households  179,028  212,201  245,373  278,546  311,718- 164  -
APPENDIX TABLE 31.  PROJECTED FINAL  DEMAND VECTORS FOR BASIC  ECONOMIC SECTORS,
NORTH DAKOTA, STATE  REGION 4  (THOUSANDS OF CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
Year
Sector  1985  1990  1995  2000  2005
(  1)  Ag.,
Livestock  21,499  20,433  19,366  18,300  17,234
(  2)  Ag.,  Crops  348,294  385,514  422,735  459,956  497,177
(3)  Coal  Mining  0  0  0  0  0
(  4)  Contract
Construction  6,014  5,458  4,901  4,345  3,788
(  5)  Electric
Generation  0  0  0  0  0
(  6)  Petroleum
Exploration  0  0  0  0  0
(  7)  Ag.  Proc.
& Misc.  Mfg.  126,068  148,425  170,781  193,138  215,494
(  8)  Retail  31,460  37,206  42,951  48,697  54,443
(  9)  Petroleum
Refining  0  0  0  0  0
(10)  Bus.  and
Pers.  Services  10,626  12,604  14,582  16,560  18,538
(12)  Households  275,554  303,250  330,945  358,641  386,336- 165  -
APPENDIX TABLE 32.  PROJECTED FINAL  DEMAND VECTORS FOR  BASIC ECONOMIC  SECTORS,
NORTH DAKOTA, STATE REGION 5  (THOUSANDS OF CONSTANT  1980 DOLLARS)
Year
Sector  1985  1990  1995  2000  2005
(  1)  Ag.,
Livestock  68,597  68,230  67,864  67,497  67,131
(2) Ag.,  Crops  473,809  536,141  598,472  660,804  723,135
(3) Coal  Mining  0  0  0  0  0
(  4)  Contract
Construction  10,883  10,989  11,094  11,200  11,306
(  5)  Electric
Generation  0  0  0  0  0
(  6)  Petroleum
Exploration  0  0  0  0  0
(  7)  Ag.  Proc.
&  Misc.  Mfg.  194,023  227,072  260,121  293,170  326,219
(  8)  Retail  42,034  49,716  57,397  65,079  72,760
(  9)  Petroleum
Refining  0  0  0  0  0
(10)  Bus. and
Pers. Services  14,072  16,661  19,249  21,837  24,426
(12)  Households  212,080  208,189  204,298  200,407  196,516- 166  -
APPENDIX TABLE 33.  PROJECTED  FINAL DEMAND VECTORS FOR BASIC ECONOMIC SECTORS,
NORTH DAKOTA, STATE REGION 6 (THOUSANDS OF CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
Year
Sector  1985  1990  1995  2000  2005
(  1)  Ag.,
Livestock  141,174  148,824  156,474  164,124  171,774
(  2)  Ag.,  Crops  365,474  407,263  449,053  490,842  532,632
(3)  Coal  Mining  0  0  0  0  0
(  4)  Contract
Construction  5,835  5,146  4,457  3,768  3,079
(5)  Electric
Generation  0  0  0  0  0
(  6)  Petroleum
Exploration  0  0  0  0  0
(  7)  Ag.  Proc.
& Misc.  Mfg.  59,375  69,303  79,232  89,161  99,090
(  8)  Retail  32,833  38,842  44,851  50,859  56,868
(  9)  Petroleum
Refining  0  0  0  0  0
(10)  Bus.  and
Pers.  Services  10,888  12,887  14,886  16,885  18,884
(12)  Households  147,473  169,257  191,042  212,826  234,611- 167  -
APPENDIX TABLE 34.  PROJECTED FINAL  DEMAND VECTORS FOR BASIC  ECONOMIC SECTORS,
NORTH DAKOTA, STATE REGION 7 (THOUSANDS OF CONSTANT  1980 DOLLARS)
Year
Sector  1985  1990  1995  2000  200  05
(  1)  Ag.,
Livestock
(  2)  Ag.,  Crops
(  3)  Coal  Mining




(  6)  Petroleum
Exploration
(  7)  Ag.  Proc.
& Misc.  Mfg.
(  8)  Retail
(  9)  Petroleum
Refining

















































.0- 168  -
APPENDIX  TABLE 35.  PROJECTED FINAL DEMAND VECTORS FOR BASIC ECONOMIC SECTORS,
NORTH DAKOTA, STATE REGION 8 (THOUSANDS OF CONSTANT  1980 DOLLARS)
Year
Sector  1985  1990  1995  2000  2005
(  1)  Ag.,
Livestock
(  2)  Ag.,  Crops
(  3)  Coal  Mining
(  4)  Contract
Construction
(  5)  Electric
Generation
(  6)  Petroleum
Exploration
(  7)  Ag.  Proc.
& Misc.  Mfg.
(8)  Retail
(  9)  Petroleum
Refining




















































109,335 - --  -- -- 169  -
APPENDIX TABLE 36.  PROJECTED GROSS BUSINESS VOLUME PER WORKER (PRODUCTIVITY
RATIOS),  NORTH DAKOTA, STATE REGION 2  (IN  CONSTANT  1980 DOLLARS)
Year
Sector  1985  1990  1995  2000  2005
(1)  (  2)  Agriculture  69,564  80,114  90,663  101,212  111,761
(  3)  Coal  Mining  350  385  421  456  491
(  4)  Contract  Construction  42,091  48,287  54,483  60,679  66,875
(  5)  Electric  Generation  0  0  0  0  0
(  6)  Petroleum  Exploration  339,406  391,910  444,415  496,919  549,424
(  7)  Ag.  Proc.  & Misc.  Mfg.  75,158  81,753  88,347  94,941  101,535
(  8)  Retail  74,639  80,369  86,098  91,828  97,558
(  9)  Petroleum  Refining  0  0  0  0  0
(10)  Business  and  Personal
Services  16,881  18,262  19,642  21,023  22,403
(11)  Others  36,335  39,627  42,919  46,211  49,503
(13)  Government  5,619  5,620  5,621  5,622  5,624- 170  -
APPENDIX  TABLE 37.  PROJECTED GROSS BUSINESS VOLUME  PER  WORKER (PRODUCTIVITY
RATIOS),  NORTH DAKOTA, STATE REGION 3  (IN  CONSTANT  1980 DOLLARS)
Year
Sector  1985  1990  1995  2000  2005
(1)  (  2)  Agriculture  71,601  83,181  94,762  106,342  117,922
(3)  Coal  Mining  0  0  0  0  0
(  4)  Contract  Construction  39,738  39,739  39,740  39,741  39,742
(  5)  Electric  Generation  0  0  0  0  0
(6)  Petroleum  Exploration  0  0  0  0  0
(7)  Ag.  Proc.  & Misc.  Mfg.  61,978  61,980  61,982  61,984  61,986
(  8)  Retail  119,078  127,709  136,341  144,972  153,603
(  9)  Petroleum  Refining  0  0  0  . 0  0
(10)  Business  and  Personal
Services  22,032  21,810  21,587  21,364  21,142
(11)  Others  54,177  55,227  56,277  57,327  58,378
(13)  Government  14,264  14,914  15,564  16,215  16,865
APPENDIX  TABLE 38.  PROJECTED GROSS BUSINESS VOLUME PER WORKER (PRODUCTIVITY
RATIOS),  NORTH DAKOTA, STATE  REGION 4  (IN  CONSTANT  1980 DOLLARS)
Year
Sector  1985  1990  1995  2000  2005
(1)  (  2)  Agriculture  102,798  119,951  137,103  154,256  171,408
(3)  Coal  Mining  0  0  0  0  0
(  4)  Contract  Construction  26,854  31,923  36,991  42,059  47,128
(  5) Electric  Generation  0  0  0  0  0
(  6)  Petroleum  Exploration  0  0  0  0  0
(  7)  Ag.  Proc.  & Misc.  Mfg.  69,742  76,413  83,084  89,755  96,426
(  8)  Retail  63,489  67,799  72,108  76,417  80,726
(  9)  Petroleum  Refining  0  0  0  0  0
(10)  Business  and  Personal
Services  11,902  12,013  12,125  12,236  12,348
(11)  Others  35,675  38,775  41,876  44,977  48,078
(13)  Government  5,290  5,345  5,400  5,455  5,510- 171  -
APPENDIX TABLE 39.  PROJECTED GROSS  BUSINESS VOLUME PER WORKER (PRODUCTIVITY
RATIOS),  NORTH DAKOTA, STATE REGION  5 (IN  CONSTANT  1980  DOLLARS)
Year
Sector  1985  1990  1995  2000  2005
(1)  (  2)  Agriculture  126,401  149,036  171,671  194,305  216,940
(3)  Coal  Mining  0  0  0  0  0
(  4)  Contract  Construction  11,432  11,333  11,235  11,136  11,037
(  5)  Electric  Generation  0  0  0  0  0
(  6)  Petroleum  Exploration  0  0  0  0  0
(  7)  Ag.  Proc.  & Misc.  Mfg.  34,245  36,464  38,683  40,902  43,121
(  8)  Retail  50,084  51,125  52,167  53,208  54,250
(9)  Petroleum  Refining  0  0  0  0  0
(10)  Business  and  Personal
Services  9,639  10,018  10,398  10,777  11,156
(11)  Others  19,748  20,064  20,380  20,696  21,012
(13)  Government  8,732  9,025  9,318  9,611  9,904
APPENDIX TABLE 40.  PROJECTED GROSS BUSINESS VOLUME PER WORKER  (PRODUCTIVITY
RATIOS),  NORTH DAKOTA, STATE REGION 6  (IN  CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
Year
Sector  1985  1990  1995  2000  2005
(1)  ( 2)  Agriculture  84,776  98,412  112,048  125,684  139,320
(3)  Coal  Mining  0  0  0  0  0
(4)  Contract  Construction  35,270  36,780  38,'n  '9  800  41,309
(  5)  Electric  Generation  0  0  0  0  0
(6)  Petroleum  Exploration  0  0  0  0  0
(7)  Ag.  Proc.  & Misc.  Mfg.  62,261  62,263  62,265  62,267  62,269
(  8)  Retail  103,109  112,536  121,963  131,391  140,818
(  9)  Petroleum  Refining  0  0  0  0  0
(10)  Business  and  Personal
Services  19,910  21,358  22,806  24,254  25,701
(11)  Others  42,929  44,852  46,775  48,697  50,620
(13)  Government  13,627  14,343  15,060  15,776  16,492- 172
APPENDIX TABLE 41. PROJECTED GROSS BUSINESS VOLUME PER WORKER (PRODUCTIVITY
RATIOS),  NORTH DAKOTA, STATE REGION 7  (IN  CONSTANT 1980 DOLLARS)
Year
Sector  1985  1990  1995  2000  2005
(1)  (  2)  Agriculture  75,370  87,759  100,149  112,539  124,929
(  3)  Coal  Mining  66,168  78,463  90,757  103,052  115,347
(  4)  Contract Construction  15,946  15,947  15,948  15,949  15,950
(  5)  Electric Generation  307,052  369,914  432,776  495,638  558,500
(  6)  Petroleum Exploration  84,039  95,033  106,028  117,022  128,017
(  7)  Ag. Proc. &  Misc.  Mfg.  62,463  63,489  64,516  65,542  66,568
(  8)  Retail  64,241  67,336  70,430  73,525  76,620
(  9)  Petroleum Refining  928,991  1,041,922  1,154,853  1,267,784  1,380,715
(10) Business  and Personal
Services  11,768  11,768  11,768  11,769  11,769
(11)  Others  24,256  24,518  24,781  25,043  25,305
(13) Government  9,296  9,736  10,176  10,616  11,056
APPENDIX  TABLE 42.  PROJECTED GROSS BUSINESS VOLUME PER WORKER (PRODUCTIVITY
RATIOS),  NORTH DAKOTA, STATE REGION 8 (IN  CONSTANT  1980 DOLLARS)
Year
Sector  1985  1990  1995  2000  2005
(1)  (  2)  Agriculture  67,615  77,983  88,350  98,718  109,086
(3)  Coal  Mining  151,451  176,788  202,126  227,463  252,800
(  4)  Contract Construction  43,740  48,955  54,171  59,386  64,601
(  5)  Electric Generation  0  0  0  0  0
(  6)  Petroleum Exploration  411,326  576,221  741,116  906,011  1,070,906
(7) Ag. Proc. &  Misc.  Mfg.  86,977  90,314  93,651  96,988  100,324
(  8)  Retail  85,210  92,592  99,974  107,357  114,739
(  9)  Petroleum Refining  11,511  13,464  15,417  17,371  19,324
(10) Business and  Personal
Services  17,150  17,150  17,151  17,151  17,152
(11)  Others  44,437  46,776  49,116  51,455  53,795.
(13)  Government  18,859  20,938  23,017  25,096  27,174APPENDIX TABLE 43.  PROJECTED CITY  SHARE OF  REGIONAL EMPLOYMENT FOR NORTH  DAKOTA CITIES BY  REGION AND
COUNTY  (REGION  1)
!CITY
1  PROJECTED  SHARE  (1970SHARE*T**YEARS)  (INC  ADJ  1970SHARE*T**YEARS*(1-SDC/SIC)

















S3  IIIM  F  roFCLININ  Nr  COUNT I ES
ONE  MT  NISS 'DECLNTNG  COl INTI ES












































































S0.2316254'  !0.2157013'  0.2011221'
!  10.7683746'  !0.7842987!  !0.7987879'
!  :0.7761993!  !0.8025057!  !0.8297377!
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5* 1APPENDIX TABLE 43.  PROJECTED CITY  SHARE  OF REGIONAL EMPLOYMENT  FOR NORTH DAKOTA CITIES  BY  REGION AND
COUNTY  (REGION 2)  (CONTINUED)
'  FROJi.CIID  ISHARE (1970SIHARE*T**YEARS)  (INC'  ADJ  19740SHARE*T**YEARS*(  l-SDC/SIC)




























*a  cSI.IR I
' WFE-THIOPE
Wl  l.nrW  CITY

































'0.  ('012'2:  '
!0.0014114'








*C o.  66  i-1:-: 7 7(1 i o(6I.  (•'  7/,  -'•:  ''
'0. '•.'23A:A35
f).  (O.AW-457
O0. 0055194  ' 0.0050608  (  0.0046403!  !0.0042547!
S  0.0006533'  !0.  0004922!  '0.0003708'  '0.0002794'
!0.  00133599  0.0012346!  !0.0011411'  '  .0010546'
!0.  0073035!  '0.0065351  !0.0058476!  '0.  0052324'
!0.00437920.004372.  0135!  !0.0036784!  '0.0033712'
!0.0026902!  !0.0025184'  !0.0023576'  '0.0022071'
!0.01445371  !0.0141538!  !0.0138602'  !0.0135727'
!0.0035112!  !0.0031939!  !0.0029052  '0.0026427!
!0.0181823!  (0.0174209  10.0166913!  0.0159923'
!0.00108621  !0.0010674!  0.0010489  '0.0010308'
!0.0219306  !0.0210601!  '0.0202243!  !0.0194215'
!0.0014720!  !0.0012615!  !0.0010812!  !0.0009267!
!0.0174970!  !0.0169368!  0.0163946!  '0.0158697'
!0.0032746  !0.0028534!  !0.0024863!  !0.0021665'
!0.0015727!  0.0013986!  0.0012438!0.0011061!
!0.0271278  !0.0265184!  !0.0259226  '0.0253402'
!0.0013998!  !0.0011639'  !0.009678!  '0.000S047'
!0.0014318!  !0.0011936!  !0.0009951  ',0.0008296'




























'0.  100:1..7 '
(0. 00'471  '





































0.0568463  0.0578460  0.0585380  0.0588771  0.0588
!0.0012923!  !0.0011186!  !0.0099682!  !0.0008380!  '0.00072536
!0.0077199!  !0.0081727!  !0.0086520!  !0.0091595'  !0.0096967'
0.0077200  0.0080668  0.0083826  0.0086577  0.0088
!0.0177186!  !0.0181238!  !0.0185382!  '0.0189621!  '0.0193958'
0.0177187  0.0178889  0.0179609  0.0179233  0.0177
!0.00499 93  !0.0047576!  !0.0045276!  0.0043087!  !0.0041004'
'0.(001751.5'  0.0015065'  !0.0012958'  !0.0011145!  '0.0009586,
S0.00(814516  '0.0083719!  '0.0086051'  !0.0088448'  !0.0090-  12'
0.0081451  0.0(82635  0.0083372  0.0083603  0.0083
'0.0129404!  !C0.0169116'  !0.0221016'  '0.0288843'  !0.0377485'
0.0129405  0.0166925  0.0214134  0.0273019  0.0345
'0.0041490?  '0.0043706!  !0.0046041'  '0.0048500  !0.0051091'
0.0041491  0.0043140  0.0044607  0.0045843  0.0046
'0.00:358:79  !0.0037118!  !0.0038400'  !0.0039726'  00.0041 i(3 8'
(0.00  (35880  0.0036637  0.0037205  0.0037550  0.00,37
!0.  023•.3  !0.  00?21714'!  ! 0.0019948  '. 0.0018325 '  0.0  016835'
S)0.  6(  1 •45.  !  .0.0016293'  '0.0013939'  0.  0011924  '0.  001020)1
*.  0'244  ::.'  !.  (?3,2  6(0  '  '  . '0231079  0  '!  .0222562'  '0.  0214·)*-A  '
S0  (00  3::  '  '  0.  0033265'  ' 0.  0032702  1 0. N0032148'  ! 0.  00)31603 '
S0.  559. 2051*  '0.5699625!  0.509270'  '0.  5921019'  !0.  6034929
0.5592104  0.  5625778  0.5628376  0.5566400.  5-
*  0.  00  2A6/  .:7  ! 0.  (0023470  ' 0.  002i'6:32 '  '  r.  0018138  1  ' 0.  00155A"*
S0.  (00714t18  ' 0.  00728:31  0. 0074273'  '(0.  0075743  ' 0.0077242'
0.  00714 18  0.0071888  0,. (0071  '60  0.0071593  0.0070
I'.  1  6/.17(.3*  ' 0.  0227745'  ' 0.  03(06R)  'o'.  0410 174'  '0.  056  0463 '
.- '/-.704  n.67.24714  0.  O  A1.??  6.0r87703 
0
6.  *6  l4
- CONTINUED  -



















'0. (C0017175  '
!0.  0480887'
IAPPENDIX TABLE 43.  PROJECTED CITY SHARE  OF REGIONAL  EMPLOYMENT FOR NORTH DAKOTA CITIES  BY  REGION AND
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clIM  O!F  rFC:  ININT  C)OIINTIF:;
rONIE  MTINIS  DECLINING  COU.INT IES
SIM ll iF  TNCRRFASIN'  NT:COUINTI ES
ADl.I.STED  TOTAL
*  PROJECTED SHARE  (1970SHARE*T**YEARS)  (INC ADJ  1970SHARE*T**YEARS*(1-SDC/SIC)
!  190  'ADJ  180  1985  ADJ  85  ADJ  195 !  1990  !ADJ  1990!  1995  !ADJ 1995  :  2000  !ADJ  20
'0.  0'  127751  !0.0117504  ! 0.0108079  !0.0099410
1   !0.0091437  '
!0.  0030929!  !0.  0027182 !  '  .02388  0.390020995 '  ' 0.  001 ::451  '
! 0.0302120  0.  0293609'  ',0.0285338  ' 0.0277300  0.  0269489!
0.  0303  16'  !0.0300217!  !0.0297443  !0.0294695!  !0.0291972'














0.  00a331 70
0.0.302:8: 14
a0.013::(/061 '
'  0.00  :33170'
:a0.  00618  :58'
!0.0062307a!
0. :335406!
!0. 0a186919  !
S0.  0056.479'























































!  .0  2 7 0:7'.  2
10.01510 0.  0059-2*27






S s.0 042582!  '  0.0039658 !  ! 0.0036935!  ' 0.  0343  '
'0.0096543'  0.  002005 '  *0.0087681!  !0.008a3560
S0.0041309  !0.  0034926!  !0.  0029529  ! 0.  0024966
0.0028::126!  '0.0023848  !0.0020221!  !0.0017146'
!0.0774844'  !0.0747849!  !0.0721794!  !0.0696647'
!0.0129245!  0.0120992!  !0.0113265!  !0.0106033!
0.0C028033!  !0.0023692!  !0.0020023!  !0.0016022'
00060319'  !0.0058817!  !0.0057353!  !0.005592A'
!0.0058019!  0.0054026!  !0.0050308!  !0.0046846'
!0.3523936!  !0.3723122!  !0.3933567!  !0.4155908!
0.3335440  0.3476160  0.3609223  0.3735331  0.3855
!0.0190815!  !0.0194793!  !0.0198853!  !0.0202998!
0.0186921  0.0188228  0.0188833  0.0188831  0.0188
'0.0054004!  !0.0051636!  !0.0049373!  !0.0047200:
!0.0040960!  '0.0037058!  !0.0033528!  !0.0030334'
!0.0093974'  !0.0093816'  !0.0093658!  !0.0093500'
!0.0251882!  ! 0.0226100!  !0.0202957!  !0.0182183!
!0.0010853!  !0.0008211!  !0.0006213!  !0.0004700!
!0.0321829!  ! 0.0346427!  !0.0372906!  !0.0401408'
0.0298981  0.0317466  0.0335829  0.0354113  0.0372
!0.0685417!  !0.0705298!  !0.0725755!  !0.0746806!
0.0666103  0.0676124  0.0683721  0.0689180  0.06~2
!0.0181187!  !0.0181731!  !0.0182278!  !0.0182825'
0.0180646  0.0178730  0.0176172  0.0173091  0.0169
!0.0105:322  !*0.0096290!  '0.0088034!  ! 0.008:0485'
!0.0671843!  '0.0673118!  !0.067439
: 5  !0.0675675!
0.0670577  0.0662735  0.0652525  0.0640408  0.0626
'0.0044580!  0.0039587'  '0.0035152!  !0.0031215'
'0.0124604!  0.01202/-.9'  '0.0116085!  !0.0112046'
!0.308r:7670  '0.  2909991!  !0.2748170'  '0.2600328'
0.691 2330!  !0.7090009  ! 0.7251830!  !0.7399672'
!0.7007331  '0.7313755!  !0.7636687  '  0.7977089











!APPENDIX TABLE 43.  PROJECTED CITY SHARE  OF REGIONAL  EMPLOYMENT FOR NORTH DAKOTA CITIES BY  REGION AND
COUNTY  (REGION 4) (CONTINUED)
'  FPRO.JEC:TED  SHARE  (1970:-HARE*T**YEARS)  (INC  ADJ  1
9 710)SHARE*T**YEARS*(  -SDC/SIC)
COUNTY  'CITY  !  1980  ! ADJ  1980  !  1985  ! ADJ  1985  !  1990  ADJ  1990  !  1995  !ADJ  1995  '  200O
GRAND  FORKS  'EMERADO  ! 0.0088055!  ! 0.  0099026!  !0.0111365!  !0.0125240'  '0.014(
0.  00()88057  0.0098137  0.0109045  0.0120820
!GIL.BY  !0.0041812!































SUM OF DECLINING COUNTIES
ONE MINUS DECL  I NI  NG  COUNT  I ES
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C  )  C  )):.J:C/.
I02  :C).4:7::5A.  0
0C)  (aC) 494
10.0':1619741a
10.  0016104!  !0.0013132!  ! 0.0010709!  '0.0008732!  0. 0071 21'*
10.  0023048  ! 0. 0020533!  !  0.  0018293  0.  0016297 !  *.  001451::
00. 0069884  ' 0.  0065335'  ' 0.  0061082!  !0.  0057106 !  0. 0').::: ::
o. 0099285  ! 0.  0097928!  ! 0.  0096591!  0.  0095271  !  0.  0:,:"6-*  a  O
10.0078010  !0.  00714621  ! 0.0065464  * 0.0059969!  0.0')54'--*  ,
0. 0211423!  !0.02047539!  ! 0O0198294!  !0.0192038!  !0.  0185979
'0.0044767  !0.0041533 !  0.00385331  0.  0035750!  0.0033167
0.  0011672  !0.0010504!  0.  0009454  0. 00085083  0!. (007/.57  '
0.  0004876  !0.  0003956!  0. 0003210 !  1 0.  0002605 '  '.  )002114  '
O0.0044471!  0.  0042097'  00.0039849  0.(')037721  0.  00- 570/-.
S0.  0014331  ! 0.  0013003!  '0.  0011798!  ! 0. 0010704 !  !).  0009'712
!0.(0048165!  !0.0045292!  !0.0042591!  !0.0040050!  !0.0037661'
0.0022457!  ! 0.0020545!  !0.0018796!  !0.0017196!'  !0.001 "-7:2  '
0. 0783345!  !0.0739231!'  0.0697600!  00.  0658315!  a0.062124:"
0. 0051563  !  0.  0050497 '  0.  0049452!  ! 0. 0048429!  !0.  004742:
10.0025855!  !0.  0021833!  !0.0018436  !0.0015567  0.  0013145'
!0.0087465!  !0.  0083021!  0.  0078802!  !0.  0074797 !  0.  00701'-'/. '
!0.0274511!  !0.0267531!  !0.0260729!  !0.0254101  !  0. 0247640
0. 0023048  ! 0. 0021662!  ! 0. 0020:359!  !0.0019134!  ! 0. 0017:.-:  !
!0.3170754!  !0.3011605!  !0.2864116!  !0.2727080!  *0.2599453'
! 0.  6829246!  !0.6988395!  !0.7135884!  !0.7272920!  !0.7400547  '
C0.6829137!  '0.7051737!  !0.7287694!  !0.7538985!  !0.7808010C
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(APPENDIX TABLE 43.  PROJECTED CITY  SHARE OF  REGIONAL EMPLOYMENT FOR NORTH  DAKOTA CITIES  BY  REGION AND





















































SIIIM  OF DECLINING COUNTIES
ONE  MINUIS  DECLINING COUNTIES


























































































S0.  0005116!  !0.0004392!
' 0.0039341!  !0.0036309!
S!0.0007895!  !0.  006720!
00.0092641!  !0.0084348!
1  0.0078054!  !0.0071085!
'!O.  0.  OrA.'  0.0004939
!0.0018450!  !0.0018091!
!0.0947632!  !0.0986705!





















0895053  0.0910048  0.0918377.  0-, I"
S0.0042663!  !  0.  0038300'  '  0.  0034  ::  ":
! 0.0003:9151  !0.  *000288•'!  ' :0. 00021 19  *
!0.00116701  ! 0.0114524!  !0.  001 263.:
!0.0057673!  !  0.0056239  !  0.  0054842'
!0.0105397!  !0.0129505!  !0.0159127'
0084359  0.0101217  0.0120537  0.0142
:0.0011862!  !0.001013:3!  !.0008656!
i.  0065763'  !0.0062730!  !0.0059838
0.0021377!  !0.0018957!  !0.0016811!
0.0062800!  !0.0066966!  !0.0051673!
0.0036944!  !0.0034865!  !0.0032903!
0.0005146!  !0.0004225!  !0.0003468!
0.0013486!  !0.0011362!  !0.00095731
0.0030616!  !0.0028933!  0.0027342!
0.0003800!  '0.0002936!  !0.0002269'
0.0014842!  !0.0013845'  '0.0012916!
0.0069865!  !0.0063997'  '0.0058622!
0.0152347'  !0.0150535!  !0.01487461
0.  0204810!  !0.0193177  ! 0.0182204
0.  0056853!  !0.0053550!  0.00504:38!
0.0028818!  !0.0027874!  '0.0026960!
0.1915600!  !0.1788557!  !0.1673083!
0.8084400!  10.8211443!  !0.8326917!
0.8220373!  !0.8550563!  !0.8946447!



















9  9.  9':pC
£  PROJEC:'TED  SHARE  (1970SHARE*T**YEARBS)  (INC  AD.J  1970'SHARE*T**YEARS*(I-SODC:/SIC)
:  1980  *ADJ  1980  '  1985  !ADJ  1985  !  1990  !ADJ  19'90  !  199  !AD.J  1995  '  2000  ADJ 20
S0.  0006:364  ! 0.  0005)078'  ! 0.  0004053'  0.  0003234'  0.  0002581 '
*  0.  0009:67!  '0.0007911!  !0.0006979!  0.00061566!  0.0005431'
0.  0014174 !  0.0013990'!  0.0013809'!  0.0013630!  0.00132454'
'0.0043197!  !0.0043730!  !0.0044270!  !0.0044816!  !0.0045369!
0.0043198  0.0043007  0.0042514  0.0041713  O."0040
! 0.0022177  0.  0020631  ' 0.0019192  0.0017853!  '0.001660:'!
S0. 0159869  !0.0155980!  !0.0152187  0.0148485!  '0.0144874'
!0.0018802!  0.001898:3  !0.0019165!  !0.0019349'  0.0019534'
0.0018802  0.0018669  0.0018405  0.0018009  0.0  17
!0.5908840!  0.5909742!  !0.5910643!  !0.5911544'  !0.59124451
0.5908885  0.5811989  0.5676223  0.5502177  0.52  1
S0.0009064!  !0.0008198!  !0.0007415!  !0.0006707!  ! 0.0006067'
!0.0020345!  !0.0020805!  !0.0021276!  !0.0021758!  !0.0022250'
0.0020345  0.0020461  0.0020432  0.0020251  0.0010 1
'0.  0047922  ! 0.0057875!  0.0069896'  '0.0084413!  '0.0101946'
0.0047922  0.0056918  0.0067124  0.0078568  O.  O0-APPENDIX TABLE 43.  PROJECTED CITY  SHARE OF  REGIONAL  EMPLOYMENT FOR NORTH  DAKOTA CITIES  BY  REGION AND
COUNTY  (REGION 6)  (CONTINUED)
rni!NTY  'CITY
PARNE•  'DA7Y

























































S•I  M  OF  DECLININO
ONE  MINUSI  DECL IN
Slti  OF  INCREASIN"
At
?  PRO..ECTED  SHARE  (1970SHARE*T**YEARS) (INC  ADO.I  1970SHARE*T**YEARS*(  1-SIC/SIC)
S130  'AD.J  1980  '  1985  !ADJ 1985  !  1990  '  ADJ 1990 '  1995  AD  195  AD  195  20)00  *  A.I  , ------------------- ,,-----.---  --·---------  ---  ----  --------------- ·-----  ---------- ·------  -------  --- ~-~--  --- ---- ! 0.q029r98  A..0.  0026804'  10.0024030'  '  0.0021543'  1  0.  0019314'
4L  !0.0031989  3'  '0.0004A0*'  0.,  020  05!  0.0027618'  'O.OOA?  00A
RYN  10.001  9S62!  0.001  057'  ' 0.00 16415  '10.0014923'  '0.0013566
VI LLE  0.  '052479  !0. 0048719'  '0.  0045228 '  ! 0.00419387  '0.  003.'3"7  *
*0.00140089  !0.0011609'  !0.0009621!  !0.0007q74!  !0.0006608'
:A  !0.  0026135!  ! 0.0025184!  0.0024268!  0.0023386'  0.0022535'
RS  '0.0014217'  '0.0012425'  '0.0010R59'  '0.0009490'  0.  00182A4'
RN  0.0  049970!  0.0049042!  0.0048131!  !0.0047237'  0.0046360'
EY  CITY  '0.16  24743'  '0.1631186'  '0.1637654'  !0.1644150'  '0.1650670'
0. 1624753  0.1621965  0.1616430  0.1608494  0.  15'.q
L.EON  '0.0)'698:32!  '0.(0067017  '0.  0064315  0.0061722!  '0.  00592-3-4'
NDALE  !0.0411250'  !C. 00422655!  !0.0434376'!  0.  0446422  '!0.04588:02'
0.0411252  0.0420266  0. 0428746  0.0436741  0.  0444
FS  !0.0017563'  !  !0.0Q015593!  '!0.0013845'  0.0012292'  '0.0010'  ':14'
ERTON  '0.0022371'  !0.0019718!  !0.0017380'  '0.0015319'  '0.0013502'
NGO  !0.0012336!  !0.00101119!  !0.  0008302!  '0.0006810'  '0.00055:7*
!0.0441146  !0  .0471551!  !0.0504051  !0.0538793!  !0.0575927'
0.0441149  0.0468886  0.0497519  0.0527108  0.0557
INGTON  !0.0551128'  0.0564910!  !0.0579035  '0.0593514'  0.0608356'
0.0551131  0.0561716  0.0571531  0.0580643  0.;58:
FIELD  O.  0034288!  !0.00:36598  0.0039063  !0.0041694'  0.0044509:'
0.  0034289  0.0036391  0.  0038557  0.0040790  0.0043
NRY  !0.0023626!  !0.0021944'  ! 0.0020383!  0.  0018:32 !  0.00175::4'
ORD  !0.0061050!  !0.0063113'  !0.0065245!  !0.0067450'  !0.006972•'
0.  0061050  0.0062756  0.0064400  0.0065987  0.  00.7
ERSTOWN  !0.02730)56  !0.0268602!  !0.0264220!  !0.0259910!  '  0.0255670
AFORD  !0.0042025!  !0.0038988:  ! 0.0036171!  !0.0033557!  '0.003113 '
IN  !0.0011917!  !0.001  1076!  !0.0010294!  !0.0009567!  !0.00084  1'
EY  !0.0015472!  !0.0013191!  !0.0011246'  '0.0009588!  !0.0008174*
LEY  !0.0176880!  !0.0170860!  !0.0165046!  !0.0159429!  '0.015406-4  '
!0.0024462!  !0.0022883!  ! 0.0021405'  0.0020023  0.  0  1 8731 '
! 0.0118129  ! 0.0114045  !  0.0110102  '  0.0106295  0.01026o-2O  '
IRE  !0.(0225175!  !0.0226819!  !0.0228475'  !0.0230143!  !0.02318  •'
0.0225177  0.0225537  0.0225514  0.0225152  . 4
ON  0.0044325  !  0.  0040550!  ! 0.0037096!'  0.0033937'  0.  003104 7'
NA  !0.0026344!  !0.0024868!  !0.0023475!  !0.0022160!  !0.  00'2001'
ON  IA  !0.0017353!  !0.0015279  !  0.001345:3!  0.0011845'  '0.001 "'"
LE  ! 0.0095:339'  !0.0092606!  !0.0089950!  !0.0087:371!  10.  04*6.'*
LEON  !0.0227474!  !0.0229183!  !0.0230904!  !0.0232639'  !0.02343:=36'
0.0227476  0.0227887  0.0227912  0.0227594  .
EY  ! 0.0249012!  '0.0239580!  !0.0230506!  !0.0221775!  I0.  21:375*
! 0.  0052479!  !  0.0047525'  ! O  0.0043038  !0  . 0038:>75!  !0.  00352:,A *
I.IRA  ! 0.0083633!  !0.  (0006061!  0.0004393!  !0.0003184  4!  O.  0O02':
IEI  !0.028058:3!  !0.0284840!  !0.0289161  ! 0.0293548'  !0.  (0298:30
0.  0280585  0.0283230  0.0285414  0.0287182  . :
AND  !0.0052688!  '0.0046419!  !0.0040897!  !0.0036032!  !0.00731745'
IELAND  !  0.  0626971!  ! 0.0025341!  ! 0.  0023809!  !  0.0022370  '  0.  0021  01  :'
UTENAY.  !0.0022999!  0.0020796!  !0.0018804!  '0.0017002'!  0.0015374'
;STOWN  !0.3403995!  !0.34830'62!  !0.3563970!  '0.3646753'  !0.3731465'
. 3404018  0.3463373  0.3517780  0.3567668  0.3613
3AL  !0.0043906  !  0.0039300!  0.0035177!  !0.0031487  '  0.00281:4  '
NA  ! 0.0109139  !  0.0108529  !0.0107923!  !0.0107320!  !0..01046721'
'PELIER  !0.0020072  !0.0020123!  !0.0020176  '0.0020228!  0.0020280'
0.0020072  0.0020010  0.0019914  0.0019789  0.001(
-REE  !0.0018399!  '  0.00161599  !0.0014192  ! 0.0012464!  '0.001 947'
EETER  !0.0055197!  !0.0047511!  !0.0040895!  !0.  0035201'  '0.00302-  '
'WORTH  !0.0029271  !  0.0026249  '  0.0023540!  0.0021110!  !0.0018931
iON  !0.0045997!  !0.0044387!  !0.0042834  !0.0041335!  !0.003988*4
HAY  0.  0013799!  ! O.  0  12208!  !  . 001080  0('8  ! O.  0009555!  !  0.  0)-:45  '
=FNr'EN  !0.0160363!  ! 0.0154030!  !0.0147947!  !0.0142104'  !  !0..0136492'
BURG  ! 0.  0008572!  !  .000(7709!  ! 0.0006933:!  ! 0.  (10006234  ' 0.  ('0056( '6
PSFIELD  0.  002:326!  !0.0021052  !0.0018759  ! 0.00  '16715  ! 0.  00148:34
VEY  '0.  0528753  !0.  0540481!  !0.0552468 '  0.0564722  !0.  0577247
0.  0528757  0.  0537425  0.0545308  0.  0552475  O.05::
ESTON  !0.0039934!  ! 0.  0038073!  !0.0036299  ! 0.0034608O  ! 0.  0032"96  '
COUINTIES  !0.2190293!  !0.2070562!  !0.1960977!  !0.1860380  !0.  176777A'
ING  COUlNTIES  !0.7809707'  '0.7929438!  0.  80:4023'  0.8139620  ' 0.8232224'
i  COUINT IES  0.7809654'  0.7974516  !0.8144577  '0.8320053  !0.8501187'
rl.  IITFr'  TOTAI  0.  99;9997  0.  9999998'  0.  9999996'  '0.9999996  ' I.  0000
-OAPPENDIX TABLE 43.  PROJECTED CITY SHARE  OF  REGIONAL EMPLOYMENT FOR NORTH DAKOTA CITIES BY  REGION AND
COUNTY  (REGION 7)  (CONTINUED)
PROJECTED  S!;HARE  ( 1970:5-HARE*T**YEAR:)  ( INC  ADJ  197o'S=,HARE*T**YEAIRS-  (  -.  .
COUINTY  CIT  !ITV!  1980  !AD.J  1980  !  1985  !  ADJ  1985  !  1990  ! ADJ  1990  !  1995  !ADJ  1995  !  2000
BURLE IGH  ! B ISMARCK  !0.5366008'  ! 0. 565160'3!  !0.5952390!  !0.6269201!  !0.66028











tUX  !FORT  YATES
'SELFRIDGE
!SOLEN
SUM  OF  DECLINING  COUNTIFS
ONE  MINIIS  DECLIN ING  COUINTIES



































































































































































































































































!0.00:34770  '  0. 000116  '  0. 0026085  !'  0. 0022593 !  . 001 :5C69
!0.  0078::37  ' 0.  0071222  ' 0.  :_006-4342' !  0.  0058127!  *0.005  512
0. 0013763  !0.  0012104!  !0.0010645 '  0.  0009361 !  . 000) 2
0.0 )093928!  !0.0079471'  !0.0067239  !0.0056890!  0.0048134'
0. 0032959!  . 0.0028559  !0.  00247461  !0.0021442!  ).  C0.(01  79
'0.  O  16540 !  !0.0014433!  !0.0012595!  0.0010990!  0.  OnO''
0.25 71071.  !0.2338916!  !0.2131457'  '0.1945716!  '0.1779124'
!0. 742:8929  !0.  7661084!  0.  7868543!  0.8054284  0. 82-203:.76  '
!0.7428790  ! 0.7782876!  0 .8154969  ' 0.8546069!  '0.  8957163'
C0.9999992!  !0.9999993!  ! 0.9999996!  !0.9999994!  '0.9  '*










3, I I 4APPENDIX TABLE 43.  PROJECTED CITY SHARE OF  REGIONAL EMPLOYMENT FOR NORTH  DAKOTA CITIES  BY REGION AND
COUNTY  (REGION 8)  (CONTINUED)
'PROJECTED  SHARE  (19770SHAHErT**YEARS)  (INC  ADJ  1970SHARE*T**YEAR;S,(  l-b.UC/SI C)
COUNTY  CITY  1980  !ADJ  1980  !  1985  ADJ  1985  !  1990  !ADJ  1990  !  1995  !ADJ  1995  200
-----------------  -------------------------  -- --  -.----------------  -----  ------------------------------
ADAMS  ! HAYNFS  0. 001993:3  !  ! 0.0016114  ;  0  001:3026 !  ! 0.  C0105:31!  ' 0.  C0-
'HETTINGER  !0.0597291!  !'0.0565421  !0.  05:35251  !0.0  5066  !0.047
!REEDER  !0.0122001!  !0.0118960!  !0.0115995!  !0.0113103!  0.0  11
BILLINGS  !MEDORA  !0.0031274!  !0.0027045!  !0.0023387!  ! 0.0020225!  !0.1
BOWMAN  ! BOWMAN  !0.0711387!  ! 0.0707445!  ! 0. 0703524  !0. 0699626!  0.
'RHAME  !0.0076638!  !  0.0070537!  ! 0.0064921!  '0.0059753!  '0.005
'SCRANTON  !0.0142965!  !0.0141136!  !0.0139330!  0.  0137548  !0.013
DUNN  !DODGrE  !0.  0068733!  '0.0063387!  ! 0.0058457!  '0.0053911!  !0.004
.DUNN  CENTER  !0.0058080!  !0.0050074!  !0.0043173!  !0.0037222'  !0.003
'HALL  IDAY  !0.0122001!  !0.0106010!  ! 0.0092115!  '0.0080041  0.006
KILLDEER  !0.0271840!  !0.0260644!  0.0249909!  ! 0.0239616!  !0.022
GOLDEN  VALLEY  !BEACH  !0.0473833!  ! 0.0449472!  !0.0422309!  !0.0396787!  0.037
'GOLVA  !0.0034710!  ! 0.0029327!  !0.0024778!  !0.0020935!  c0.001
!SENTINAL  BUTTE  !0.0029555!  ! 0.0024062!  0.0019590!  0.0015949!  !0.001
HETTINGER  !MOTT  !0.0437487!  !0.0401760!  !0.0368950!  !0.0338820!  !0.031
'NEW  ENGLAND  '0.0283868!  '  0.0251544!  !0.0222900'  0.0197518!  0.07
!REGENT  !0.0101725!  !0.0090396!  !0.0080328!  !0.0071382!  '0.006
SL.OPE  !AM  I DON  ! 0.0014090!  !0.0011198!  !0.0008900!  !0.0007073!  0.000'
!MARMATH  0. 0067702!  !0.0057066!  !0.0048101!  !0.0040544!  !0.003
STARK  BELFIELD  !0.0435769  '0.0432918!  !0.0430086!'  0.0427273!  !0.042





















SUM  OF  DECLINING  COUNTIES
ONE  MINUS  DECLINING  COUNTIES























































!  *1.0  (:))
I
!(APPENDIX TABLE 44.  COMPARISON OF  REPORTED AND ESTIMATED PERSONAL INCOME,  NORTH DAKOTA
Region 1  Region 2  Region 3  Region  4
Percent  Percent  Percent  Percent
























































































































































































eAPPENDIX TABLE  44.  COMPARISON OF REPORTED AND ESTIMATED PERSONAL INCOME,  NORTH DAKOTA (CONTINUED)
Region  5  Region  6  Region  7  Region 8  State  Total
Percent  Percent  Percent  Percent  Percent
Year  Reporteda  Estiatedb  Difference  Reporteda  Estimatedb  Difference  Reporteda  Estimatedb  Difference  Reporteda  Estimatedb  Difference  Reported  Estimated  Difference















































































































aSOURCE:  U.S.  Department  of  Commerce,  Bureau  of  Economic  Analysis,  "Regional  Economic  Information
bSOURCE:  NEDAM  Model  historical  simulations.
cAnnual  percentage  difference  averaged  with  signs  taken  into account.
dAnnual  percentage  difference  averaged  without  respect  to  signs.






































































































- - ---  --- 183  -
APPENDIX  TABLE 45.  COMPARISON OF REPORTED AND ESTIMATED POPULATION,  NORTH
DAKOTA COUNTIES, 1980
Region/County
Region  1:  Divide
McKenzie
Williams
Region 1  Total







Region  2 Total






Region  3 Total




Region 4  Total






Region  5 Total









Region  6 Total










Region  7 Total








Region 8  Total
STATE  TOTALS
Reported  Estimated  Percent



















































































































































































































































aSOURCE:  U.S.  Department  of  Commerce,  Bureau  of  the  Census,  Technical
Documentation  Census  of  Population  and  Housing,  1980:  Summa  Tape  File 1.
U.S.  Government  Printing  Office,  WasiTngton,  D.  c.7T981.
bSOURCE:  NEDAM  Model  historical  simulations.
- - --  --- 184  -
APPENDIX TABLE  46.  COMPARISON OF REPORTED AND ESTIMATED  POPULATION, NORTH
DAKOTA COUNTIES, 1970
Reported  Estimated  Percent
Region/County  Populationa  Populationb  Difference  Difference
Region  1:  Divide  4,564  4,173  - 391  - 9
McKenzie  6,127  6,009  - 118  - 2
Williams  19,301  19,948  647  3
Region  1 Total  29, 992  30,130  13'
Region  2:  McHenry  8,977  6,962  - 2,015  - 22
Mountrail  8,437  8,906  469  6
Bo.ttineau  9,496  9,573  77  1
Burke  4,739  4,576  - 163  - 3
Pierce  6,323  5,826  - 497  - 8
Renville  3,828  3,332  - 496  - 13
Ward  58,560  61,129  2,569  4
Region  2 Total  1T00360  100304  - 56  0
Region  3:  Benson  8,245  7,032  - 1,213  - 15
Cavalier  8,213  7,032  - 1,181  - 14
Eddy  4,103  3,671  - 432  - 11
Ramsey  12,915  12,566  - 349  - 3
Rolette  11,549  10,499  - 1,050  - 9
Towner  4,645  4,744  99  2
Region  3 Total  759,670  45544  4126  -
Region  4:  Grand  Forks  61,102  67,415  6,313  10
Nelson  5,776  4,975  - 801  - 14
Pembina  10,728  10,300  - 428  - 4
Walsh  16,251  14,852  - 1,399  - 9
Region  4  Total  3,857  7,  542  3685  4
Region  5:  Cass  73,653  70,554  - 3,099  - 4
Ransom  7,102  6,923  - 179  - 3
Richland  18,089  16,120  - 1,969  - 11
Sargent  5,937  6,146  209  4
Steel  3,749  3,273  - 476  - 13
Traill  9,571  8,847  - 724  - 8
Region  5 Total  T1111863T  - 6238  5
Region  6:  Barnes  14,669  14,688  19  0
Dickey  6,976  7,149  173  2
Foster  4,832  4,961  129  3
Griggs  4,184  3,997  - 187  - 4
LaMoure  7,117  7,062  - 55  - 1
Logan  4,245  4,220  - 25  - 1
McIntosh  5,545  5,387  - 158  - 3
Stutsman  23,550  23,580  30  0
Wells  7,847  7,609  - 238  - 3
Region  6 Total  78•565  78,653  3T2  T
Region  7:  Burleigh  40,714  40,061  - 653  - 2
Emmons  7,200  6,304  - 896  - 12
Grant  5,009  4,551  - 458  - 9
Kidder  4,362  4,111  - 251  - 6
McLean  11,251  10,747  - 504  - 4
Mercer  6,175  5,319  - 856  - 14
Morton  20,310  20,900  590  3
Oliver  2,322  2,178  - 144  - 6
Sheridan  3,232  3,054  - 178  - 6
Sioux  3,632  3,604  - 28  - 1
Region  7 Total  T104O2T  T100829  33787  3
Region  8:  Adams  3,832  3,727  - 105  - 3
Billings  1,198  1,146  - 52  - 4
Bowman  3,901  3,643  258  - 7
Dunn  4,895  4,447  - 448  - 9
Golden  Valley  2,611  2,454  - 157  - 6
Hettinger  5,075  4,802  - 273  - 5
Slope  1,484  1,303  - 181  - 12
Stark  19,613  18,049  - 1,564  - 8
Region  8  Total  42,609  39,5/1  - 3,038
STATE  TOTALS  617.76  604.43  -13325  -2.2
aSOURCE:  U.S.  Department  of  Commerce,  Bureau  of  the  Census,  General  Social
and  Economic  Characteristics,  Final  Report  PC(1)-C36,  North  iakotia,'  Census
of  Population,  1-i0.  u.' . bovernment  wr  itttag-f~Te,-?as~M  gtrn,  D.C;-,
bSOURCE:  NEDAM Model  historical  simulations.- 185  -
APPENDIX TABLE 47.  COMPARISON OF  REPORTED AND  ESTIMATED POPULATION, NORTH
'DAKOTA  MUNICIPALITIES WITH POPULATIONS GREATER THAN 2,000, 1980
Reported  Estimated  Percent
Municipality  Population  Population  Difference  Difference
Watford City  2,114  2,985  871  41
Williston  13,354  14,785  1,431  11
Bottineau  2,828  2,436  - 392  -14
Rugby  3,343  3,172  - 171  - 5
Minot  32,886  34,956  2,070  6
Langdon  2,335  2,841  506  22
Devils Lake  7,441  6,475  - 966  -13
Grand Forks  43,760  43,726  - 34  0
Grafton  5,302  6,180  878  17
Fargo  61,281  68,847  7,566  12
West Fargo  9,969  9,135  - 834  - 8
Lisbon  2,286  2,901  615  27
Wahpeton  9,065  10,594  1,529  17
Mayville  2,252  2,629  377  17
Valley  City  7,771  8,126  355  5
Oakes  2,110  2,103  - 7  0
Carrington  2,636  2,723  87  3
Jamestown  16,281  17,587  1,306  8
Harvey  2,529  2,626  97  4
Bismarck  44,447  46,158  1,711  4
Beulah  2,878  3,223  345  12
Hazen  2,376  2,711  335  14
Mandan  15,378  17,124  1,746  11
Bowman  2,070  1,670  - 400  -19
Dickinson  15,893  16,444  551  3
TOTAL  312,S8S  332,1S7  19,S72  +  6.3
TOTAL 3129585  3329157 199572  +  6,o3- 186  -
APPENDIX TABLE 48.  COMPARISON OF




Reported  Estimated  Percent
Region  Enrollmenta  Enrollmentb  Difference  Difference
1  6,061  7,460  +  1,399  +23.1
2  19,746  22,334  +  2,588  +13.1
3  11,271  11,742  +  471  +  4.2
4  18,122  20,422  +  2,300  +12.7
5  24,598  26,074  +  1,476  +  6.0
6  14,385  17,160  +  2,775  +19.3
7  25,942  28,266  +  2,324  +  9.0
8  9,532  10,399  +  867  +  9.1
STATE TOTAL  129,657  143,857  +14,200  +10.9
aSOURCE:  Department  of  Public  Instruction,
Directory,  1980,  Bismarck,  North  Dakota,
North Dakota Educational
198'0.
bSOURCE:  NEDAM Model  historical  simulations.- 187  -
APPENDIX TABLE 49.  COMPARISON  OF REPORTED AND ESTIMATED
ENROLLMENTS,  NORTH DAKOTA STATE PLANNING REGIONS, 1970
TOTAL SCHOOL
Reported  Estimated  Percent
Region  Enrollmenta  Enrollmentb  Difference  Difference
1  8,383  8,567  184  + 2.2
2  26,024  26,670  646  + 2.5
3  13,763  12,779  - 984  - 7.1
4  21,922  24,290  2,368  +10.8
5  28,846  27,282  -1,564  - 5.4
6  21,277  20,093  -1,184  - 5.6
7  28,715  27,336  -1,379  - 4.8
8  12,515  11,226  -1,289  -10.3
STATE TOTAL  161,445  158,243  -3,202  - 2.0
aSOURCE:  Department  of  Public  Instruction,
Directory,  1970,  Bismarck,  North  Dakota,
North Dakota Educational
1T7.7
bSOURCE:  NEDAM Model  historical  simulations.REGIONS, COUNTIES, AND CITIES  INCLUDED IN  NEDAM MODEL
County  City
Population  Population





5,566  4,564  3,494
7,296  6,127  7,132
22,051  19,301  22,237



















































































































APPENDIX,  TABLE  50.APPENDIX TABLE  50.  REGIONS, COUNTIES, AND CITIES INCLUDED  IN  NEDAM MODEL (CONTINUED)
County  City
Population  Population
Region  Number,  Name  1960  1970  1980  Number  Name  1960  1970  1980




10,077  8,437  7,679
11,315  9,496  9,239
5,886  4,739  3,822










































































































































1.REGIONS, COUNTIES, AND CITIES  INCLUDED  IN  NEDAM MODEL (CONTINUED)
County  ...  .City
Population  Population
Region  Number  Name  1960  1970  1980  Number  Name  1960  1970  1980
2 9  Renville
10  Ward
3  11  Benson
12  Cavalier
4,698  3,828  3,608
47,072  58,560  58,392
9,435  8,245  7,944






































































































































APPENDIX  TABLE  50,APPENDIX TABLE 50.  REGIONS, COUNTIES, AND CITIES  INCLUDED  IN  NEDAM MODEL  (CONTINUED)
County  City
Population  Population
Region  Number  Name  1960  1970  1980  Number  Name  1960  1970  1980




4,936  4,103  3,554
13,443  12,915  13,048













































































1-4• 2,177  1,969  1,791








































- CONTINUED -REGIONS, COUNTIES, AND CITIES  INCLUDED  IN  NEDAM MODEL  (CONTINUED)
County  City
Popul ation  Population
Region  Number  Name  1960  1970  1980  Number  Name  1960  1970  1980
3  16  Towner
4  17  Grand Forks
18  Nelson
19  Pembina
5,624  4,645 4,052
48,677  61,102  66,100
7,034  5,807  5,233











































































































































APPENDIX  TABLE  50,REGIONS, COUNTIES, AND CITIES  INCLUDED  IN  NEDAM MODEL  (CONTINUED)
County  City
Population  Population
Region  Number  Name  1960  1970  1980  Number  Name  1960  1970  1980
4  19  Pembina  (cont.)
129  Pembina  625  741  673
130  St.  Thomas  660  508  528
131  Walhalla  1,432  1,471  1,429
20  Walsh  17,997  16,251  15,371
132  Adams  360  284  303
133  Ardoch  106  70  78
134  Conway  67  57  33
135  Edinburg  330  315  300
136  Fairdale  126  102  97
137  Fordville  367  361  326
138  Forest  River  191  169  152
139  Grafton  5,885  5,946  5,293
140  Hoople  334  330  350
141  Lankin  303  221  175
142  Minto  642  636  592
143  Park  River  1,813  1,680  1,844
144  Pisek  176  154  156
5  21  Cass  66,947  73,653  88,247
145  Alice  124  83  62
146  Amenia  117  80  93
147  Argusville  118  118  147
148  Arthur  325  412  445
149  Buffalo,  ND  234  241  226
150  Casselton  1,394  1,485  1,661
151  Davenport  143  147  195
152  Fargo  46,662  53,365  61,308
153  Gardner  107  96  94
154  Grandin  147  187  210





APPENDIX  TABLE  50.APPENDIX TABLE 50.  REGIONS, COUNTIES, AND CITIES  INCLUDED IN  NEDAM MODEL  (CONTINUED)
County  City
Population  Population
Region  Number  Name  1960  1970  1980  Number  Name  1960  1970  1980




*Formerly  South  West  Fargo.
8,078  7,102 6,698
18,824  18,089  19,207













































































































































250APPENDIX TABLE  50.  REGIONS, COUNTIES, AND CITIES  INCLUDED IN  NEDAM MODEL (CONTINUED)
County  City
Population  Population
Region  Number  Name  1960  1970  1980  Number  Name  1960  1970  1980
5  25  Steele
26  Traill
6  27  Barnes
28  Dickey
4,719  3,749  3,106
10,583  9,571  9,624
16,719  14,669  13,960













































































































































Region  Number  Name  1960  1970  1980  Number  Name  1960  1970  1980
6  29  Foster
30  Griggs




5,361  4,832  4,611
5,023  4,184  3,714
8,705  7,117  6,473
5,369  4,245  3,493
6,702  5,545  4,800

























































































































16,280APPENDIX TABLE 50.  REGIONS, COUNTIES, AND CITIES  INCLUDED IN  NEDAM MODEL  (CONTINUED)
County  City
Population  Population
Region  Number  Name  1960  1970  198  Number  Name  1960  1970  1980
6  34  Stutsman  (cont.)
35  Wel ls
7  36  Burleigh
37  Emmons
38  Grant
9,237  7,847  6,979
34,016  40,714  54,811
8,462  7,200  5,877































































































































IAPPENDIX TABLE 50.  REGIONS, COUNTIES, AND CITIES  INCLUDED  IN  NEDAM MODEL  (CONTINUED)
County  City
Population  Population
Region  Number  Name  1960  1970  1980  Number  Name  1960  1970  1980
7 39  Kidder 5,386  4,362  3,833
14,030  11,251  12,383
6,805  6,175  9,404
20,992  20,310  25,177
283  Almont
284  Flasher





























































































































1,125REGIONS, COUNTIES, AND CITIES  INCLUDED IN  NEDAM MODEL (CONTINUED)
County  City
Population  Population
Region  Number  Name  1960  1970  1980  Number  Name  1960  1970  1980








50  Golden  Valley
2,610  2,322  2,495
4,350  3,232  2,819
3,662  3,632  3,620
4,449  3,832  3,584
1,513  1,198  1,138
4,154  3,901  4,229
6,350  4,895  4,627
3,100 2,611  2,391
286  Hebron
287  Mandan




































































































APPENDIX  TABLE  50.APPENDIX TABLE 50.  REGIONS, COUNTIES, AND  CITIES INCLUDED  INNEDAM MODEL  (CONTINUED)
County  City
Population  Population
Region  Number  Name  1960  1970  1980  Number  Name  1960  1970  1980









6,317  5,075  4,275
1,893  1,484  1,157
18,451  19,613  23,697
8,343  6,853  6,672
14,262  13,060  13,027
36,182  34,435  34,844
11,253  10,008  9,379
310  Mott
























320  Hallock,  MN









326  E.  Grand  Forks,
327  Crookston, MN
328  Halstad,  MN





















1,527  1,477  1,405














6,998  7,607  8,537











!APPENDIX TABLE 50.  REGIONS, COUNTIES, AND CITIES INCLUDED  IN  NEDAM MODEL  (CONTINUED)
County  City
Population  Population
Region  Number  Name  1960  1970  1980  Number  Name  1960  1970  1980

























11,731  10,365  10,467










































































































IAPPENDIX TABLE 50.  REGIONS, COUNTIES, AND CITIES INCLUDED  IN  NEDAM MODEL  (CONTINUED)
County  City
Population  Population
Region  Number  Name  1960  1970  1980  Number  Name  1960  1970  1980
0  54  Perkins  (SD)  5,977  4,769  4,700
349  Lemmon,  SD  2,412  1,997  1,871
Carson  5,798  4,994  5,196
350  McIntosh,  SD  568  563  418
351  McLaughlin,  SD  983  863  754
Campbell  3,531  2,866  2,243
352  Herreid,  SD  767  672  570
Brown  34,106  36,920  36,962
353  Hecla,  SD  444  407  435
Marshall  6,663  5,965  5,404
354  Britton,  SD  1,442  1,465  1,590
Roberts  13,190  11,678  10,911
355  Sisseton,  SD  3,218  3,094  2,789
Harding  2,371  1,855  1,700
356  Buffalo,  SD  652  393  453
aCensus  population counts  were  not  available  for these communities.
SOURCE:  Population  data were  taken from  U.S. Dept.  of  Commerce,  Bureau of  the Census.  Census  of  Population
and  Housing:  North Dakota,  (1960, 1970,  1980).  U.S. Dept. of  Commerce, Bureau of  the  Census, Washington,
D•-7C.,  1'973  and Tf9.-
IC) rlj- 203 -
APPENDIX TABLE 51.  EMPLOYMENT BY  SECTOR, 1960, 1970, AND 1979  (HISTORICAL)
AND 1985,  1990, 1995,  AND 2000 (PROJECTED),  STATE REGION 1
Year
Sector  1960  1970  1979  1985  '1990  1995  2000
(1&2) Ag.


















































































15,830  19,106  19,825  20,074  19,957
SOURCE:  Table 5  and NEDAM projections.
-- 204  -
APPENDIX  TABLE 52.  EMPLOYMENT BY SECTOR, 1960, 1970, AND 1979  (HISTORICAL)
AND  1985,  1990, 1995, AND  2000 (PROJECTED),  STATE REGION 2
Year
Sector  1960  1970  1979  1985-  1990  1995  2000
(1&2)  Ag.  12,832  7,789  7,588  7,143  6,768  6,477  6,246
(3)  Coal  Mining  114  83  74  104  108  105  98
(4)  Contract
Const.  2,545  2,017  2,108  2,170  2,095  2,019  1,946
(5) Elec. Gen.  O  0  0  0  0  0  0
(6)  Pet  Exp./
Ext.  228  151  489  394  388  363  328
(7)  Ag.  Proc.  &
Misc.  Mfg.  2,075  2,586  3,608  3,570  3,737  3,878  3,999
(8)  Retail  5,463  5,870  7,786  9,037  8,313  8,534  8,714
(9) Pet.
Refining  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
(10)  Bus.  & Pers.
Service  2,027  2,483  3,380  3,447  3,583  3,694  3,786
(11)  Other  5,296  4,876  7,318  7,549  7,699  7,801  7,868
(13)  Govt.  5,296  10,245  11,849  13,552  15,060  16,527  17,959
Total  35,876  36,100  44,200  45,967  47,750  49,400  50,944
SOURCE:  Appendix  Table  8  and  NEDAM  projections.- 205  -
APPENDIX TABLE 53.  EMPLOYMENT BY SECTOR, 1960, 1970, AND 1979  (HISTORICAL)
AND 1985,  1990, 1995, AND 2000  (PROJECTED), STATE REGION 3
Year
Sector  1960  1--  970  1979  1985  190990  95  2000
(1&2) Ag.


































































0  0  0  0
1,768  1,957  2,145  2,334
3,323  3,484  3,625  3,749
0  0  0  0
1,711  1,958  2,209  2,466
3,186  3,518  3,838  4,146
3,426  3,686  3,924  4,144
19,698  20,650  21,640  22,645
SOURCE:  Appendix Table 9 and NEDAM projections.
- ---- ~- 206  -
APPENDIX  TABLE 54.  EMPLOYMENT BY SECTOR, 1960, 1970, AND 1979  (HISTORICAL)
AND  1985, 1990,  1995, AND 2000  (PROJECTED), STATE REGION 4
Year
Sector  1960  1970  1979  1985  1990  1995  2000
(1&2)  Ag.  10,354  5,838  5,912  5,647  5,376  5,172  5,014
(3)  Coal  Mining  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
(4)  Contract
Const.  2,031  1,536  3,000  2,571  2,363  2,212  2,098
(5)  Elec.  Gen.  O  0  25  0  0  0  0
(6)  Pet  Exp./
Ext.  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
(7)  Ag.  Proc.  &
Misc.  Mfg.  2,337  3,286  4,124  4,386  4,611  4,800  4,961
(8)  Retail  5,835  7,066  9,784  9,910  10,342  10,722  11,060
(9) Pet.
Refining  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
(10)  Bus.  & Pers.
Service  1,907  2,291  4,252  5,060  5,638  6,204  6,761
(11)  Other  5,138  5,959  7,901  7,711  7,879  8,022  8,146
(13)  Govt.  6,031  11,312  13,128  14,704  16,162  17,59  18,989
Total  33,633  37,288  48,126  49,988  52,370  54,724  57,029
SOURCE:  Appendix Table 10 and NEDAM projections.- 207  -
APPENDIX TABLE 55.  EMPLOYMENT  BY  SECTOR, 1960, 1970, AND  1979  (HISTORICAL)
AND  1985,  1990, 1995, AND 2000  (PROJECTED), STATE REGION 5
Year
Sector  1960  1970  1979  1985  1990  1995  2000
(1&2) Ag.  15,209  7,419  7,130  6,778  6,428  6,171  5,973
(3) Coal  Mining  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
(4) Contract
Const.  3,924  4,137  6,897  7,565  8,255  8,958  9,673
(5) Elec. Gen.  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
(6) Pet Exp./
Ext.  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
(7) Ag. Proc. &
Misc.  Mfg.  6,072  6,676  12,796  13,782  14,826  15,751  16,575
(8) Retail  9,593  8,953  13,936  15,507  16,738  17,919  19,054
(9) Pet.
Refining  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
(10) Bus. &  Pers.
Service  4,102  4,797  7,546  7,795  8,358  8,881  9,366
(11) Other  10,197  10,850  16,160  16,785  18,041  19,258  20,439
(13)  Govt.  6,674  7,581  10,265  10,769  11,382  11,95  12,495
Total  55,771  50,413  74,730  78,980  84,028  88,893  93,575
SOURCE:  Appendix Table 11  and NEDAM projections.- 208  -
APPENDIX  TABLE 56.  EMPLOYMENT BY SECTOR, 1960,  1970, AND 1979  (HISTORICAL)
AND  1985, 1990,  1995, AND  2000  (PROJECTED), STATE REGION 6
Year
Sector  1960  1970  1979  1985  1990  1995  2000
(1&2)  Ag.  15,801  8,858  9,002  8,539  8,093  7,756  7,491
(3)  Coal  Mining  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
(4)  Contract
Const.  1,282  1,011  1,775  1,795  1,883  1,965  2,040
(5)  Elec.  Gen.  O  0  0  0  0  0  0
(6)  Pet  Exp./
Ext.  O  0  0  0  0  0  0
(7)  Ag.  Proc.  &
Misc.  Mfg.  1,597  1,742  3,711  4,097  4,580  5,063  5,546
(8)  Retail  4,587  5,065  5,613  5,783  5,894  6,013  6,115
(9)  Pet.
Refining  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
(10)  Bus.  & Pers.
Service  1,626  2,072  2,799  2,874  3,022  3,151  3,265
(11)  Other  3,527  4,115  5,861  5,899  6,295  6,659  6,994
(13)  Govt.  3,455  4,115  4,997  5,293  5,605  5,887  6,144
Total  31,875  26,978  33,758  34,250  35,373  36,494  37,595
SOURCE:  Appendix Table 12 and NEDAM projections.- 209  -
APPENDIX TABLE 57.  EMPLOYMENT BY  SECTOR, 1960,  1970, AND 1979  (HISTORICAL)
AND 1985,  1990,  1995, AND 2000 (PROJECTED),  STATE REGION 7
Year
Sector  1960  1970  1979  1985  -1990  1995  2000
(1&2) Ag.






















































































aProjected  total  employment  in  region  7  includes  energy  project-related
employment  which  is  not  included  in  sector  subtotals.
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APPENDIX  TABLE 58.  EMPLOYMENT BY SECTOR, 1960,  1970, AND 1979  (HISTORICAL)
AND  1985, 1990,  1995, AND 2000 (PROJECTED),  STATE REGION 8
Year
Sector  1960  1970  1979  -- 1985  1-990  1995  -2000
(1&2) Ag.













































19,264 22,395  22,816  23,024  23,067
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Appendix B
Standard Output ReportsNORTH  DAKOTA
KCONHOMC  +  DEMOGRAPHIC
SZMULATZON  MODEL
ai  x  ii  1*  3  %  3  a 3  3  a33  3a  a  3t
K-MODL RUN NUMwBR I  346
7/16/1982  18:02
E-MODEL  RUN  FROM 1981 UNTIL 2005
INCLUDED  IN THIS  RUN?  36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43  44  45
INCLUDED IN THIS RUN  :  5 6 7  1  9 12
PROJECT  DESCRIPTION
NAME
H5 COAL MINE AND POWER PLANT
N6 COAL MINE AND POWER PLANT
N7 COAL MINE AND POWER PLANT
N8 COAL MINE AND POWER PLANT
N9 COAL GASIFICATION PLANT
N12 COAL MINE AND POWER PLANT
STARTZNG  PROJECT  SKCONDRY
DATE  TOWN  TOWNS
4-------------4
1981  274  275  273
1981  277  279  282
1981  277  279  282
1981  277  279  282
1985  277  279  282




5  7  14
5  12  12
6  13  13
6  13  13
6  13  13
6  17  30
GRAVITY POWERS  C  CONSTRUCTION  OPERATING(E) OPERATING(NE)
2.0000  3.0000  3.0000
COMMUNITY ATTRACTION INDICES I
64  HINOT  2
269 COLEHARBOR  2
274 UNDERWOOD  0.7
276 WILTON  0,3
277 BEULAH  0.4
279 HAZEN  1,2
282 zAP  0.8
304 DUNN CENTER  0.5
305 HALLIDAY  0.6





















roDMODEL RUN NUMBER  3  346-1  RUN  DATE  *  7/16/1982 18106
D-MODEL  WAS RUN  UNTILt  2005
COUNTIES  INCLUDED zN THIS  RUNI  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45
BIRTHRATE  2.10  UIALLOCATED  LABOR  POOL I  MAXN  ,07  MIN *  .01
FAMILY SIZE:  CONSTRUCTION  OPERATING(E)  OPERATING(NE)  INDIRECT  BASELINE
2.29100  3.53  353500  353500  3,00000  3.00000
WORK FORCE PARTICIPATION RATE WEIGHTS  I
1)
NUMBER  COUNTY  MALE  FEMALE
36  BURLEIGH  1.05000  1.07000
37  EMMONS  1.03000  1.05000
38  GRANT  1.02000  1.04000
39  KIDDER  1.11000  1.15000
40  MCLEAN  1.03000  1.05000
1  41  MERCER  .89000  .86000
S  42  MORTON  1,06000  1.09000
43  OLIVER  .96000  ,92000
44  SHERIDAN  1.03000  1,05000
45  SIoux  1.18000  1.21000
PERCENT OF CITY WORKERS WHO CAN WORK  ON FARMSt  0,2
PERCENT OF  RURAL WORKERS WHO  CAN WORK  IN  CZTIEfI  0,2REOIONAL  ECONOMZC  ACTIVZTY  REPORT
--PROJECT RELATED-4.----•ASE LINE------  ---------
-TOTAL BUSI
BUSINESS  PERSONAL  BUSINESS  PERSONAL  AMT
ACTIVITY  INCOME  ACTIVITY  INCOME
($00  000)  ((000)  ($000  )  ()000)  ($0
112353  81349  1584118  923001  1696471
129248  95256  1626389  949167  1755637
144280  116622  1668660  975332  1812940
124139  92792  1710931  1001498  1835070
99651  64204  1753205  1027663  1852856
133992  84084  1795475  1053829  1929467
214611  146307  1837747  1079994  2052358
229678  167406  1880017  1106160  2109695
196819  140831  1922291  1132325  2119110
171025  132216  1964562  1158491  2135587
135543  112446  2006834  1184656  2142377
128908  105887  2049105  1216822  2178013
129689  106802  2091376  1236987  2221065
124111  100255  2133650  1263153  2257761
124111  100255  2175922  1289318  2300033
124111  100255  2218192  1315483  2342303
124111  100255  2260464  1341649  2384575
124111  100255  2302736  1367814  2426847
124111  100255  2345009  1393980  2469120
124111  100255  2387278  1420145  2511389
124111  100255  2429550  1446311  2553661
124111  100255  2471822  1472476  2595933
124111  100255  2514094  1498642  2638205
124111  100255  2556363  1524807  2680474
124111  100255  2598635  1550973  2722746
.*---...---------w......  ..---.  ----  - TOTAL-  I---4
NESS  ACTIVITY44-----PERSONAL  INCOME-.---4--.-----PER  CAPITA-----.4
CHNG  PCT  ANT
CHNG
($000)  ($000)
0  0  1004350
59166  3  1044423
57303  3  1091954
22130  1  1094290
17786  1  1091867
76611  4  1137913
122891  6  1226301
57337  3  1273566
9415  0  1273156
16477  1  1290707
6790  0  1297102
35636  2  1316709
43052  2  1343789
36696  2  1363408
42272  2  1389573
42270  2  1415738
42272  2  1441904
42272  2  1468069
42273  2  1494235
42269  2  1520400
42272  2  1546566
42272  2  1572731
42272  2  1598897
42269  2  1625062
















































































































(FOR SELECTED  COUNTZES  OR  REGKONS)
YEAR  -----  -POPULATZON-------
TOTAL POPULATXON  4
PERCENT
POPULATION  CHANGE  CHANGE
1980  124782
1981  127366  2584  2
1982  129574  2208  2
1983  133241  3667  3
1984  133147  -94  0
1985  132293  "854  "i
1986  133587  1294  1
1987  136229  2642  2
1988  139690  3461  3
1989  141590  1900  1
1990  142890  1300  1
1991  143699  808  1
1992  145950  2251  2
1993  148095  2146  1
1994  150034  1938  1
1995  151708  1675  1
1996  153787  2079  1
1997  155167  1380  1
1998  156257  1090  1
1999  157479  1222  1
2000  157779  300  0
2001  159315  1535  1
2002  160713  1398  1
2003  162058  1346  1
2004  163312  1254  1
2005  163612  300  0



























DJECT------.---.-----------  ------- BASELINE-----  SUMMARY
ENERG  NON-ENERG  3NON-AG  AG


























































































































































--------  - r-rCOUNTY SUMMARY
ZON  ---------- I~~~4-  EMPLOYI4ENT  -~~
LATZON
PERCENT
POPULATION  CHANGE  CHANGE  CONSTR
1980  9404
1981  9738  334  4  776
1982  10232  494  5  1007
1983  12348  2116  21  1496
1984  11689  -659  -5  745
1985  i0313  -1377  "12  173
1986  10383  70  1  316
1987  11060  677  7  716
1988  12091  1031  9  1012
1989  12137  46  0  763
1990  11604  -533  -4  385
1995  11169  -435  -4  0
2000  11121  -48  0  0
2005  11095  -25  0  0
4--------PROUECT  ---.-----.-------  - BASELZINE- .--- 4 SUMMARY
ENERG  NON-ENERG  NON-AG  AG
















































































































TOTAL  POPULATION ---------------- PR
PERCENT
POPULATION  CHANGE  CHANGE  CONSTR
2878
I  3122  244  8  458
a  3411  288  9  614
3  5285  1875  55  981
4  4661  -624  -12  516
5  3656  -1005  -22  126
3707  52  1  222
7  4298  590  16  475
3  5202  904  21  673
9  5063  -138  -3  521
0  4458  -605  -12  250
5  4020  -438  -10  0
)  3972  -48  -1  . 0
5  3853  "118  "3  0
OJECT---.------------------  ----- BASELZNE  --- 4  SUMMARY
ENERG  ION-ENERG  NON-AG  AG


































































































T-  . ..  . ....  . .....DETAILED  POPULATION  BY  AOGE  Y  KEX  REPORT
PROJECTED POPULATIONS FOR THE YEAR  1990
COUNTY  SEX  0-4  5-9  10-14  15-19  20-24  25-29  30-34  35-39  40-44  45-49  50-54  55-59  60-64  65-69  70+  TOTAL
DURLEIGH  M  2379  2940  3155  2331  2356  2750  2967  2983  2426  1539  1501  1184  1144  885  1624  32166
F  2379  2940  2925  2278  2278  2914  3531  2951  2300  1543  1520  1239  1222  1126  2288  33436
MERCER  M  473  582  625  436  448  437  542  540  404  290  277  209  197  183  355  5998
F  473  582  574  429  401  410  459  453  385  227  219  195  188  185  424  5606
OLIVER  M  147  161  174  137  156  157  147  127  122  74  68  67  62  56  86  1742
F  147  161  164  122  114  139  118  117  95  70  66  58  56  53  92  1573
PROJECTED POPULATZIOS FOR THE YEAR  1995
COUNTY  SEX  0-4  5-9  10-14  15-19  .20-24  25-29  30-34  35-39  40-44  45-49  50-54  55-59  60-64  65-69  70+  TOTAL
DURLEsGH  M  2352  3260  3169  3362  2495  2542  3008  3147  3044  2465  1546  1472  1137  1080  1877  35956
F  2352  3261  3172  3137  2446  2470  3180  3721  3023  2355  1571  1520  1228  1241  2618  37294
MERCER  M  426  522  512  562  382  392  380  472  478  363  257  247  186  177  379  5734
P  426  522  513  513  379  357  365  405  404  351  205  199  180  176  441  5435
OLIVER  M  120  151  135  153  113  132  128  112  108  109  61  58  60  56  101  1598
F  120  151  135  144  102  98  120  94  103  87  62  60  54  52  108  1490
PROJECTED POPULATIONS FOR THE YEAR 2000
COUNTY  SEX  0-4  5-9  10-14  15-19  20-24  25-29  30-34  35-39  40-44  45-49  50-54  55-59  60-64  65-69  70+  TOTAL
SURLEZOH  M  2289  3068  3364  3262  3431  2566  2659  3103  3161  3038  2432  1507  1405  1066  2206  38556
F  2289  3068  3366  3270  3213  2523  2591  3279  3739  3034  2351  1559  1497  1239  2947  39968
MERCER  M  432  498  485  475  521  353  363  352  437  440  331  233  220  165  378  5685
P  432  498  486  476  477  352  331  339  375  373  325  189  183  166  432  5436
OLIVER  M  127  149  149  134  152  t1i  132  126  110  106  106  59  55  55  111  1682
F  127  149  150  134  142  101  98  119  92  102  85  61  59  51  118  1589POPULATZON  UMMARY---MERCER
NET  EMPLOYMENT  RELATED
NATURAL  4.------------------MI  GRATIO---------  ----
TOTAL
OTHER  TOTAL POPULATION










































































































SY  SECTOR,  REGION7
1981  1985  199(
8747  8199  768:
545  520  49
5393  5862  644
333  325  31
/
157  145  13
/
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VIOLENT  PROPERTY  ALL OTHER
CRZMES  CRIMES  OFFENSES
3.12  11.00  60.18
3.32  11.70  64.06
4.04  14.25  77.98
3.68  12.95  70.88
3.07  10.83  59.26
3.02  10.62  58.15
3.25  11*44  62.61
3.62  12.75  69.79
3.66  12.88  70.50
3.49  12.32  67.40
4.07  14.35  78.54
3.64  12.84  70.27
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AGGREGATE  REVENUES
YEAR  SALES  PERSONAL.  CORPORATE  FEDERAL  HIGHWAY CIG,-TOB,
AND USE  INCOME  INCOME  COAL  TAX  LIZQ,-EER
TAX  TAX  TAX  ROYALTY  TAX
($000)  ($000)  ($000)  ($000)  ($000)  ($000)
1981  0  0  0  0  0  0
1982  2376  911  126  303  179  36
1983  2691  1066  145  303  269  54
1984  2965  1306  162  841  550  111
1985  2595  1039  139  841  423  85
1986  2176  719  112  1380  237  48
1987  2862  941  150  1380  246  50
1988  4447  1638  240  1380  358  72
1989  4738  1874  257  1380  540  109
1990  3956  1577  220  1380  520  105
1991  3703  1480  192  1380  442  89
1992  3187  1259  152  1380  306  62
1993  3066  1185  144  1380  322  65
1994  3082  1196  145  1380  298  60
1995  2965  1122  139  1918  272  55
1996  2965  1122  139  1918  270  54
1997  2965  1122  139  1918  269  54
1998  2965  1122  139  1918  269  54
1999  2965  1122  139  1918  269  54
2000  2965  1122  139  1918  270  54
2001  2965  1122  139  1918  269  54
2002  2965  1122  139  1918  270  54
2003  2965  1122  139  1918  270  55
2004  2965  1122  139  1918  271  55






























COAL  SEVERANCE SEVERANCE  TOTAL  NET
CONV,  GENERAL  IMPACT  INCOME  BALANCE
PUND  FUND  FUND
($000)  ($000)  (  ($000)  ($000)  ($000)
0  0  0  0  -1785
2425  4673  2516  13545  8263
2425  4673  2516  14157  4101
3225  7039  3790  20015  10097
3225  7039  3790  19208  11163
8575  10174  5478  28938  17994
8575  10174  5478  29895  17311
8575  10174  5478  32415  16921
8575  10174  5478  33188  17999
8575  10174  5478  32052  17819
10200  13723  7389  38656  24391
10200  13723  7389  37709  23222
10200  13723  7389  37524  23374
10200  13723  7389  37522  23704
14750  16858  9077  47206  30928
14750  16858  9077  47203  30996
14750  16858  9077  47203  31073
14750  16858  9077  47203  31151
14750  16858  9077  47203  31225
14750  16858  9077  47205  31309
14750  16858  9077  47204  31551
14750  16858  9077  47205  31938
14750  16858  9077  47207  33540
14750  16858  9077  47208  33612
14750  16858  9077  47205  33644
IAOGREGATE EXPENDITUREK
YEAR EDUCATION  PROPTAX
TRANSFERS TRANSFERS
($000)  ($000)
1981  359  0
1982  603  9
1983  1907  16
1984  1662  20
1985  1130  25
1986  1180  25
1987  1679  34
1988  2548  40
1989  2412  43
1990  2063  37
1991  1439  33
1992  1510  32
1993  1383  31
1994  1269  32
1995  1228  32
1996  1204  32
1997  1170  32
1998  1131  33
1999  1096  33
2000  1059  33
2001  1048  .33
2002  1041  33
2003  1024  34
2004  1006  34
2005  998  34
HIGHWAY CIGARETTE  CONVERS- SEVERANCE  HIGHWAY  GENERAL  HIGHWAY  TOTAL  NET
FUND  AND  ION  TAX  OPERATING  GOVT,  CON-  EPEND-  BALANCE
TOBACCO  TAX  FUNCTIONS  STRUCTION  ETURES
($000)  ($000)  ($0000)  ($000)  (000)  ($000)  ($000)  ($000)  ($000)
0  0  0  0  525  704  197  1785  -1785
19  5  849  1438  779  1044  536  5282  8263
28  8  849  1438  1592  2135  2083  10056  4101
56  16  1129  2166  1190  1596  2083  9918  10097
42  12  1129  2166  624  836  2083  8047  11163
22  6  3001  3130  638  856  2083  10941  17994
23  6  3001  3130  952  1277  2481  12583  17311
34  10  3001  3130  1464  1964  3304  15495  16921
52  15  3001  3130  1380  1851  3304  15188  17999
49  14  3001  3130  1126  1510  3304  14234  17819
40  11  3570  4222  703  943  3304  14265  24391
25  7  3570  4222  734  984  3402  14486  23222
26  7  3570  4222  644  864  3402  14149  23374
23  6  3570  4222  552  741  3402  13817  23704
20  6  5163  5187  530  711  3402  16279  30928
19  5  5163:  5187  511  685  3402  16208  30996
18  5  5163  5187  493  661  3402  16131  31073
17  5  5163  5187  476  639  3402  16053  31151
17  5  5163  5187  460  617  3402  15980  31225
16  5  5163  5187  441  591  3402  15897  31309
16  4  5163  5187  426  572  3205  15654  31551
15  4  5163  5187  409  549  2867  15268  31938
15  4  5163  5187  393  528  1319  13667  33540
14  4  5163  5187  371  498  1319  13596  33612
13  4  5163  5187  361  484  1319  13563  33644MERCER
YEAR  SHARE  FEDERAL  HIGHWAY  CON-  SEVERANCE  LAW  SOCIAL
OF LOCAL  REVENUE  FUND  VERSION  TAX  ENFORCE-  SERVICES
PROP,TAX  SHARING  TAX  MENT
($000)  ($000)  ($000)  ($000)  ($000)  ($000)  ($000)
1981  0  0  0  0  0  2  3
1982  9  0  7  112  167  4  5
1983  29  4  13  112  167  15  19
1984  61  4  53  224  459  10  13
1985  69  4  37  224  459  4  5
1986  98  4  14  973  844  4  5
1987  98  4  14  973  844  7  9
1988  105  4  26  973  844  12  16
1989  110  4  44  973  844  11  14
1990  112  4  39  973  844  7  9
1995-  122  13  10  1610  1230  2  3
2000  122  13  7  1610  1230  2  2



















YEAR  SHARE  FEDERAL  USERS  SPECIAL HIGHWAY CIGARETTE  CONV,+  STREET
OF  LOCAL  REVENUE  FEES  ASSESS-  FUND  AND  SEVERANCE  COST
PROPoTAX  SHARING  MENTS  TOBACCO  TAX
($000)  ($000)  ($000)  ($000)  ($000)  ($000)  ($000)  ($000)
1981  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  2
1982  0  0  9  68  3  1  91  4
1983  27  1  20  150  6  2  94  22
1984  45  1  97  771  29  8  280  15
1985  56  1  70  771  20  6  275  5
1986  70  1  26  771  6  2  693  5
1987  70  1  26  771  6  2  693  10
1988  77  1  50  953  13  4  736  18
1989  82  1  87  1241  24  7  793  16
1990  84  1  82  1241  21  6  781  10
1995  75  7  29  1241  4  1  1068  3
2000  75  7  28  1241  3  1.  1052  2


















CITY  DEBT  NET
GOVT,  SERVICE  FISCAL
IMPACT
($000)  ($000)  ($000)
42  68  -123
92  152  -102
472  777  -1098
327  777,  23
105  777  284
105  777  654
217  961  323
393  1251  67
350  1251  523
211  1251  687
67  1251  1086
44  1251  1098
25  474  1084
277  BEULAH
CgY~~r~LIPEBLI~EeGXI~$~P~X
~~~~1  14C  ------  KXPKNDXMTURMSý  ý4i~~
MUHICIPALIX-f F-ase-Xh  tel-MC95r277  SEULAH
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FISCAL RUN NUMBER  1 1
APL USER NUMBER  I AGNET
FIMODEL  WAS RUN UNTIL  3  2005
MODEL RUN ON  3  7/17/1982 11M26
COUNITIES  INCLUDED  IN THIS RUN  1  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45
ANNUAL  INFLATIONI  RATE  3  1.00000
SALES AND USE  TAX  . 03740
COAL ELECTRICITY CONVERSION TAX  . *00025
COAL  CONVERSION TAXH  .00010
SEVERANCE  TAX  (  . 91000
I
Po N)MONTANA FISCAL REPORTS
I|ISB__BgS9eIezE-ISc•e.MeeCTzEEg9
AGGREAPTE REVENUEs
YEAR SEVERANCE  PERSONAL CORPORATE
SPECIAL  INCOME  INCOME
FUND  TAX  TAX
($000)  ($000)  ($000)
1981  0  0  0
1982  0  0  0
1983  0  0  0
1984  0  0  0
1985i  0  0  0
1986  0  0  0
1987  0  0  0
1988  0  0  0
1989  0  335  46
1990  0  1195  152
1991  0  3041  388
1992  0  3785  490
1993  0  3744  468
k994  3320  1035  111
1995  11790  2604  459
1996  11790  1697  192
1997  11790  1625  186
1998  11790  1625  186
1999  11790  1625  186
2000  11790  1625  186
2001  11790  1625  186
2002  11790  1625  186
2003  11790  1625  186
2004  11790  1625  186



























HIGHWAY CIO,-TOB,  EQUAL-.
TAX  LIO,-BEER  ZZATXON
TAX  TAX
($000)  ($000)  ($000)
0  0  0
0  0  0
0  0  0
0  0  0
0  0  0
0  0  0
0  0  0
0  0  1
33  10  8
85  25  19
131  39  31
407  122  46
707  211  52
746  223  53
426  128  53.
314  94  55
409  122  51
617  185  52
640  191  52
466  139  55
356  106  55
348  104  53
357  107  52
363  109  52
364  109  52
COAL  SEVERANCE  SEVERANCE
CONV,  GENERAL  TRUST
FUND  FUND  FUND
($000)  ($000)  ($000)
0  0  0
0  0  0
0  0  0
0  0  0
0  0  0
0  0  0
0  0  0
0  0  0
0  0  0
0  0  0
0  0  0
0  0  0
0  0  0
1300  2123  5442
1300  7538  19327
1300  7538  19327
1300  7538  19327
1300  7538  19327
1300  7538  19327
1300  7538  19327
1300  7538  19327
1300  7538  19327
1300  7538  19327
1300  7538  19327

































YEAR  EDUCATION  HIGHWAY  HIGHWAY  GENERAL  HIGHWAY  TOTAL  HNT
TRANSFERS  FUND  OPERAT-  GOVT,  CON-  EXPEND-  BALANICE
ING  FUNCTIONS  STRUCTION  ZTURES
($000)  ($000)  ($000)  ($000)  ($000)  ($000)  ($000)
1981  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
1982  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
1983  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
1984  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
1985  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
1986  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
1987  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
1988  I166  0  0  188  0  354  -353
1989  424  8  0  449  0  881  "450  C0
1990  676  20  31  749  340  1816  "339
1991  2534  33  492  2107  1238  6404  -2774
1992  4644  92  691  3564  1708  10699  -5850
1993  4999  155  802  3673  1986  11615  -6433
1994  3063  160  601  2055  2124  8003  7391
1995  2132  89  480  1464  2487  6652  40297
1996  3028  64  601  1889  2597  8179  37453
1997  4484  82  895  2865  2674  11000  34672
1998  4677  125  895  2911  2672  11280  34664
1999  3454  127  ,  591  1994  2676  8842  37130
2000  2771  87  491  1406  3240  7995  37755
2001  2724  61  464  1320  3239  7808  37801
2002  2787  57  464  1320  3235  7863  37730
2003  2818  57  458  1306  3237  7876  37730
2004  2800  57  437  1262  3235  7791  37824
2005  2771  55  415  1211  3235  7687  37928COUNTY  EISCAL IMPACT REPORT
DAWSON






















FEDERAL  HIGHWAY  LAW  SOCIAL
REVENUE  FUND  ENFORCE-  SERVICES
SHARING  MENT
($oq)  (,000)  ($000o)  ($000)
0  0  0  0
0  0  0  0
0  0  0  0
0  0  1  3
0  2  3  6
0  4  5  9
0  6  7  13
5  :  8  8  15
5  10  7  12
5  8  3  5
5  4  2  3
5  2  2  4
5  3  4  7
5  4  4  7
5  5  3  5
5  3  1  3























YEAR  SHARE  FEDERAL
OF  LOCAL  REVENUE
PROPTAX  SHARING
(4000)  ($000)
1985  0  0
1986  0  0
1987  0  .0
1988  1  0
1989  1  0
1990  3  0
1991  6  0
1992  12  3
1993  12  3
1994  10  3
1995  5  3
1996  4  3
1997  3  3
1998  2  3
1999  3  3
3anr  3  3
USERS  SPECIAL  HIGHWAY  STREETS
FEES  ASSESS-  FUND
MENTS
($000)  ($000)  ($000)  ($000)
0  0  0  0
0  0  0  0
0  0  0  0
0  0  0  1
9  43  1  3
21  100  3  4
32  152  4  6
43  199  6  7
50  234  6  5
41  234  5  2
18  234  2  1
11  234  1  2
14  252  2  3
22  290  3  3
23  292  3  2
17  292  2  1
-EXPENDITURES-----------4
POLICE  CITY  DEBT  NET
AND  GOVT,  SERVICE  FZSCAL
FIRE  IMPACT
(4000)  ($000)  ($000)  ($000)
0  0  0  0
0  0  0  0
0  0  0  0
9  27  44  -80
20  61  100  -130
31  93  152  -153
41  122  200  -175
48  144  235  -171
40  118  235  -93
17  52  235  -13
10  30  235  -15
14  41  253  -57
22  64  291  -106
22  66  293  -63
16  48  293  -36




PISCAL  RUN  NUMBER  1  2
APL  USER NUMBER  P  AGHET
FZMODEL  WAS  RUN UNTIL  L  2005
MODEL RUN ON  0  7/16/1982  10:44
COUNTIES INCLUDED IN  THIS RUN  I  1  2  3  4  5  6  7
ANNUAL  INFLATION RATE  :  1.00000
COAL  ELECTRICITY CONVERSION TAX  3  .00020
Cs  OOL  ... o  .ftI  CAL IMA.CToRE.0  a  ORT  ow
4--  ~~~~~I  N4CoME  ---  ---  EXPExpml-
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